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Foreword 

 

 

 

 

 

Mersey Care is recognised as an organisation that thinks differently, about strategy, about positive 

mental health and wellbeing, about organising and collaborating across boundaries. 

 We have made considerable progress in the last 5 years and now have a constellation of innovations 

across the organisation. The use of creative strategies are facilitating a cultural shift;  transforming 

our understanding and delivery of care by including new novel partners and approaches, embracing 

the broader issues of social inclusion, engagement and wellbeing. The approach to date has been 

largely organic, based on informal networks, communities of practitioners and distributed 

leadership, creating a new kind of organisational architecture. Creative and innovative approaches 

have been developed through the energy, enthusiasm and the intrinsic motivation of the people 

involved. A kind of contagious commitment has grown. For some this is less about innovation and 

more a reconnection with their values and purpose as healthcare professionals. 

I welcome this independent study that holds a mirror up to us at this point in time. It brings into 

sharper focus our partnerships with the cultural sector, evaluating the impact this is having on 

people and their lives as we move towards a more holistic understanding of positive mental health 

and wellbeing. It raises questions that will help us to reflect further, in order to improve and sustain 

our efforts and to move upstream.  It is clear that partnerships with the cultural sector not only 

extend our imaginations, but also provide simple practical solutions that are making a real difference 

to people. By stimulating different kinds of conversation and experiences that offer new possibilities 

for people, we can shift away from the language of illness towards the language of growth, renewal 

and resilience, shifting the metaphorical landscape and increasing wellbeing. 

But we have more to do. Our systems and procedures do not always serve us and sometimes they 

make engagement difficult. Putting quality first in implementing our quality strategy will ensure a 

substantial shift in focus, in both addressing the questions and recommendations raised in this 

report and in seizing the opportunities it creates. Key initiatives to take this forward include:  

• An organisational development approach that puts quality through recovery and wellbeing 

at the centre within a co- production model ( National IMROC pilot); 

• Integrating the learning to inform our future model of care and TIME project ensuring that 

we sustain positive mental health and wellbeing in communities and our environments; 

• Growing, supporting and sustaining innovative programmes that promote quality through 

person centred practices, including personal health budgets, treasure your wellbeing, time 

to talk and mindfulness, so that they become routine. 

‘An eighteenth century botanist planted a willow sapling in a barrel after 

first weighing both the sapling and the soil. After the sapling had grown for 

five years, he weighed the tree and discovered that it had increased in 

mass by 195 pounds. Upon weighing the soil he was surprised to find it had 

decreased in weight by only 13 ounces. The question is, where did a 195 

pound tree come from if not from the soil?.....’ David Grove.   
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In addition, we will be exploring new business and organisational models to facilitate organisational 

flexibility, in order to optimize the opportunities generated for further creativity and innovation for 

increased quality and value. 

Significant learning happens when different worlds come together, when you can tolerate that 

difference and create space for collaboration and when you can encourage flexibility in systems; 

then you can begin to innovate in ways that are truly transformational, this is our future…. 

I would like to thank Baseline Research for this substantial evaluation; in drawing together a complex 

range of evidence into a cogent form and creating a firm footing for the future.  Thanks to the 

creativity health and wellbeing network, the clinical business units and cultural partners who have 

worked collaboratively and mostly to those champions who have made that personal commitment 

to make something good happen, sometimes in difficult circumstances.  

 

 

 

 

Mandy Chivers 

Assistant Chief Executive 

July 2011 
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1 Introduction 

 

 

 

This report presents the findings of an evaluation exploring the value of creative approaches 

to mental health care within Mersey Care NHS Trust.  The work was commissioned by the 

Assistant Chief Executive, Dr Mandy Chivers to assess the impact of creative approaches on 

quality and value and provide recommendations for future provision. 

The importance of quality and value as concepts for assessing the effectiveness of 

healthcare is widely recognised. The emphasis on quality as an organising principle was 

heralded by the Next Stage Review in 2008, in which Lord Darzi outlined a framework for 

high quality care: 

• Effectiveness of the treatment and care provided to patients  

• The safety of treatment and care provided to patients  

• The experience patients have of the treatment and care they receive.  

The drive for quality improvement in care provision has been signified strategically in the 

White Paper Equity and Excellence: Liberating the NHS and operationally by the 

establishment of the National Quality Board and the creation of NICE’s Quality Standards 

and NHS Quality Accounts. The NHS Operating Framework for 2011/12 identifies ‘service 

quality’ as one of the three key aspects of the framework, along with accountability and 

transition and reform. The emphasis is placed on improved outcomes and greater choice 

with local involvement. For mental health care the recent Government strategy No Health 

without Mental Health, again reiterates the importance of high-quality services 

demonstrated by outcomes. Moreover, it emphasise the potential for greater 

personalisation and empowered communities to develop approaches to improving well-

being (DH, 2011).  

The current policy context demands that care provision can demonstrate quality outcomes 

and that local people have greater involvement in how care is delivered. In this context, 

 

“Be not solitary, be not idle”  

Robert Burton, Anatomy of 

Melancholy 
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therefore, it is vital that care providers understand what models are currently used locally 

for care delivery and explore the quality and value of these. This work contributes to this by 

reviewing a range of approaches that have been termed ‘creative approaches’ adopted 

within Mersey Care NHS Trust and exploring the impact of these approaches on care. The 

term ‘creative approaches’ is used throughout as an umbrella term for approaches that 

have been adopted to improve the quality of the care experienced by people. The term is 

deliberately wide due to the range of initiatives that emerged from the data. Initially the 

work was commissioned to look at creative activities that had been commissioned in 

partnership with the creative sector. These activities were not viewed as an integral part of 

mainstream care, as indicated by invariably temporary funding arrangements, outside of 

commissioned packages.  

However, the data soon suggested that ‘activities’ did not adequately describe the range of 

creative approaches people identified as instrumental in having an impact on the quality of 

care, not only for individuals, but on the care model itself. In fact, the application of the 

classic Donabedian model of quality evaluation: structure, process and outcome showed 

that in addition to the emerging outcomes, certain structures and processes were 

highlighted as instrumental. Therefore, the term ‘creative approaches’ is used as an 

encompassing term for a range of approaches that were identified as having an impact on 

the quality of care. The phrase ‘creative experiences’ is used to define those events in which 

service users and staff can participate. 

Mersey Care NHS Trust has recently developed its own Quality Strategy, which outlines the 

challenges to be addressed in order to achieve excellence in the three areas of quality 

defined by the Darzi Review. The strategy links its plans for quality to the Trust’s strategic 

objectives:  

• to improve quality and increase value   

• to enhance partnership arrangements to deliver a better range of integrated  

services  

• to consolidate develop and expand range of services provided and actively 

pursue opportunities for increasing market share  
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• become a better organisation by building on involvement with key stakeholders 

and strengthening governance.   

Re-iterating the policy context the strategy recognises the need to improve quality and 

increase local involvement and governance. The objectives also identify the need to expand 

and seek opportunities in partnership. This work contributes to an exploration of all four of 

the Trust strategic objectives. The evaluation looks at the impact of creative approaches on 

quality and value, it includes examples of how these approaches have been done in 

partnership, it looks at potential areas for new opportunities and explores models for 

greater stakeholder involvement.  In the current economic climate, exploration of new 

opportunities and market share is of course also driven by financial conditions. The latest 

national mental health strategy estimates the costs of mental health care as £105 billion 

(DH, 2011, p.2) and the accompanying document The economic case for improving efficiency 

and quality in mental health states that 

“As nearly 11% of England’s annual secondary care health budget is allocated to 

mental health care, the mental health sector cannot be exempt from having to make 

savings.” (DH, 2011, p.3) 

Therefore, exploration also needs to look at what value those approaches create. The 

concept of ‘adding value’ is now recognised as a useful way of approaching the 

understanding of how services are impacting on individual’s lives and for assessing the 

benefits that support or interventions may bring (North West SHA, 2009). However, using 

‘value’ as a frame of reference does not only refer to a financial value, but also to ‘social 

value’. This enables a wider understanding of the benefits and impact, encompassing not 

only the value for the individual, but also for the wider community (Emerson, Wachowicz 

and Chun, 2001). It should perhaps be noted that previous research on the economic value 

of creative activities has emphasised the importance of considering value for money not 

simply as financial profit: 

“Picasso is important because he taught a century new ways of looking at objects 

and not because his painting in the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum are regenerating an 

otherwise derelict northern Spanish port.” (Kelly and Kelly, 2000) 
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Consideration of value for money needs to encompass both direct economic impacts of 

participation to the individual and community (such as employment, discharge and 

avoidance of re-admission) and indirect impacts (such as value added to the environment by 

the products created, added funding attracted or the creation of ideas and images that can 

contribute to a national body of work) or what has been termed ‘social profitability’ 

(Reeves, 2002). In a 2009 paper the Trust Assistant Chief Executive, Mandy Chivers, outlined 

the Trusts’ Up-stream programme, designed to drive innovation in the Trust and described 

value as:  

“In terms of social value (including social capital); to services users and their families, 

communities and society . . .  market value . . . [defining] our unique place in the 

market . . . and . . .  good value for money.” (Chivers, 2009) 

This need to define a unique market place is also apparent in the Trust’s latest Integrated 

Business Plan, published November 2010, which emphasises the importance of being 

positioned to “take advantage of opportunities for growth and expansion as they arise”. 

Therefore, this evaluation contributes to an understanding of how creative approaches have 

contributed to the Trust’s strategic objectives and in a wider context how these approaches 

may be creating value, both as social value and for the marketplace.  Of course the wider 

context for assessing these approaches is not only at a policy level, but also at a social or 

community level. The recovery model has been described as a social movement and 

generally refers to the adoption of an approach of optimism to potential outcomes. It has 

been defined as: 

“building a meaningful and satisfying life, as defined by the person themselves, 

whether or not there are ongoing or recurring symptoms or problems.”(Shepherd, 

Boardman and Slade, 2010) 

This growing interest in recovery approaches is also reflected in the clinical literature. A 

recent review of the scientific evidence in relation to a recovery model, published in The 

Psychiatrist, concluded that research shows: 

“a substantial proportion of those with the illness [schizophrenia] will recover 

completely and many more will regain good social functioning.” (Warner, 2010) 
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The review also stated that evidence supported the concept that empowerment is an 

important element of recovery and services that are driven by users can improve outcomes. 

(Warner, 2010) 

The question of well-being and how to improve resilience has become a widespread topic of 

debate, the Coalition Government declared the need for a national measure of well-being 

and Lord Layard has recently launched the Action for Happiness campaign. The work of the 

RSA, nef and the Connected Communities studies have shown that well-being can be 

significantly impacted by social networks and connectedness and that steps for self-

managed care, such as the 5 Ways to Well-being, can be effective in improving a person’s 

well-being
1
.  The potential benefits of self-managed care for sustained recovery 

management across a range of long-term conditions, such as diabetes and substance misuse 

is now widely recognised (UNODC, 2010). 

There is of course also the local context of Mersey Care and how alongside and influenced 

by these wider developments people within the Trust have established and supported more 

creative approaches to care. Indeed part of this exploration highlighted the importance of 

the organisational setting in the development of creative approaches.  

1.1 Organisational Context 

 In the following sections, the study will show that there has been a wealth of strategies and 

developments that have encouraged and supported more creative approaches to service 

delivery across Mersey Care. These strategies have an organisational context and as a 

background to the experiential data gathered for this evaluation a review of the 

organisational documentary evidence was undertaken, i.e. the Trust’s ‘public face’ manifest 

in its strategy and business plans.  The Trust publishes an Annual Report, which deals with a 

different theme each year. In 2005-06 the focus was on staff roles and development and 

also the modernisation of facilities. In the Trust’s 2006/07 Annual Report the history of 

mental health was used as a backdrop for the yearly public reporting. In contrast to the 

description of the old asylums the following sentence is given as indicative of the direction 

of the Trust’s approach: 

                                                             
1
 http://www.neweconomics.org/publications/five-ways-well-being-evidence 
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“Mersey Care NHS Trust helps service users explore creative ways for improving 

health and wellbeing, allowing them to express themselves through art therapy and 

other meaningful activities.” (Mersey Care NHS Trust, Annual Report, 2006/07). 

The following year the report was entitled the ‘Culture and Creativity Edition’ to celebrate 

Liverpool’s Capital of Culture year. However, the report asserted that in fact the Capital of 

Culture was not the “starting point” for the use of creativity in service provision, but “more 

a landmark; an incentive to develop long established good practice” (Mersey Care NHS 

Trust, Annual Report, 2007/08). The report included some examples of creative approaches 

and stated that these: 

“should be seen as part of a broad brushstroke of creative working that reflects a 

forward-looking approach as an organisation, changing models of care, social 

inclusion and how culture in its widest sense impacts on equality, diversity and 

human rights.” (Mersey Care NHS Trust, Annual Report, 2007/08) 

This report also cited more quantitative evidence to demonstrate this effort to look forward 

and shift models of care: 

“We have moved from 64 per cent to 81 per cent patient satisfaction in five years 

and in 2007 were described by the Healthcare Commission as the most improved 

trust in the country.” (Mersey Care NHS Trust, Annual Report, 2007/08) 

The report also stated that this had been achieved in part by “think[ing] differently as an 

organisation” and described the role of culture and creativity as transformative:  

“Culture and creativity are about transformation, not just how we carry out our 

services, but also personal transformation for everyone involved.” (Mersey Care NHS 

Trust, Annual Report, 2007/08) 

The theme of the next Annual Report (2008/09) shifts to Equality and Human Rights. 

However, creativity still permeates the report, using graffiti art as the inspiration for the 

format, highlighting the establishment of ‘sacred spaces’ across the Trust and the 

development of a horticultural therapy project for service users in the community (Mersey 

Care NHS Trust, Annual Report, 2008/09). 
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At the time of writing, the most recently published Annual Report (2009/10) takes nef’s Five 

Ways to Well-being as its central theme
2
 and the introductory passage again demonstrates 

the shift in strategic direction that the organisation appears to be progressing. The role of 

creative approaches through partnerships is referred to immediately in the first paragraph 

as: 

“good examples of how we can improve quality and increase value, whilst continuing 

to concentrate on the core elements of what we do” (Mersey Care NHS Trust, 

Annual Report 2009/10). 

However, the quote above also suggests that whilst these creative approaches are valued as 

ways of improving quality, they are perhaps still not viewed as ‘core elements’ of the care 

provided. It is acknowledged that the annual report is replete with examples of how creative 

approaches have improved quality and added value. However, running alongside this 

‘championing’ of creative approaches, which are seemingly endorsed by more ‘page space’ 

than other information, the report still presents the ‘core elements’ of ‘what the Trust does’ 

as separate from these approaches. This is a suggestion that also emerged from the 

experiential data and will be explored more fully within the main findings.   

 Despite this seeming mixed picture of what role creative approaches play in service 

provision, an apparent shift in strategic direction is also manifest in other documentary 

evidence. A literature review identified a description of the journey of that shift by the Chief 

Executive and Assistant Chief Executive. In the journal article, the Assistant Chief Executive 

outlines how the use of action learning was established and grown within the organisation 

and how use of these mechanisms led to experimentation with “more creative approaches” 

(Chivers and Yates, 2010, p.259). This use of action learning as a mechanism for change 

across the organisation led to the growth of “a community of people who share a spirit of 

inquiry and a real passion for exploring and developing creative ways of improving health 

and wellbeing” and facilitated “a shift in mindset from managing illness to understanding 

what supports wellness” (Chivers and Yates, 2010, p.262). 

                                                             
2
 http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/five-ways-well-being 
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Again the role of creative partnerships in the development of these approaches is 

highlighted and the value of these in ‘opening doors’ for people to participate in the 

community: 

“Programmes delivered by partnerships with creative practitioners from Liverpool’s 

cultural sector, not only bring the ‘outside world’ into health settings but also help to 

establish relationships that open doors for service users, enabling them to access our 

partner organisations . . . for therapeutically supported programmes, for exhibitions 

of their work or, indeed, as members of the public.” (Chivers and Yates, 2010, p.262) 

The Trust also played a significant part in Liverpool’s 2008 Capital of Culture programme, 

seconding a member of healthcare staff into the Liverpool Culture Company to lead the 

creative healthcare programme, which was described as “an innovative appointment” 

(Hannah and Sephton, 2009). The recognition of this strategic direction has also occurred 

beyond the Trust and following the Capital of Culture Programme Kris Donaldson, the Chief 

Executive of the Liverpool Culture Company wrote that the approach Mersey Care NHS 

Trust had adopted in connecting culture and well-being “will change the way that this 

country views Culture as a tool to improve Health and Well-being” (Hannah and Sephton, 

2009) 

Within the organisation the shift has not only been strategically, there is also evidence in 

the published documents of the direction being translated into practice and accompanying 

processes. The review State of the Art, which explored the impact of the Capital of Culture 

08 programmes, also identified Mersey Care’s Treasure Your Well-being initiative as an 

example of a practice process that has emerged from creative approaches. This initiative 

was also identified as a “public metaphor” for a more radical vision of care growing within 

the organisation (Chivers and Yates, 2010, p. 263). The Treasure Your Well-being initiative is 

described as an “assets-based approach to supporting people” and the progress of the 

project since its first mention in the 2007/08 Annual Report perhaps reflects the seemingly 

growing move to adopt personalised creative  approaches that emphasise a recovery model: 

“On some of our wards, staff and service users took this one step further, designing 

their own treasure chests and filling them with representations of what helps them. 

This new narrative is currently being translated into practice processes, to help 
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clinicians and service users co-produce discharge care plans, both paper-based and 

using web2 technology.” (Chivers and Yates, 2010, p.263) 

 

The quote above shows that the creative approach adopted is harnessing a number of 

creative methods or approaches that might not be described as ‘core elements’: service 

user and staff action learning sets, new technologies, co-production of care plans and self-

managed care through the growth of personal recovery assets. All of which could be viewed 

as moving to a more ‘radical’ model of care and all of which could also be described as 

chiming with all of the national policy in terms of greater personalisation, self-managed care 

and social inclusion.  

Analysis of published documentation has so far highlighted the shift in strategic direction 

towards more creative approaches that can improve well-being and identified examples of 

recognition of the potential of these approaches both within the Trust and beyond. 

However, review of documentation also highlighted areas where the Trust acknowledges 

that progress is still required.  The 2009/10 Trust’s Quality Account shows that national 

targets that could be helpful in part in understanding the extent to which creative 

approaches are having an impact more widely cannot yet be drawn on to inform quality 

improvement due to poor recording. This includes the recording of employment status and 

the recording of accommodation status. Other national targets such as delayed discharges 

and waiting times for psychological services, where the Trust is underperforming, likewise 

are difficult to use as indicators due to the direct impact of other partners on this target, 

such as social care. Or as in the case of waiting times, where there is an acknowledged 

national challenge of meeting this target
3
. However, there are a number of indicators, which 

may be of use as proxy measures for the quality of care:  

• for effectiveness: re-admission rates,  

• for patient experience: cancellations by provider and waiting times for outpatients. 

For 28 day re-admissions figures showed that Trust performance was within national 

targets, which is a positive indication. However, for 90 day re-admission rates, cancellations 

and outpatient waiting times in the most recent Quality Account the Trust reported as 

                                                             
3
 http://www.mind.org.uk/assets/0000/0104/WhilewearewaitingJul08.pdf 
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below target.  Although an OECD review of the usefulness of re-admission rates in 2000 

concluded that the use of these for mental health was “more complex”, it stated that re-

admission could be viewed as: 

“...an indirect measure, albeit crude, of the goal of psychiatric patients living in the 

community.” (OECD, 2000, p.62) 

Re-admission rates remain the international indicators used to benchmark the quality of 

mental health care and the purpose for the use of this indicator is that effective “case 

management aims at allowing patients to live independently, which will reduce the need for 

costly institutional care.” 
4
 On the surface the failure to achieve this national target could 

suggest that for some the goal of sustaining an independent life in the community is not 

being realised. A further detailed analysis of this indicator was conducted by Liverpool 

Public Health Observatory in 2008 and the findings concluded that unlike other indicators 

there was a negative correlation between deprivation and re-admission and that this “could 

be taken to suggest that people are failing to access support in the community” (Ubido and 

Lewis, 2008, p.vii). This was reinforced by the finding that for one of the main indicators of 

access; GP referrals to secondary care, there was also no correlation with deprivation:  

“This would suggest that there are problems in access to care in the community for 

some of those with the greatest mental health needs. This is supported by the 

finding that there is high correlation with deprivation in indicators that suggest that, 

in  some cases, inability to access primary care support has lead to a crisis, such as a 

visit by the crisis resolution home team, or attendance at A&E for self-harm.” (Ubido 

and Lewis, 2008, p.vii) 

In conclusion from the published data it would appear that whilst the organisation has 

striven to progress creative approaches through the organisational culture and processes, in 

practice the challenge may be in how sustained positive mental health can be supported 

and for many people how support can be accessed when needed in the community to avoid 

crisis and admission.  

 

                                                             
4
 http://www.oecd.org/document/25/0,3746,en_2649_37407_37091033_1_1_1_37407,00.html 
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1.2 Experiential Evidence 

As discussed, review of the Trust’s published documentation suggests a growing recognition 

that where creative approaches have been adopted examples of the positive impact on care 

can be identified.  

This recognition of a positive impact was also borne out by review of the experiential 

evidence. Through both anecdotal narrative and more formal evaluations that the 

organisation had undertaken the suggestion of the impact that these approaches had on 

care began to emerge. The use of creative approaches had increased across the organisation 

and with it a wealth of experiential data. However, this significant pot of data existed in a 

range of formats for a variety of purposes. Therefore, to draw out an emerging evidence 

base from which to reflect it was necessary to look across all the data collectively. 

Consequently, in addition to the ‘public facing’ documentation of the organisation, the ‘grey 

literature’ was used to explore the wealth of experiential evidence emerging from the 

creative approaches. 

 A recent review of evaluations that were aimed at quality improvement initiatives 

recommended the use of local experiential data gathering to inform quality improvement: 

“On balance, stronger evidence for local action might come from documented 

experiential evidence and a plausible case rather than from a high-quality research 

study, which may be lacking anyway.” (Ovretveit, 2009, p.15) 

As well as providing a more localised evidence base than many research studies, existing 

experiential data can highlight gaps in the evidence. Whilst many of the evaluations had 

looked at the service user perspective of creative approaches, the staff perspective and 

indeed the organisational impact was not always apparent.  

Therefore, in addition to the published and grey documentation of the organisation, a multi-

method approach was adopted, using semi-structured interviews with staff and inquiry 

based approaches with groups of staff, service users and creative partners. Throughout the 

process of exploring the use of creative approaches a reflexive inquiry based method has 

been adopted. Reflexive inquiry has been described as leading the enquirer into an 

“appreciation of the connecting conversation” within data using an inductive and intuitive 
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process (Rapport, 2004, p.12) Using this approach, this review has been iterative in nature, 

each data source informing the next line of inquiry and each exploration of the data 

enabling critical reflection to formulate ideas for action and learning, as presented in this 

report. 

1.3  Aim of Evaluation 

 

• To explore the value of creative approaches to mental health care within Mersey 

Care NHS Trust from multiple perspectives. 
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2 Methods 

As stated, a certain amount of relevant data existed and this suggested emergent themes 

and pointed to particular gaps in potential data. There were also several potential 

frameworks for understanding the impact of approaches: the definition of quality as 

effectiveness, safety and experience or the concept of value as social, economic and market 

value. These important concepts will be referred to and drawn on throughout the 

discussion. However, use of either one of these frameworks would limit the possible 

themes. The definition of quality may not enable ideas around market value to emerge, 

likewise use of value as a framework may unduly focus on economics and markets, rather 

than the impact on an individual’s well-being. Therefore, an inquiry based approach was 

adopted for the evaluation, which allowed the analytical frameworks to emerge from the 

iterative use of the data.  

Researchers looking at the impact of initiatives in a social context have identified that 

assessment should consider 'soft' measurement, as well as 'hard' indicators, “so that the 

two become more closely linked and are seen as complementary” (Blake Stevenson, 2000; 

Hill and Moriarty 2001). This combined approach has been described as useful for 

“understanding the causes of social phenomena by comparing cases” (Reeves, 2002).  The 

approach adopted here draws on a number of cases or narratives of people and 

complements this with other evaluative data to build up strong themes.   

The approach involved a number of steps. The first step, a review of the wider evidence 

base informed the subsequent data gathering and the further steps were conducted 

iteratively and in parallel, each analysis suggesting further lines of inquiry:  

Step 1 Literature review of the evidence base. The literature review is used throughout the 

report to put the findings into a wider context. 

Step 2 Review of the existing internal evidence base. This consisted of a meta-analysis of 

existing evaluations and narratives previously collected. This led to the identification of data 

gaps and lines of inquiry. 
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Step 3 Exploration of Trust grey literature and routinely collected data. The grey literature 

used was the Trust’s own publications and relevant unpublished documentation that 

provided information on Mersey Care’s services and performance. 

Step 4 Use of Semi-structured Conversations with staff members. Conversations with a 

range of Trust staff representative of clinical, managerial and administrative roles were 

conducted to test emergent themes.  

Step 5 Use of Appreciative Inquiry. Collective reflection by staff, service users and creative 

partners on a set of appreciative questions further tested emergent themes and enabled 

triangulation with the existing internal evidence base and the data gathered through 

conversations. 

(The respondent data from each source was also created as a ‘Word Cloud’ and these are 

presented at the start of each section. The clouds give more prominence to words that 

appear more frequently in the source data
5
.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
5
 See the following link for an online tool. http://www.wordle.net/ 
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3 Evaluations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As stated previously, a number of evaluations of discrete creative initiatives had been 

carried out. These had been conducted by different organisations, ranging from academic 

Institutions to the Trust’s Service User Research and Evaluation (SURE) group. These studies 

had employed different methods and therefore comparability across studies was not 

possible. However, the evaluations contained a wealth of narrative and provided, as 

recommended by Ovretveit in his review of health quality improvement studies, a strong set 

of emergent themes from experiential evidence (Ovretveit, 2009). 

The following section outlines the findings from a meta-analysis of 15 evaluative reports and 

one local review presented as a poster presentation for a Conference. Reports were 

identified by staff members of the Trust, both in response to a request for evaluations from 

the researcher and identification of evaluations during the fieldwork interviews. All 

evaluations identified were included for analysis, recognising that although the quality of 

methodologies differed, each contained examples of experiential data that could be drawn 

on for secondary analysis (the full details of the evaluations used are given in the Reference 

section). These included a number of evaluations of specific creative activities, spanning arts 
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and leisure, the pilot of recovery budgets as a creative way of care delivery and a study of 

the promotion of social inclusion on in-patient wards.  

3.1 Introduction 

 

“A female service user, who had been amazing staff by attending the music group, when 

normally she would not leave her room, suddenly stood up and started to sing the Beatles’ 

song ‘Norwegian Wood’. The two cellists played in the background and she sang the song 

all the way through. One of the staff came in and just stood and stared and said: ‘I can’t 

believe this, we can’t get her out of bed, this is phenomenal.’ This service user has attended 

the group regularly and has blossomed from sitting quietly staring at the floor and not 

interacting to chatting in the group and singing with great confidence. She had in the past 

been a member of a drama group and taken part in amateur productions. She feels that the 

music group has given her the confidence to re-join a drama group when she is discharged.” 

Musician in Residence Project (SURE 2009a, p.80) 

 

In 2010 the Centre for Mental Health published their estimated figures for the cost of 

mental health care. The paper suggested that whilst the estimated costs of mental health 

care had risen, from 77.4 billion in 2003 to 105.2 billion in 2009, the prevalence of mental 

health, drawing on national surveys, had remained static across that same time period. The 

publication aimed to highlight the importance of mental health care for public policy and 

the need for timely and effective interventions that “promote positive mental health” 

(Centre for Mental Health, 2010).  The paper focussed on preventative interventions and 

emphasised the need to assist people with severe mental health problems “into paid work”, 

in order to create both immediate and long-term savings. However, the question of what 

‘promotes positive mental health’ and how this can be generated has been acknowledged 

as a much wider issue than simply paid employment (nef, 2008).  

Indeed the quote above neatly illustrates that an improvement in positive mental health can 

be impacted upon by approaches that might be termed creative, in that they would not 

currently be included in a traditional clinical model of care. The quote also illustrates that a 

creative experience has the potential to lead to sustained positive mental health through 
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ongoing engagement within a community setting: in this case the possibility of a ‘drama 

group’. 

The quote also begins to paint a picture of the experience of being on a mental health ward 

and how the nature of mental health may mean for some people a withdrawal into self or a 

reluctance to participate. In fact, analysis across all the evaluations showed that for many 

people on wards ‘not getting out of bed’ was a commonly experienced part of daily life.  

3.2 Impact on the Individual 

3.2.1‘Hard to Reach’ 

“It is a great scheme, especially as it has engaged people who are hard to reach.”             

Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.27) 

Across the evaluations there were examples of how creative approaches had seemingly 

included people “who traditionally found it difficult to engage with activities” Ward Staff 

Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2010, p.50): 

“Some will now get up just to go to the group, whereas they would not interact 

before. This applies to one service user in particular who rarely gets out of bed.” 

Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.57) 

 

“One service user had come out of his room after many weeks of staying in his room 

to play his guitar with the music group.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence 

Project (SURE, 2009a, p.23) 

 

“At first colleagues who were not involved laughed and said it would not work. They 

said that the lads can’t get out of bed to take medication, never mind play football. 

Now they are really surprised” Link worker, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.22) 

The last comment shows that although people may be described as ‘hard to reach’, that 

description may in fact create a barrier to engagement through an assumption that a person 

cannot be engaged. However, throughout the evaluations the engagement of the ‘hard to 

reach’ by creative approaches emerged strongly and challenged this assumption: 
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“Many service users were initially withdrawn and unable to interact but great 

changes have been seen.” Link worker, Everton Project (SURE 2009b p.21) 

  

“I’m getting out of the bloody flat. I was just staying in, vegetating, and now I’m 

getting out. I get some knockbacks from my health, and then I have to push myself to 

get out. I’m glad of it when I push myself.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE 2009b 

p.28) 

Using the term ‘hard to reach’ defines the issue as coming from within the group, rather 

than looking at the approach used with the group (Smith 2006). In fact, several comments 

from staff suggested that although people may have had some difficulty engaging initially, 

their ability to engage improved given time: 

“People seemed initially reluctant to talk, withdrawn and nervous. Over time 

observable changes in body language, more relaxed and communicative.” Staff 

Member, Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-08, p.25) 

The service users own stories of their experiences suggest that people who might be 

labelled ‘hard to reach’, because of being withdrawn or uninterested, can turn out to 

benefit greatly given the time and the right support to engage at their own pace: 

“One service user said that for the first two sessions after he arrived on the ward he 

sat outside the room listening to the music. One day he plucked up courage to join 

the group and felt really a part of it and has attended regularly since.” Staff Member, 

Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.64) 

 

“One service user, in her first week did not dare to come in the lounge, as the group 

situation scared her, but said at a later stage what an amazing sensation it had been 

for her to hear the cello from her room and to have that element of live music on the 

ward. The music travelling through the walls really comforted her. She now comes 

every week to the music session, opening up more and more, sharing her feelings 

with others, asking for specific moods in music. Eventually there was a session where 

she was laughing out loud drumming along to our opera arias. The service user has 

expressed how important the music session was for her well-being on the ward and 
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how grateful she was for it.” Musician, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, 

p.72) 

Some people clearly need time to develop the confidence to participate and the last story 

begins to suggest that engagement of the ‘hard to reach’ can actually lead to them ‘opening 

up’ and being able to express their feelings through the experience. Once people engage, 

participation in creative experiences appears to improve people’s confidence and ability to 

further engage and lead to a transforming effect, from ‘hard to reach’ to active member of 

the group:  

“There was a very moving episode on this ward when a service user who at first 

hovered in the doorway and was encouraged by the group to join them. She would 

not sit with them and took a place in the corner of the room and stared at the floor. 

The musicians were asked to play some Irish music and had just started to play an 

Irish reel when out of the corner came the service user, she took centre floor and 

commenced to Irish dance, it was obvious that she had had some training. She 

danced to every piece of music, Irish or not, throughout the session. It was truly 

remarkable to see the transformation in her,” Ward Staff Member, Musician in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.79) 

It is of no surprise that people in this context may find it difficult to engage. There is an 

inextricable link between mental health and social inclusion, or as is often the case, social 

isolation. Deteriorating mental health can lead to increased social isolation, but conversely 

social inclusion can improve and sustain positive mental health (Anglia Ruskin, UCLan 

Research Team, 2007; nef, 2008; Rowson et al. 2010; Mental Health Foundation 2011). 

Moreover, studies looking at the impact of the arts on mental health issues have highlighted 

that “our feelings often police our actions” (Matarasso, 1997). People may not get involved 

in activities, if they lack confidence and find uncertainty difficult and this in turn will increase 

their social isolation. What emerges from these evaluations is the message that although a 

person may appear ‘hard to reach’, given time and space to engage in creative approaches, 

people can actually gain confidence and be ‘transformed’ into an active member of a group. 

Moreover, there may be a very different person behind the surface for whom the creative 

experience has a significant impact. 
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3.2.2 Identities 

“One memorable moment occurred when a female service user who was clearly 

unwell and quite disruptive suddenly announced that she would like to play the piano. 

She had to be helped up to the piano and to everyone’s amazement she announced 

in a beautiful speaking voice that she was about to play a piano piece by Chopin and 

this she did. It was obvious to everyone in the room that we were witnessing a 

performance by a professional pianist.”  

Musician, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2010, p.81) 

 

In several evaluations descriptions of people’s responses to creative experiences went 

further in the perceived impact than simply a growth in confidence. As in the last quote, 

people often displayed knowledge, skills and talents that had hitherto been unknown to 

their immediate community on the ward. People described interests that may have lain 

dormant being ‘rekindled’ by participation: 

“The music sessions were reported as touching on past interests with which service 

users could reconnect.” Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.51)  

 

“It has re-awakened the creative abilities of some service users.” Staff member, 

Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2010, p.86)  

 

“That was wicked, takes me back to my boxing days, when I was in shape.” Service 

User, Exercise to Music Initiative (Knowles, Caffrey and Caldwell, 2010) 

This re-awakening of skills and interests appears to bring with it a number of benefits. 

Mental health brings with it a label and often a stigma. Again, this can impact negatively on 

a person’s ability to maintain social connections. Their identity becomes ‘service user’. 

However, examples of people ‘awakening’ and ‘reconnecting’ with previous identities gives 

a different label, such as ‘professional pianist’. Emerging from the evaluations is the sense 

that for some people participation in these creative approaches may generate a different 

identity that draws on previous lived experiences. Moreover, that the identification of this 

new identity unlocks resources to draw on to sustain positive mental health: 

“One service user said that she already plays the guitar and her interest had been 

revived by the music sessions. She has had her own guitar brought onto the ward 
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and intends to continue to play after her discharge ‘all thanks to the music group’”. 

Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.33) 

 “One lady had forgotten how much she loved music until the music sessions began. Now 

she is planning to visit Venice and go to see an opera and she also intends to take her 

children to a concert at the Phil.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 

2009a, p.14) 

 

“Another service user, who was discharged a number of months ago, continues to 

return to the LSU for the weekly music sessions in order to continue his musical 

interest. Having gained self-confidence, in addition he now goes to a poetry and 

reading group and writes his own poetry.” Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 

2009a, p.23) 

The above quotes show that once the awakening to skills and interests is made, people can 

then connect that to activities beyond the ward that will be valuable in sustaining positive 

mental health for recovery. One description of what recovery is argues that 

“recovery refers to the lived experience of people as they accept and overcome the 

challenge of disability... they experience themselves as recovering a new sense of 

self and of purpose within and beyond the limits of the disability” (Deegan, 1988).  

The theme emerging from these evaluations is that creative approaches have the potential 

to begin to generate a new identity or ‘sense of self and of purpose’ beyond the label of 

service user:  

“Playing as a football team and not as a service user.” Link worker, Everton Project 

(SURE 2009b, p.21) 

In particular, with people who may have been described as ‘hard to reach’, the identification 

of particular skills and interests that engagement has surfaced can aid in care planning:  

“[for those people] traditionally reluctant to engage with activities, the music 

sessions might be the only activity they choose to take part in during a week and it is 

important to capture this.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 

2010, p.53) 

In these examples the value created by the creative approach appears to be in connecting to 

resources that can help sustain positive mental health. Although the examples above 
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concern skills and interests that were already there, other comments showed that people 

did not always need to have had previous interests to benefit.  

3.2.3 New Experiences 

“This is my first time at the group which is a new experience; it has given me an 

interest in classical music.”  

Service User, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.16) 

 

“They always look forward to it and now one of them is learning to play the guitar, 

with Gareth helping him with the fingering and tuning of the guitar.”  

Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project, (SURE, 2009a, p.20) 

 

As with rediscovery of skills, exposure to new experiences also had a positive impact on 

confidence levels: 

“The video material in particular showed participants exploring the electronics 

equipment, not always certain about how things worked, but trying and feeling 

confident that they could take a risk in their exploration. Again, this appeared to help 

with increased confidence. As people realised that it was okay to explore and take a 

risk, they became more willing to engage in new experiences and activities.” 

(Karpusheff and Haberle, The Plot, 2010, p.14) 

 A DH funded study looking at the impact of the arts on social inclusion in a mental health 

context concluded that participation in creative activities had widened people’s horizons 

through new experiences (Anglia Ruskin, UCLan Research Team, 2007). They highlighted 

that this in turn had led to people pursuing new opportunities and in some cases careers. 

One such example emerged from the evaluation of The Plot, a project between Mersey Care 

and Liverpool FACT for people accessing Early Intervention services. A previous participant, 

who had developed new skills around DJ-ing from the FACT project, went on to establish 

their own project for peers using that new experience as the inspiration (Karpusheff and 

Haberle, 2010).  

 

This sense that the creation of an identity outside of being a person with a mental health 

label, whether by reconnecting with latent skills or discovering new interests, has been 
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identified as “the first task of recovery” (Slade, 2009). A recent publication aimed at staff in 

mental health services from RETHINK states that recovery involves: 

“minimising the impact of mental illness (through framing and self-managing) and 

maximising wellbeing (by developing a positive identity and valued social roles and 

relationships). (Slade, 2009, p.4) 

It would appear from this experiential evidence that these approaches can support the 

development of a positive identity and therefore help to ‘maximise wellbeing’. The idea that 

the creation of a positive identity from participation can help maximise positive mental 

health emerged not only from stories that led to an outcome as concrete as a new career. 

For some the impact was described as creating a sense of purpose and this in itself was seen 

as equally life changing: 

“We felt like we were on the scrapheap, and now we’ve got something to do.” 

Service User, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.32) 

 

“I’d packed up at 34, when I had my breakdown. This has given me a new lease of 

life.” Service User, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.31) 

3.2.4 Alleviation of Symptoms 

“I never won nothing in my life. Never thought anyone would stand in front of me and 

say, ‘Here’s something you won!’ I can’t believe it! I was buzzing.”  

Service User, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.31) 

 

As the quote above shows, this creation of a positive identity and improvement in self-

esteem appears to accrue both over time and also immediately as a ‘buzz’. Not only do the 

evaluations suggest that people who may have been withdrawn can slowly emerge from 

within themselves, but also how people who may be experiencing severely debilitating 

feelings, can be immediately ‘uplifted’ by a creative experience: 

“The spark I get out of it, the feeling of achievement when I score a goal. We all buzz 

off it. Everyone’s got respect for each other. It’s not like the Sunday Leagues where 

people are shouting at each other and arguing with the Ref.” Service User, Everton in 

the Community (SURE, 2009b, p.29) 
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 “It’s nice when you’ve got your fresh kit on; you walk onto the court, feeling great. 

And when you’re leaving, you’re fulfilled, whether you’ve won or not.” Service user, 

Everton in the Community (SURE, 2009b, p.29) 

“It was evident that women often arrived at sessions in an agitated or distressed 

state feeling the need to discuss recent experiences on the ward. It was noticeable 

that by the end of sessions the women’s mood had lifted.” Staff Member, Tate 

Women’s Group Evaluation, (Gallagher and Edwards, 2007, p.10) 

In the last quote, there is a suggestion that the uplift in mood has in part occurred as a 

consequence of the opportunity to express their recent experiences. One of the principles of 

the Tate Women’s Project is that the experience should provide a safe space for people to 

express feelings and emotions: 

“Art encourages individuals to talk about emotional issues in a non-threatening 

setting, for example, it is often considered ‘safer’ to talk about and relate to an 

artwork rather than directly about oneself.” (Gallagher and Edwards, 2007, p.10) 

The suggestion from the evaluation is that this safe place enabled people’s ‘distressed’ state 

to lift and participants described the value simply as a: “good way of talking about past 

problems” (Gallagher and Edwards, 2007, p.10).  

 

The direct beneficial impact on mood emerged from quotes illustrating how people were 

able to find an outlet for feelings, but also as a distraction from those thoughts and feelings. 

For some people this mood-enhancing effect was described as directly alleviating the 

symptoms associated with their mental health: 

“A lad who was very depressed and always complaining of feeling worthless says 

that playing on a Friday lifts his mood and makes his whole weekend”. Link worker, 

Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.22) 

 

“When I went to dancing last week, I had so much anger inside me and then I done 

the dancing and then I danced all day then, and I come out feeling brand new…It 

really uplifted me it made me feel, like I had released some of the pressure and it 

made me feel brilliant.” Service User, Dance Project (Froggett, undated, p.13) 
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This evaluation echoes other studies that have looked at the use of dance in a mental health 

setting, where participation has been shown to improve self-esteem, self-image and 

enhance mood (Froggett, undated, Bunce, 2006; Macdonald, 2006; Koch et al, 2007). 

 

In a number of the evaluations staff described the effect on people’s feelings as visible:  

“To see service users who were virtually disconnected at first and then to see them 

smile later is wonderful” Musician, Musician in Residence Project, (SURE, 2009a, 

p.28) 

 

“Enjoyment and animation are seen on their faces as their lives change for the hour 

of the group. As they leave the room, the service users who arrived quietly, depart 

amid chatter about the text.” SURE Member as Observer, Reader in Residence 

Project (SURE, 2009a, p.40) 

This suggestion that participation brings an alleviation of symptoms takes the experience 

beyond a simply enjoyable activity to one that has therapeutic benefit: 

“it moved from being a pleasant experience to a healing one.” Staff Member, 

Musician in Residence Project, (SURE, 2009a, p.69) 

This was reinforced by comments that suggested that the alleviation of symptoms came not 

only from an uplifting quality, but also from the relaxing effect of participation:  

“I am new here and can only say that I came into the room full of cares and worries 

about my life, but listening to the music relaxed me and it is as if all my cares and 

worries have been blown away.” Service User, Musician in Residence Project, (SURE, 

2009a, p.81) 

 

“I felt happy in myself, I just felt totally relaxed, my whole day was better that day 

after doing it. “ Service User (Froggett, undated, p.7) 

 

“They have found it relaxing, soothing and calming to listen to her playing her cello.” 

Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.55)  

The relaxation found in these creative experiences for some people seemed to arise from 

being absorbed in the activity: 
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“We had one woman, very manic when she arrived, really chatting all the way 

through the very quiet stretches and slowly started to stop chattering away and 

started to get into her body, moving, erm, and that seemed to change her focus, and 

then she seemed to stay with the class and be involved in what we were doing as not 

as involved in her own, what she was doing.” Dancer, (Frogett, undated, p.13) 

   

“People become more grounded and socialised and able to focus on the music and 

gain relief from their symptoms.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project 

(SURE, 2009a, p.44) 

 

“The service users were totally absorbed and interested in the music. They were 

relaxed and transfixed.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, 

p.57) 

 

“Once we started doing the loosening up exercises I started swooshing around and 

then I was like gone, all gone, feeling all the tension coming out of me, I was only in 

there for a couple of minutes and it was like a whoosh thing I could feel a warmth 

inside and I was happy.” Service User (Froggett, undated, p.8) 

The focus that engagement in the activity brought enabled people to ‘forget’ their label for 

a time; people were ‘transfixed’ by the experience and able to find relaxation and freedom 

from the symptoms: 

“On one occasion, the group was small and for various reasons the members were 

feeling low. The story (The Model Millionaire by Oscar Wilde) was interesting and 

had a good momentum. It was light and each member became immersed in the 

story, forgetting their original feelings for a while.” (Mossley Hill Day Hospital, p.59)  

 

“I feel like I am lost in my own world, it takes me away from what is happening to 

me, it sort of takes me away for a short time while I am doing it, if you can 

understand me, it takes me away, it makes me feel free.” Service User (Froggett, 

undated, p.8) 
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“It was noted how the service users would become engrossed and transfixed on the 

concert and didn’t want to go out for a smoke until the break. Also, one person’s 

characteristic restless legs appeared to relax.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence 

Project (SURE, 2009a, p.50) 

In a number of staff and service user comments reference was made to the fact that even 

smoke breaks, a characteristic part of ward life, could be foregone or forgotten due to the 

absorption in the experience:  

“The smokers sat through 90 minutes without (apparent) difficulty.” Staff Member, 

Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.41) 

 

“We had a smoke before going in and for me to go three hours without a ‘ciggie’ is 

unheard of, so things must have been good.” Service User, Musician in Residence 

Project (SURE, 2009a, p.84) 

 

 The absorption in the moment could also be physical and a number of comments from the 

Dance and Everton experiences pointed to the physical health benefits, both as alleviation 

of symptoms and as positive lifestyle benefits: 

“I think the dance group is more positive, because you are moving around, as you 

are concentrating on moving around and jumping around and happy music and 

liveliness I think it is better distraction from anxiety, the actual physical movement 

makes me feel that that is more useful to distract myself from my anxiety.’ Service 

User, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.8) 

 

“Lots of improvements to my health, more confidence. And there’s the endorphins I 

get from exercising; makes me happier.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE 2009a, 

p.28) 

“I can do three hours’ gardening at a time now; before Christmas, I could do only an 

hour.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.28) 

 

“With Olanzapine, I’ve put on weight. This [football] keeps control of the situation.” 

Service user, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.28)  
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The value in this relaxation and alleviation of symptoms is that it then enables people to 

interact and communicate more freely: 

“There is a relaxed atmosphere and lots of discussion. Individuals are much more 

willing to comment and to open up and talk about their personal experiences.” Staff 

Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.58) 

Most importantly, it provides topics of conversation that are positive in focus and ‘distract’ 

from their label, from the ever present ‘mental illness’: 

“Something to talk about other than their illness.” Staff Member, Reader in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2008) 

In turn, increased communication leads to improved social interaction and the creation of 

social supports: 

“wonderful feeling, the feeling that comes at the end when you are relaxed and you 

make friends.” Service User, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.8) 

 

“A therapeutic activity which directly and actively involves service users, facilitates 

enjoyable social relationships and promotes optimism.” Staff Member (Froggett, 

undated, p.8) 

 

One comment illustrates neatly with metaphor the ‘uplifting’ effect of participation, 

describing how their mental health had made them feel trapped in a small space until 

participation in the creative experience had lifted them out and brought freedom: 

“The best way I can describe it is, it’s like, if you’ve ever been stuck in an elevator 

and it stopped midway, and there is nobody else there but you, and you don’t know 

what to do, you don’t know who to go to and the phone stops working. And you are 

just stuck in this little space. But, when the firemen finally come and lift you out, 

then you are brought to this big space here (indicates room where dancing took 

place) and there is more room, and it is like (sighs heavily) thank God this happened! 

(theatrically wipes brow). And what if the lift had gone down the shaft and had gone 

completely to the bottom, and then you would be dead!” Service User, (Froggett, 

undated, p.14) 
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3.3 Impact beyond the Immediate Experience 

The value created by the experience, in terms of impact on symptoms and ability to interact 

is seen not only during the experience, but beyond. Comments described how the 

experience had impacted on a person’s general ability to be active and motivated:   

“Service users looked forward to the sessions; they have motivation and the 

determination to get out of bed to attend a session.” Staff Member, Musician in 

Residence Project, (SURE, 2009a, p.23)  

“I look forward to it. It’s a springboard. You feel good after doing it, ready to do 

other things.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE 2009b, p.28)  

The value is also felt beyond the person, with people reporting improved ability to interact 

and develop their social networks with friends and family: 

“Mixing better on the ward. Mixing better with family.” Link Worker, Everton Project 

(SURE 2009b, p.21) 

 

“It has enabled at least one service user to have more meaningful conversations with 

their relatives because the group and the stories have provided the topics of 

conversation.” Staff Member, Reader in Residence (SURE, 2007-2008, p.41) 

 

“My family are paying attention to me now. I was doing nothing when I got out of 

hospital, now I’m doing this and they’re supportive.” Service User, Everton in the 

Community (SURE 2009b, p.30) 

Moreover, these mood-enhancing benefits were not solely restricted to service user 

participants. Benefits for staff that had participated were also identified. Staff’s own well-

being was uplifted from participation: 

“It makes me feel good to see them feel good, it’s a perk of the job, it gives me a 

little bit of lift as it can be a thankless job at times.” Staff Member, Musician in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.57) 

 

 “I have seen service user’s change as a result of joining the group. They become 

more awake and their mood is lifted. Staff have also benefited from a lift in their 

mood.” Musician, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.22) 
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“Key Professionals report gains in terms of self confidence and professional 

development, demonstrating that the project not only benefits service users.” 

Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.71) 

And similar to the benefits reported by service users, staff also connected to new interests 

and identities: 

“An opportunity to participate and enjoy the group. It adds richness to the work 

experience and has spilled over into non work time, too!” Staff Member, Reader in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.32) 

 

“I’ve learned how massively important reading is to myself. This has renewed my 

own reading. It makes a massive difference to me personally.” Staff Member, Reader 

in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.36) 

 

“Other staff catch our enthusiasm. It’s like laughter in the way that it’s contagious; 

we come out of the group buzzing, the buzz comes out with us, and the other staff 

catch some of that.” Staff Member, Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, 

p.37) 

 

3.4 Impact on the Community 

As the last quote illustrates, the uplifting impact can also go beyond the individual. Where 

these creative approaches are ward-based, the experience can also bring benefits to the 

ward environment. The resultant elevation in mood is brought back to the ward 

environment:  

“People leave for the music group enthusiastically and come back happy.” Staff 

Member, Musician in Residence Project, (SURE, 2009a, p.26)  

 

“There is a feeling of calmness after the group sessions.” Staff Member, Musician in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.63) 
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“The ward was described as normally being quite gloomy but the group cheers 

people up and makes for a relaxing, pleasant and less oppressive atmosphere. They 

said they talk about it afterwards and have a laugh.” SURE Member, Musician in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.64) 

The above words used to describe the ward, such as ‘oppressive’, show that the immediate 

environment may not always be viewed as particularly beneficial to the alleviation of 

symptoms.  In one of the evaluations the researcher’s description of the ward setting from 

an observer’s perspective highlights the issues that can contribute to this ‘oppressive’ 

environment: 

“The Windsor House group takes place within a challenging context. The location is 

an extremely busy, acute in-patient unit, where space and staff time are at a 

premium, and patients are generally in a distressed, acutely ill condition.” Staff 

Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.60) 

Likewise, a description of the experience of going on a ward by a carer in the Family Rooms 

Review further reinforces this picture of a challenging environment where people benefit 

from space and time out: 

“You need to have privacy, and going on those wards is pretty scary, you need time 

together, and just getting a little space away can make all the difference when so 

much is happening.” (Think Family Steering Group, 2011, p.4) 

A researcher’s observations from one of the evaluations echo these descriptions of the ward 

environment and show how the creative experience can create that space:  

“The atmosphere at the end of each group was peaceful and pleasant. Service users 

left looking calm and composed. A satisfied service user commented at the end of a 

session, following a lively discussion about the novel Little Women: “I really enjoyed 

that!” The group seems to function as a haven of peace and calm amidst a loud, 

chaotic hospital background.” SURE Member, Musician in Residence Project (SURE, 

2009a, p.60) 

  

In addition to a direct impact on the immediate ward environment, the theme of 

community impact also concerned the social nature of the group and the fact that 

participation brought people together and broke down boundaries: 
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“Staff and patients together better, you know understand things more that we are 

not just looking at them, you know, we are there involved with them.” Ward 

Manager, Dance Project (Froggett, undated, p.13)  

Several comments highlighted the greater understanding and improved relationships 

developed between different groups, such as service users and staff:  

“Staff engaging with service users on a different level, in a different environment. It 

is important for staff to see service users away from the ward, not assessing as such, 

but it is nice to see how they cope with their anxieties, see how they manage and to 

see what level of support they need.” Link worker, Everton in the Community (SURE, 

2009b, p.18)  

“An anecdote to illustrate this is where one of the Consultant Psychiatrists regularly 

participates in the football and the only concern for the lads was what they should 

call him; they actually now use his Christian name at the football and revert back to 

‘Doctor’ when off the pitch.” Staff Member, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.19) 

Participating in an experience together in turn improves the sense of community:  

“It has re-awakened the creative abilities of some service users and helped to 

promote a community atmosphere on the wards because it involved staff and 

service users enjoying and participating in the same thing.” Staff Member, Musician 

in Residence Project (SURE, 2009a, p.86) 

The suggestion that the value unlocked by these experiences goes beyond the individual 

service user emerged repeatedly. In particular, these comments highlight a growing theme 

that the beneficial impact is not only on the participants, but also on the immediate 

environment and the community with whom they interact. 

    

Although the comments above begin to suggest that there are reported benefits for staff, 

analysis across the evaluations highlighted that in some areas of the Trust staff involvement 

had not always been widespread. In the evaluation looking at the Reader in Residence 

Project it emerged that involvement of staff varied at different sites. Whilst some were very 

committed, others had not got involved (SURE, 2007-2008). This suggestion was reinforced 

by the Musician in Residence Project: 
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“Ward staff did not come to the TV/Music room and contribute or join in with the 

music group sessions. When approaches were made to ask ward staff the following 

questions, the response was that the OTs were in charge.” Researcher, Musician in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2009b, p.13) 

 

“There is a sense that the musician sessions are the concern of OTs. The difficulty to 

emerge from this is that staff are not getting to see the therapeutic benefits that 

service users are gaining from the group.” Staff Member, Musician in Residence 

Project (SURE, 2009b, p.91) 

There was only limited exploration of the possible reasons for this in the evaluation. One 

comment from a staff member suggested that 

“Another Key Professional has found it quite difficult to justify taking time out of the 

week when there are so many other calls on their time.” Staff Member, Reader in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.40)  

In fact, this is a theme that emerged more strongly in the analysis of the semi-structured 

conversations with staff and will be explored further in future sections.  

   

Despite the emerging challenges, the data suggests that the experiences can have a range of 

positive impacts on both the individual and on their immediate community. For the 

individual there appears to be a range of benefits that can be described as providing a social 

value. Experiences are shown to increase confidence and motivation, re-awaken abilities 

and interests, generate new skills and impact positively on self-esteem. The data also 

demonstrates the mental and physical health benefits, the alleviation of symptoms and 

improving fitness levels. Participation in creative approaches can not only ‘distract’ from the 

challenge of dealing with mental health, but provide resources for sustained positive mental 

health:  

“…[they] came back to the ward afterwards and they were all, they were all talking 

about it, and erm, one or two of them, they are quite shy individuals and to see 

them laughing and joking about and talking about how much they enjoyed it, they 

couldn’t wait to do it again…for me as well it’s something they can do as part of their 

recovery in the community as well, so they can go I don’t know, salsa lessons, for 

example in the local centre.” Ward Manager, Dance Project (Frogett, undated, p.13) 
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The positive impact on the individual, whether service user or staff, in turn leads to benefits 

for the immediate environment. The groups return to the ward following participation and 

the enhanced mood is brought from the experience into the community. As stated by one 

staff member involved in the Everton in the Community initiative, the experiences are not 

only a pleasant way to pass the time they are “a vehicle for much broader goals” Staff 

Member, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.11). 

 

3.5 Sustained Value  

“It’s got a knock on effect. We go out in the evenings sometimes.”  

“It opens doors for us.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.31) 

 

Many studies suggest that people experiencing mental health issues are socially excluded: 

“The findings support the hypothesis that social exclusion often accompanies the 

experience of mental health problems.” (Healey, 2009, p.17) 

It is also known that social exclusion is associated with reduced well-being (nef, 2008). There 

is therefore potential for a vicious circle of withdrawal, reduced interaction, increased 

exclusion and a negative effect on well-being. What these evaluations begin to suggest is 

that participation in the type of creative approaches adopted by Mersey Care can in fact 

reduce the likelihood of this cycle. Comments so far have built an emerging picture of the 

potential of these approaches to draw in the ‘hard to reach’. Once people engage they 

gradually grow in confidence, become more hopeful and more relaxed, sometimes 

developing new skills and on some occasions reconnecting to latent talents and interests. 

This then creates new identities beyond the service user label, new social supports and 

increased participation in meaningful activity. The vicious circle is now turned into a 

‘virtuous circle’, the experience generating resources, or ‘recovery capital’, a term used in 

the addictions field to describe the supports that people can draw on to sustain their 

recovery (Best and Laudet, 2010). This idea of a virtuous circle and the social value created 

as a result is described in a number of comments highlighting the longer-term potential for 

benefits generated: 
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“When asked if they would attend a group outside the day hospital, all replied that 

they would because they had enjoyed it so much.” (SURE 2007-2008, p.57) 

 

“A spin-off from this is that we play football on a Monday and then have a swim.” 

Service User, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.28) 

 

“Two service users I used to take to the sessions now take themselves and have 

made friends with each other. This has resulted in making other friends at the 

sessions and now a group of eight now meet at the weekend and go playing 

snooker”. Link Worker, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.22)  

 

“There is now greater independence and some will now make their own way either 

by bus or by sorting out a lift” Link Worker, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.22) 

 

“Going out to football gets me in the habit of going out, so it’s easier to go to the 

shops and stuff.” Service user, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.28) 

The above quote shows that for these individuals the experience has created immediate 

social value in terms of meaningful activity. Participation has also created strong social 

supports that will provide significant recovery capital for this person ongoing to sustain their 

positive mental health. People then have greater independence and support from the 

community and subsequently less dependence on specialist services:  

“If someone’s missing it, saying they don’t feel like coming, we all get behind him 

and say, ‘Come on, we need you, the team needs you.’ And they come along, and 

we’re all buzzing, and it’s great.” Service User, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.28) 

 

“Less reliant on mental health workers and more reliant on each other” 

“Encouraging each other.” Link worker, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.21) 

 

3.6 Conclusions on Evaluations 

In summary, analysis of the evaluations suggests that creative approaches have a value for 

the individual. Participation can impact positively on well-being: mentally and physically, 
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improving confidence, self-esteem and ability to interact, but also generate value for the 

wider environment. The alleviation of symptoms, the relaxing and uplifting effect are 

transferred into the immediate space, calming and enhancing the healing environment. This 

social value is also experienced by all participants, service users and staff alike. The group 

participation in the creative experience brings a breaking down of boundaries, all participate 

together without different labels and also learn more about each other’s identities, beyond 

‘staff’ and ‘service user’. Most importantly, the creative approaches appear to create value 

beyond the duration of the experience.  

 

The creative experiences bring new social connections and support. Connections create 

further meaningful activity and engagement in increased activities sustains the positive 

benefits. The evaluations suggest that creative approaches provide not only a therapeutic 

experience, but the vital resources for recovery:    

“Increasingly, services aim to go beyond traditional clinical care and help patients 

back into mainstream society, re-defining recovery to incorporate quality of life – a 

job, a decent place to live, friends and a social life” (Appleby, 2007). 

 

There is a demonstrable impact for both the individual and in some cases the wider 

community. As mentioned briefly in the section looking at the impact on staff members, a 

small number of emergent themes suggested that in order to generate those positive 

outcomes, certain organisational structures and processes had been instrumental in the use 

of these approaches. One of the main themes that emerged was the importance of senior 

commitment for these approaches. In some cases there was a view that senior support 

eased the challenge of adopting a creative approach: 

“This has come in from the top. Most new ideas come in at the bottom and you have 

to fight all the way up…Management is accepting it, it’s so much easier to do.” Staff 

Member, Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.38) 

Other comments suggested that senior investment in an approach showed that the 

approach was valued and this in turn meant that people felt more valued because of that 

investment and this helped participation: 
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“The fact that the Reader in Residence project has come into the Trust from the top 

means that people are working hard to make it a success, and it does work well! The 

Trust thinks it is worth investing in. This, in turn, lifts people and they get 

encouraged even more.” Staff Member, Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-

2008, p.42) 

However, as stated previously, the suggestion that not all staff had got involved in creative 

approaches meant that processes were not always in place to ensure continuity. Where 

there was a lack of commitment and enthusiasm within the clinical care team “problems 

arose if staff for example went off sick and there was no one else able to champion the 

Reader groups.” Reader, Reader in Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.20)  

This was particularly apparent in places where the creative approach was being supported 

by a particular staff role:  

“If link worker is unavailable, there is no cover and the support is fragile.” Staff 

Member, Everton Project (SURE, 2009b, p.24) 

 

The input of staff was seen as vital, not only in operational terms, such as organising the 

room and the attendance of participants, but also in “having a good background 

understanding of the service users and facilitating conversation” Reader, Reader in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.25) One possible way of improving the involvement 

of staff was suggested in the evaluation of the Reader project. The visiting readers felt that 

more preparatory training with staff may have helped with commitment, as well as more 

involvement of senior managers (SURE, 2007-2008, p.23). Although most of the evaluations 

did not fully explore the reasons behind this lack of involvement, running through some of 

the comments was an emerging thread suggesting that the creative experience is perhaps 

still not seen by all as an integral part of care provision: 

“Difficulties are likely to be experienced attending training and the reading groups as 

clinical duties will take priority at times. Staff Member, Reader in Residence Project 

(SURE, 2007-2008, p.34) 

“How to fit this in with what is already quite a busy week.” Staff Member, Reader in 

Residence Project (SURE, 2007-2008, p.33) 
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Therefore, despite all the seeming benefits and the value created, the evaluations suggest 

that creative approaches are viewed by some as an additional consideration in a busy week, 

rather than something that can be utilised as part of a care package.  

 

Most importantly though, the evaluations show that in order to overcome potential barriers 

the first step may be in thinking differently about what the ‘box’ of a care package is:  

“The Exercise to Music Project is a good example of how thinking ‘outside the box’ 

can have such a powerful impact on the well-being and care of our patients. Often 

the blocks are in our own minds in not embracing such approaches more readily.” 

Staff Member, Exercise to Music Initiative (Knowles, Caffrey and Caldwell, 2010) 
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4 Narratives 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Out of the Dungeons’: A Carer’s Story 

When my son first started the group he would sit in a corner or want to sit with me. As 

months went by he started to interact. He didn't feel threatened because he was with 

people that had acquired brain injuries as well and understood him. It brought him out of 

himself a lot. We would go to galleries. It was like coming out of prison for him. He had a 

reason to get out of bed. When the group stopped he lost interest in life again. Coming to 

the group took me out of the dungeons. I had been cut off and isolated. When you are in a 

situation like mine you lose friends because you can never go anywhere and you just get 

lost in the mists of time. You lose your identity. You become a mother and a carer. Coming 

here was liberating. I didn't know I could paint and I found I had a talent. I feel safe to 

forget about my worries and relax. I didn't have to worry about what people say about my 

son's behaviour. 

There has been a growing use of narrative in mental health research, particularly in the 

exploration of the nature and depth of recovery (Brown and Kandirikirira, 2007). The use of 

narrative to gather experiential evidence has also been shown to have a positive impact on 

the individual ‘narrator’, allowing the narrator to make sense of their experience and focus 

on the positives. (Kelley, 1995; Ridgway, 2001; Brown and Kandirikirira, 2007) Certainly in 

the analysis of these narratives what emerges strongly is the journey that people have 
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undertaken. Many of the narratives begin from a place of darkness, such as ‘the dungeons’ 

and move on through the experience, ‘liberating’ them to a discovery of self. Moreover, the 

narratives present a new theme, that these journeys are not only experienced by the service 

user and staff, but by the people around them, as in the carer’s story above. 

 

The use of narrative analysis in qualitative methods has been criticised as less ‘valid’ 

(Calathil, 2011). However, if the aim were to look for generalisability, then traditional 

notions of validity may be relevant.  The aim here is to highlight the commonalities across 

the narratives of people’s lived experience to create a new narrative exploring the impact of 

creative approaches. Letting their stories tell the tale.  

 

The narratives used were gathered by a range of people within Mersey Care NHS Trust for 

differing purposes and permission gained at the time of recording for reproduction. They 

were collated together for this study and the analysis was conducted using a grounded 

theory approach. The data was broken down and coded as it was explored to identify 

concepts or themes and then categories or main themes, which were constantly compared, 

in order to develop strong themes or ‘theoretical saturation’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1998).   

 

Many of the narratives echo the emergent themes identified through analysis of the 

evaluations and this serves to reinforce and strengthen the themes to date. However, the 

narratives also provide the sense of people’s journeys. In particular they illustrate how the 

impact of a creative approach is not simply an isolated experience, but can also be felt long 

after the experience and beyond the individual. 

4.1 ‘Lost In the Mists’ 

“When I came here I was lost.” 

As stated some of the narratives begin with descriptions of people feeling ‘lost’ or ‘trapped’. 

These words perhaps arise from the social isolation experienced by people. One staff 

member’s story pointed out that particularly for young people it is “their feelings” that can 

isolate them, living with fear of what they are experiencing and the fear of the stigma 
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attached. For older people too, the shame of the associated symptoms can cause them to 

cut themselves off from people: 

“I’ve got funny stories about things that happened, I can laugh about them now, 

things I did, but at the time they were extremely embarrassing. I didn’t know why 

they were happening, why I felt things that other people didn’t. I found it difficult to 

be with other people as a result.” 

The isolation is increased by the sense that people around them are not experiencing similar 

issues: 

 “I knew I wasn’t like other people, but I didn’t know why.” 

With a sense of being different also comes a label: ‘service user’. As with the analysis of the 

evaluations, the theme of losing a sense of self emerged strongly. This was common to 

carers too, who spoke about their label of ‘carer’ defining them and in turn isolating them. 

Running through many sections of the narratives was the sense that for many people it was 

the symptoms experienced that caused a loss of self, of identity: 

“It was a big come down from the person who I was to become someone who 

couldn't do things.” 

“In Whiston I would go all day and not speak to anyone. In my own little mind I was 

isolated.” 

“I felt I had been reduced to this person I didn't want to be. Someone who couldn’t 

cope with what was going on, not understanding the things I was thinking and 

feeling.” 

For carers in particular, as in the story above, often the loss experienced was tangible and 

extended to a loss of friendships: 

“People don’t really want to know all your problems, they can’t understand and so 

you lose touch, you have nothing to say.” 

 Some people described a loss of memory or cognitive skills, whilst others experienced a loss 

of physical functionality from brain injuries. Aside from the loss of physical functionality, the 
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fact that cognitive losses are not visible makes it difficult for others to understand what the 

person is facing and in turn leads to the individual becoming more isolated. As one staff 

member’s narrative outlines: 

“Up to 80% of people following a brain injury have problems that are hidden and 

invisible to the community, but of course real to the person. The thinking skills, 

memory, concentration, etc. The general public tend to think that if you look ok, 

then you should act ok. Because of feeling misunderstood, people can become 

isolated or can suffer low mood.”  

A World Health Organisation report looking at mental health and inequalities concluded 

that although it is difficult to determine whether the adverse effects of mental health 

problems are due to the illness or due to the experience of exclusion experienced by those 

with mental health problems, the evidence to date suggests that the latter is more 

significant than the former (Friedl, 2010). Therefore, as the quote above shows, the feelings 

of loss and being lost can increase this isolation. The experience of feeling excluded can in 

turn increase the adverse effects, which consequently suggests that a feeling of inclusion or 

belonging can reduce the negative effects experienced.  

4.2 ‘In the same boat’ 

“My psychologist and nurse asked me to get involved in the art projects. I thought I 

would be making soft toys and that wasn't me. [xxxxstaff member] took me to listen 

to the art group. I wasn’t sure at first. I thought it wouldn’t be right for me. Once I 

started to speak to people though, each person I met made me realise that their 

struggles were similar to mine and I could see how courageous they were.” 

As illustrated by the introductory carer’s quote and the staff comment in the preceding 

section, often the problems of feeling isolated can be exacerbated by the sense that others 

do not share the same experiences. The story above provides an example of how important 

the sense of shared experience can be in a person’s journey. In this story in particular, the 

theme of people viewing the creative project as ‘not for them’ emerges. However, once the 

person above realised that the participants were ‘all in the same boat’, they were inspired 

by the others to engage. Once they engaged they began to experience unexpected benefits, 
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in particular the welcome opportunity to be with people with similar experiences. This was 

more marked in people who had been involved in community initiatives: 

 “In the group we can say things to each other and understand where we're coming 

from because we are all in the same boat.” 

 “In the art group I could ask for help, it was safe to because we were all in it together 

equally, and because of this I learnt to ask for help from other people when I need 

it.” 

“I needed to be with people who had had the same experience.” 

It is perhaps not surprising that for people in the community there is an expressed need to 

meet other people with shared experience, whilst on a ward people are surrounded by 

others with similar experiences. In fact in the analysis of the evaluations it emerged that 

some people on wards valued the opportunity to have time out from the busy environment. 

When in the community people clearly welcome the opportunity to be in the company of 

people who ‘understand’; not having to worry ‘about what people may say’ will provide 

‘safe’ and less challenging social interaction. Moreover, discussing experiences with peers 

can also help people deal with some of the consequences of being in treatment. The safety 

of being in the company of those with similar experiences means that the realities of living 

with mental health issues can be shared and the burden of those realities can be eased. 

‘Eating Metal’: A Service User’s Story 

I’m on lithium for the rest of my life and it’s a fair chunk of it. The Doc explained that 

you can take it for about five or six years, but eventually it does away with your liver 

and your kidney, so we will have to think about it at some point. I have to keep a 

chart of lithium levels, blood tests, I was given a choice about whether to take it, but 

I decided I was gonna do it and it does the job for me, but it isn’t always nice to be 

eating metal every night. Through the group I see people on all kinds of medication 

and that helps me knowing that I’m taking a big chunk of medication. Through 

talking I’ve found out that someone else is on lithium and knowing other people are 

doing it too makes you feel better. 
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Comments also echoed the evaluations suggesting that the creation of a safe place not only 

enables people to develop the confidence to share thoughts around mental health issues, 

but also to interact on a more emotional level, opening up and expressing what may be 

distressing feelings: 

“Many of the women had suffered violence and sexual abuse and had a range of 

emotional needs. The project improved confidence and self esteem of the women. It 

was a vehicle for women to talk about their experiences and make connections with 

their lives. It was important for the women to talk about their experiences in a safe 

space. The discussions, inspired by the art work, touched upon contemporary issues. 

The women's confidence grew until they were able to stand in front of a work of art 

and talk about how it made them feel and their feelings were validated.” 

In addition to the freedom provided by the safety of peers, the creative experience itself 

also appears to be a factor in people’s ability to open up. Sometimes it is the effect of the 

creative process or output in triggering memories: 

“It can trigger things that you do not know are there. But it is done in an 

unthreatening way. You never know what might trigger a memory.” 

The trigger may bring forth positive experiences or sometimes the memories and emotions 

may be distressing: 

“In one session we were looking at an image of sailors in a boat who were prevented 

from docking, a woman became distressed and members of the group supported 

her. It was powerful and hard to explain.” 

However, as the last quote illustrates, the safe space was created by the response 

experienced: positive peer support. The narratives also suggested that this peer support in 

turn can foster a validation of the person: 

“The process allows participants to experience having their own views validated and 

also give opposing views respect and attention.” 
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 Common Enemy: A Service User’s Story 

I’m here amongst people who are loving and what we are doing and where we are 

encourages that. I think because everyone has got a common enemy and the enemy 

is mental illness that we join together and we make each other stronger. When 

[xxxxx] first came he wouldn’t speak to anyone, he sat at the end of the table and if 

you gave him summat to do he wouldn’t do it and now he’s turned out a beautiful 

piece of art work. Because we all mucked in, we all talked to him, all giving him 

hugs, next thing is he’s looking forward to going back to College, to do Art now. It’s 

amazing. 

In the story above the shared experience is described in terms of something to be 

overcome: the ‘common enemy’. This unites people and as a body they become stronger. 

The narrator gives an example of how the group effort helped an individual overcome his 

own initial difficulties in engaging and the narrator links this directly to a transformation in 

the individual. At the start of the story the person ‘wouldn’t speak’, but through the group’s 

support the positive experience appears to have led to a decision to engage in the wider 

community through education.  

There are of course two threads in this story that are seen as having an impact on the 

individual’s journey: the creative experience in the form of an Art group and the peer 

support. In this particular example, the person talks about ‘hugs’ and a ‘loving’ group of 

people as the form that the peer support took and they suggest that the process and 

location has encouraged that approach.   

In both the analysis of the evaluations and the narratives we see that the creative process 

can encourage and inspire people to engage in a group setting. It can also trigger memories 

or thoughts and feelings, which may be positive or distressing. However, because of the 

‘safe place’ created the release of those feelings can be supported positively.  

The emerging narrative thread is that many people start their journeys ‘lost’. They are 

socially isolated and trapped by their symptoms. They have lost their identity, which is 

replaced with a new identity: ‘service user’ or ‘carer’, which brings with it a stigma, 

reinforcing the isolation. However, the stories show that the nature of the journey, which 

starts off static, can be re-directed.  Once people engage in the creative approaches they are 
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brought into contact with others with shared experience. The realisation that other people 

are or have been on a similar journey reduces the fear and allows people to begin to come 

out of the ‘mists’.   

In the findings from the evaluations the impact of a space away from the busy ward 

environment was demonstrated and the relaxing effect seemed in part to arise from the 

breaking down of boundaries. All participants were equal. Here too in the stories, the 

equality experienced by being with peers also relaxes and creates a safe place. All of the 

stories so far show how the journey progresses from isolation, to the beginnings of 

interaction and throughout a subsequent growth in confidence.  

4.3 ‘Being Back’ 

‘Being Back’: A Service User’s Story 

At first you want to give up - your brain wouldn't do these things. Everything was a daze, 

but I started to feel more like myself and started doing these paintings one after another. 

Painting reconnected me to things I'd forgotten about. I painted a portrait of a friend and 

gave it to him. Everyone said it was good and their comments gave me a sense of being 

back. 

Again the story begins with the experience of having been ‘lost’ or in a ‘daze’, the sense of 

self eroded. However, once they begin to engage in the creative experience they start ‘to 

feel more like’ themselves.  The positive comments they receive from others make them 

feel validated and restores their sense of a positive identity, they feel as if they have 

returned, “being back” to their self again.  

This sense of validation arising from participation was also linked to the nature of the 

external creative partner from the community: 

“Visiting the Tate made people feel important and included. The fact that someone 

comes from the Tate and has taken time and interest to work with them was clearly 

valued.” 

“It’s great coming to Sudley Hall, there’s quite a bit of envy, you know it makes you 

feel good, others look at you, they are impressed, the ambience is so important.” 
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The comments above suggest that the nature of the creative partner can be important to 

people. The fact that they appear to be respected and known in the community means that 

the individual feels they are involved in something that has value. This in turn makes them 

feel valued, again enhancing their identity positively.  

 

It has been argued that re-finding or defining an identity is as important to a person’s 

recovery as is the alleviation of symptoms (Davidson and Straus, 1992). The potential for 

identity to be either destructive or positive has been discussed in a number of studies 

looking at mental health (Brown and Kandirikirira, 2007). Analysis of the evaluations 

discussed in the previous section would suggest that for people who have participated in 

creative approaches the impact of returning to a lost identity, or indeed finding a new 

identity, has emerged as generally positive. Throughout the data so far the strong emergent 

finding is the benefit of creative approaches in rekindling forgotten interests and talents or 

enabling people to discover new ones. The reconnection to or creation of an identity has 

been described as “the first step on a recovery journey” (Brown and Kandirikirira, 2007). As 

one staff member highlights, apart from people’s condition there is a background to 

everyone, each has a different story and it may not always be what we assume: 

“I was particularly surprised by a man with frontal lobe damage who used focussing 

his attention as a method to control his impulsive behaviour. He had done art work 

in the past and being part of the group had rekindled his interest. He's been paid for 

doing some portraits. Everybody has a different legacy, not necessarily the legacy we 

were expecting, but individual legacies nonetheless.” 

 

The idea that people may have legacies that are not known to those supporting them 

underlines the emergent issues around the role of identity. As a service user, they are in 

contact with services to be treated for their mental illness. The symptoms of which may 

bring mental distress. However, as an individual how their identity is defined could be an 

important first step in their journey. Moreover, they will already have interests and skills 

that could provide resources to be drawn on to help create a positive identity ‘apart from 

their condition’ and build the person’s resilience in managing their symptoms.  
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There is a growing evidence base looking at ‘resilience’ or ‘asset- based’ approaches and a 

WHO paper looking at the potential of health assets described them as having two potential 

effects: 

• producing a ‘buffer’ or ‘resilience factor’ in disease risk exposure; 

• producing health as a positive entity (quality of life – wellbeing). 

   (Harrison et al 2004) 

These assets could be “social or cultural and contribute at an individual or community 

level.” (Friedl, 2010) For the person involved in the art project, their narrative clearly 

identifies their ‘assets’ and in this particular case the experience had not only ‘rekindled’ the 

interest, but also led to a ‘validation’, the output of their work being valued by others. 

Moreover, the validation of those assets led to the person becoming economically active, 

through selling their work. Likewise, in the introductory story the carer was not aware of 

their talent and this asset gave them their new identity and a release. Another person’s 

story also shows how involvement in a creative experience can help make sense of thoughts 

and feelings arising from mental distress and generate a new identity as a ‘springboard’ out 

of that distress.  
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4.4 ‘Springboard’ 

Springboard: ‘A Service User’s Story’ 

When I first came out of hospital, this place was like a springboard, the artists set me off. If 

I hadn’t come here, none of this would have happened. I didn’t know. All I was doing was 

blundering through all these feelings that I was having I couldn’t understand. I can’t 

understand why I got these thoughts in my head, but now I understand thanks to coming 

here. I started writing here, [the creative partner] said when he saw what I was writing, he 

said ‘you’re an artist’, until then I didn’t know. I was getting all these mixed up thoughts in 

me head, all these feelings, but when I started putting them down and I found out what I 

could do and then he said ‘You’ve got to understand you are an artist’ and when I 

understood, it put an awful lot of things in my life together and I could understand why I 

cried at a Beethoven Symphony and why lots of things affected me, but not other people. I 

understood who I was for the first time in my life. And it was a bit late, but thank god not 

too late. Since then I’ve pursued artistic pursuits with a great deal of enthusiasm. Some 

amazing things have happened to me.  

The journey of the individual above echoes previous narratives, the person described 

themselves at the start of their journey as ‘blundering’, unable to understand what was 

happening to them. They then echo a thematic thread that has been running through the 

findings to date in describing the creative experience as a ‘springboard’. Many of the 

narratives and indeed some examples from the evaluations have described the impact of 

creative approaches in terms of outcomes experienced. For the person above those 

outcomes are life changing. The ‘springboard’ enabled them to take steps to a new life and 

the new identity of ‘artist’ resulted in the beginnings of a vocation. The idea that the 

creative approach can be a stepping stone or a pathway also emerged from other 

narratives. For other people experiences had led on to vocational activity and they 

described future plans they were making as a result: 

“I'm in love with painting. I paint for friends and for the church. I want to go to Art 

College as I know that as I've gone from one painting to another they've been 

upgrading. I know I can take it further. Being part of this group has given me 

confidence.” 
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Outcomes for others were not necessarily vocational in nature, but equally life changing. 

There were a number of people who described the impact as increased independence, with 

people being able to travel and do things in the community that they had not felt confident 

to do alone previously: 

“I wanted to go so much that when [staff member] wasn’t able to take me one time, 

I made myself go and get the bus on me own.” 

“My mum couldn’t come and so I rang up and ordered a taxi myself. I would never 

have done that before, but I knew that if there were any problems everyone would 

be there when I got there.” 

“The artists provided a structure and a process that built up the confidence of the 

group to a point where two or three of the service users got part-time jobs. One lady 

got the bus by herself for the first time.” 

“When the group started I wouldn't go to the shops, now I can.” 

“If they had invested in me through care to achieve what I've achieved here it would 

have cost an awful lot of money. Through the people on this project I have got to 

town on my own to meet them. Before that I couldn't go places on my own, but I 

could do it to meet them.” 

The reasons behind people’s increased confidence to be independent suggest a number of 

factors. People are impelled to go by how much they value the experience, whilst for others 

the support of peers boosts their confidence to act independently. The role of the creative 

partners in building confidence is also recognised as contributory. The final quote highlights 

the question of economic value. They attribute their increased independence directly to the 

peer support created by the creative approach and suggest that to achieve the same 

outcome through investment in clinical care the cost would have been far greater. Clearly 

this is only one person’s perception of what has been causal in their increased 

independence. However, the reiteration of examples that have lead to community 

participation and vocational outcomes begin to suggest that the value created by these 

creative approaches is not limited to the experience itself. The value created impacts upon 
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people’s daily lives, upon their participation in the wider community and potentially upon 

their future journey.   

The idea that the experience could be a ‘springboard’ echoed a staff member’s narrative, 

where the creative approach was described as providing ‘stabilisers’. The staff member saw 

the creative experience as a ‘vehicle’ for the transition from the isolation of the ward back 

into the community: 

“Sometimes as a health care professional, I find myself trying to 'shoehorn' people 

back into the community into available services that don't always fully meet a 

person's needs or expectations. I saw [the art project] as a 'vehicle', which could help 

facilitate a smoother transition back into the community for people, acting as a pair 

of stabilisers on a bike if you like.” 

The suggestion here is that going back into the community after discharge is almost like 

learning to ride a back again and that the creative approach can be viewed as part of the 

process of helping people to reintegrate. Some of the stories have shown people taking 

their first steps without ‘stabilisers’, travelling independently and using community 

resources, which they attributed to participation in a creative approach. When the 

stabilisers are removed, as we have seen, the process can become a springboard to fuller 

participation in the community. Moreover, this value was not restricted to service user 

participants, staff too experienced outcomes that impacted on their own lives: 

“Taking part in this course [opening doors] led to all kinds of things for me as I had 

needed to do something constructive and meaningful because I was terrified of not 

having enough to do when I was made redundant.” 

“I have become more creative in my own life. My family have been to all the major 

London galleries. This has taught us to look at things in a different way.” 

However, the issue that was also highlighted by the narratives was the potential for the 

stabilisers to come off too soon. The introductory story shows that it is also possible, if the 

creative experience comes to an end, for the individual to “lose interest in life again”. 

Others too voiced their concern that the reality of funding and staffing issues often means 

these approaches are temporary initiatives: 
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“I was disappointed when the group finished. I don't think people realise how 

important something like this is for rehabilitation.” 

“The money is fixed of course, which means it will come to an end and that’s a 

terrible shame. I’ve seen people change so much here and other people won’t be 

able to benefit then.” 

“Coming here is one of the best things ever happened to me, made a massive change 

in me life and desperately want to see it continue and I’d do anything that would 

help it continue.” 

The message from the narratives seems to be that the temporary nature of many of these 

approaches is viewed as a negative and the need for longevity was described as important 

not only for some individuals, but also in order to understand the value more fully:    

“How do we evaluate how effective a project is, if we don't give it time? You have to 

give these things time.” 

In the introduction to this report, the question of how far these creative approaches are 

viewed as a core part of what Mersey Care deliver was raised. The comments above also 

pick up this question. The temporary nature indicates that most of the approaches 

described here have been established as ‘projects’, or short-term interventions, rather than 

as a permanent part of a service. This appears in part to arise from the nature of the 

temporary funding attached. However, for some staff members these approaches reflect 

something more fundamental for the organisation. As one person highlights sometimes the 

terminology used to describe an approach can have a reductionist effect:  

“Sometimes the word 'art' gets in the way. It alienates people because it is 

synonymous with 'drawing at school'. What the project achieved wasn't just about 

paying lip service to rehabilitation. We did something in, with and for the 

community. In the spirit of Mersey Care's philosophy the project was service user 

led. The group had a sense of ownership, involvement and empowerment.” 
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The creative approach is seen by the staff member as reflecting organisational values, in 

particular service user involvement and empowerment. Increased empowerment is not only 

apparent for service users, but also experienced by staff participants:   

“More important than being creative in my role is the fact that I was allowed to be 

creative in my role in the first place. Without this there would be no project and I 

have my managers at Mersey Care to thank for that.” 

4.5 Conclusions on Narratives 

At the beginning of this section the notion of narrative evidence was explored and it was 

stated that the aim was to highlight common threads across stories and build a new 

narrative. That narrative has shown that for many people the impact of the creative 

approach is the initiation of a journey. Many of those journeys began in ‘darkness’, with 

people describing themselves as ‘lost’. They had lost themselves, their sense of self eroded 

by social isolation often brought about by the creation of a different identity; that of ‘service 

user’ or ‘carer’.  

However, the narrator does not remain ‘lost’ and the journey begins when the person 

engages in a creative approach. That engagement appears to be made easier by the 

involvement of others with shared experience. Once they have engaged, the company of 

people with shared experience brings safety. With that sense of safety, people can relax 

without fear of judgement and begin to share thoughts and feelings. Those feelings may be 

distressing, but the safe space creates peer support and a validation. The shared experience 

unites and strengthens people and brings a sense of belonging. The unity breaks down 

boundaries and creates an equal platform where views are valued and respected. This is 

also strengthened by the involvement of the creative partners; the view of these as valuable 

community resources increases the validation of people’s own identities.  A sense of 

belonging and equality increases people’s confidence and they begin to take first steps 

without their’ stabilisers’, undertaking independent journeys in the community.  

The social value of belonging drives people to participate in the community, that may 

manifest itself as an increase in independent living: getting the bus or as active membership 
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of the community: visiting galleries. All of which increases the person’s social inclusion, the 

importance of which cannot be overstated: 

“Social isolation is an important risk factor for both deteriorating mental health and 

suicide.” (Social Exclusion Unit 2004) 

Most importantly the value for the individual is the generation of a new identity beyond 

‘service user’ or ‘carer’. This new identity provides assets that can be drawn on to sustain 

positive mental health and build resilience (Friedl, 2010), in order to help reduce the 

likelihood of re-admission, or as described in the carer’s story the loss “of interest in life 

again.” 

 

In addition to social value, the narratives also begin to highlight the potential for the 

identification of economic value. The question of return on investment is raised and the 

suggestion made that to gain the same increase in independent living through a clinical 

approach may have necessitated a greater financial investment.  It is not the aim of this 

report to explore value for money in strictly financial terms, as the data used does not 

enable analysis of this nature. However, the question of value for money also emerged 

within the data from conversations and further inquiry into value for money may generate 

useful questions. We have already seen from the narratives examples of people becoming 

economically active following participation in creative approaches. Therefore, for some of 

those involved economic value can be identified. Moreover, the narratives have suggested 

the creation of ‘social profitability’ as a result of creative approaches (Reeves, 2002). Some 

of the creative approaches have generated external funding that has benefitted service 

users and staff. Creative approaches have also led to the creation of exhibitions and the 

generation of ideas that have established a body of work or a ‘legacy’ for the community.  

One person’s story presented below neatly illustrates many of the emergent themes so far. 

The story shows how the value created for them started with a new identity and how their 

experience inspired them to use their new found identity to help others. The social value 

created becomes a value for the whole community through the person’s visibility and 

vocalisation of their new identity, in order to address the associated stigma. Moreover, this 

new identity generates assets to sustain their own resilience, in focussing on the needs of 
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others they feel they their previous label of ‘bi-polar’ is no longer defining them and they 

now have a purpose that they feel sustains their ‘positivity’. 

It’s not me, me, me: A Service User’s Story 

The way I like to do it, is to tell other people I was like that and now I’m like this, 

through my poetry. Don’t worry, I was as bad, if not worse than you, two doctors 

told me I was very very ill and I was, but I’d like to say I was like that and now I’m 

like this. The fact that it’s far more important to help other people than just to be so 

insular, all my life, I’ve looked after my family, but now I’m trying to help other 

people and I’ve forgotten what I’ve got myself, I never think of the bloody thing I 

never think I’m bi-polar, it’s not as important as trying to do something about it, I 

want to help others, I go out and try my best to help other people who are ill 

because I was ill and I know what it’s like. It’s the worst thing I would rather be 

dead than go through that again. My mate got thrombosis he can hardly walk and 

everyone can see it and everyone goes aaah, when your head goes, everyone goes 

what’s wrong with him cos they can’t see it. I’ve been in touch with Stephen Fry; it’s 

about addressing stigma in mental illness. The ethos of it is to say we will all pull 

together and we will all do as much as we can to do something about that stigma, 

cos it is a massive stigma, believe me. So I got in touch with Stephen Fry and he 

said ‘Whatever you can do, do.” So I took up the cudgels and that’s what I do. I 

want to help people who’ve been through what I’ve been through, if they can see 

me reading out my poetry on the Radio. I’ve never been this positive in my life. It’s 

better for yourself to be more concerned about other people than it is to be 

concerned with just yourself. I’ve spent all my life worrying about me, ability to make 

money, buy bigger houses, and this has taught me, it was me, me, me and now it’s 

not me, me, me, it’s someone else. 
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5 Conversations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As stated in the introduction to this report, analysis of the evaluations began to highlight 

gaps in the emergent picture, in particular, the staff perspective. This perspective was not 

absent, but the majority of experiences described in the data were from a service user 

perspective. In addition, the narratives and evaluations had also begun to highlight the 

potential for organisational impact. Therefore, using a reflexive approach, the data analysis 

so far suggested further exploration of the staff perspective would build a stronger picture.  

In order to gain staff views, a series of conversations were conducted with a range of staff 

from across the Trust, using a semi-structured approach. Sampling of the staff group was 

approached opportunistically, following a form of ‘snowball’ sampling (Noy, C, 2008). 

Interviewees were identified using people’s networks and people were suggested on the 

basis that they would have some knowledge or experience of creative approaches.  Mersey 

Care NHS Trust is a large and diverse organisation, to stratify and interview all the different 

staff groups and services would have necessitated a longer time span. However, care was 

taken for the sample to be broadly representative of different professions and services and 

a total of 26 staff were sampled. Consent was gained for the conversation to be recorded 

and assurances given in terms of appropriate information governance procedures. 

Governance procedures were followed throughout capturing and analysis of people’s 
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comments. All views are presented anonymously, but where relevant the service referred to 

is mentioned, to provide context for the comment.  

Again, the same methodological approach used for previous data was adopted for analysis 

of the conversations. The use of grounded theory across all of the data sources enabled the 

identification of strong emergent themes, in order to generate theory ‘saturation’ for 

conclusions and recommendations (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). 

The conversations reinforced many of the themes that had emerged from previous data and 

clearly indicated that the value created by the creative approaches was experienced at 

many levels. Emerging from the conversations most strongly was the value experienced at 

three levels: the individual, the immediate community (here used to indicate ward or group) 

and the organisation.   

5.1 Individual Impact  

As discussed in previous sections, the individual impact of creative approaches appears to 

be not only on service users, but also on staff. One particular conversation with a staff 

member encapsulated many of the themes that staff identified. This person’s story is used 

throughout this section and as well as illustrating the individual impact, the narrative begins 

to highlight some of the challenges and pose questions for the future.  

5.1.1 ‘Knock-on Effect’ 

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter One 

In 18 years as a Nurse, I think this has been greatest achievement by far, both for me 

professionally and for the benefit of the patients. Just unbelievable. Personally got me into 

art, went to Huddersfield, the Tate, really interested, took my daughter to galleries, she's 

now very interested. Had a knock-on effect from a personal point of view. 

As emerged in the previous sections, for the individual one of the most influential effects of 

creative approaches can be the opening up of new interests. Moreover, this effect is often 

not only confined to the participant, but also to those around them. This description echoes 

the previous analysis suggesting that the impact is felt not only during participation, as an 

‘affect’, but also beyond the experience, as an ‘effect’. The impact seeps into their life 
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beyond their daily work. This was echoed by other staff who had witnessed the ‘effect’ on 

themselves and on colleagues: 

“The effect can be not only helping the patients, has helped staff. As a result, I've 

started going to the gym myself, felt so fit and so good after doing the dance and 

also as a result, a number of other staff said they have been motivated to go to the 

gym, by me going to the gym.” 

Also echoing the service user impact, this ‘effect’ is also clearly missed when participation 

comes to an end: 

“I loved every minute of it, I feel really unfit now.   I'm missing it like mad and can't 

wait for it to get started again.” 

The conversations also showed that the impact felt by staff can be direct, as in the examples 

above, or can be an indirect impact due to the ‘knock-on effect’ from the impact on the 

service user participants: 

“We've got one person who is very difficult to support, has needs around 

communication and needing structure. Very challenging behaviour, doesn't sleep 

well, difficult to support, been through adult mental health, in PICU, back to us. She 

was having a difficult morning, but then came to the sessions this afternoon and 

honestly it's totally changed her day. Without Tai chi and the music session we 

would have had a really difficult day with her today.” 

The staff member describes the resultant effect for the staff, suggesting that participation in 

the creative approaches has brought about a ‘changed day’ for all. The idea that people’s 

mood can be lifted and that this can help with behavioural challenges is echoed by other 

staff members: 

“Another patient who is always on the periphery had been getting closer and closer 

to the group each week, then last week came to the group. I gave him the song 

sheet, but said you don't have to sing, but then he started singing, which for him is 

massive. Then at the end of the session he just started playing a tune on the 

keyboard and the two musicians played along with him, suddenly had this lovely 
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impromptu group interaction. Nobody would have ever thought to do something like 

that with him. The person on the periphery, the only way he could get attention 

normally was by doing something socially inappropriate.” 

“These have provided a way of managing some difficult behaviour very differently. 

Musician has given examples of how she has been playing and a person has been 

very distressed and the playing has calmed them down. It is a different way of 

managing very difficult situations, suggests alternative approaches of how to 

manage behaviour and the whole ward environment.” 

The first quote also picks up previous suggestions that participation can demonstrate skills 

people have. Not only were there examples of staff saying that they had been unaware of 

people’s skills, but also that they were surprised by what they witnessed participants being 

capable of: 

“Some of the patients were quite large, but their flexibility surprised me and their 

memory, their ability to remember the moves. It surprised us in terms of cognitive 

functioning. They could hold on to process and planning, you know, do all the 

moves.” 

“Reading group, it was fabulous. This fella, we were told by the staff team supporting 

him that he couldn't sit down. He sat and read in the group, read a paragraph. If you 

asked me if he could read, I would have probably said no and we wouldn't have sat 

and done a formal assessment, but he sat and read. It was eye opening, he really 

enjoyed it.” 

Indeed, the latter comments suggest that experiences have challenged staff assumptions 

and the creativity has suggested new ways of working with people. In the first example, the 

participation provides the service user with a positive way of ‘getting attention’. These staff 

quotes strengthen the building picture of the positive ‘affect’ on mood. This ‘affect’ can 

then be felt by the staff around them. They are provided with positive ways of supporting 

people. The subsequent ‘knock-on effect’ of the impact on all individuals creates a value for 

the community they are part of and is felt beyond the experience: 
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“The Dance and the music really lifts their mood. They come in and are a bit quiet 

and then you see them going out and they are up: ‘that music brought back good 

memories’. Throughout the day they are still talking about it, it lifts their mood for 

the day. I have seen it, they carry on chatting about it, it gives them something to 

talk about and everyone is lifted. We have a rapper who comes in, people are put off 

initially by 'rap', but he creates a song with all their views and words, he says shout 

out what you're thinking, he gets them to put all their points and he creates a song. 

The amount of people who go away positive: ‘Oh wasn't that brilliant’ and then they 

want to type it up, so it stays with them.” 

“One patient who had just come to the ward, his hobby in the past had been break 

dancing. He gave demonstrations of some of his moves and it made him part of the 

community and he had only just joined the ward. And the staff joined in, it was 

absolutely fabulous, the whole spirit.” 

The last comment takes us back to the opening Nurse’s story and a description of how 

positive the participant felt about the effect, in this case ‘fabulous’. Also running throughout 

these comments is the suggestion that involvement in creative approaches brings about a 

learning experience. The learning may be as a result of the outcome witnessed or 

experienced or it can also arise from the process undertaken. 

5.1.2 ‘Playing a Game’ 

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter Two 

I was playing a game I didn’t know the rules of. I learnt so much over the years, the one 

thing that was really beneficial was the process.  

Think there is a general perception of why are we paying artists, can’t the OTs do it; there is 

a reason for that. You only realise that when you get involved, only know that later on; 

don’t know that at the beginning. When you go to the artists’ studio, when you get a better 

understanding, it’s a learning process. I thought you just put a painting on a wall and that 

was it, but no, there is much, much more involved. 

There is a body of research indicating the positive effects of learning interventions on a 

range of health outcomes (Grossman 2000 and 2005). There is less evidence on the effects 
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specifically for mental health. However, the benefits of lifelong learning on well-being have 

been highlighted in the 2008 Foresight Report (Feinstein, et al., 2008) and encapsulated by 

one of the five actions in the Five Ways to Well-being: ‘Keep Learning’ (nef, 2008). In fact 

the description of this action in the Five Ways to Well-being principles strongly echoes the 

impact of creative approaches identified by staff and service users: 

“Try something new. Rediscover an old interest.” (nef, 2008) 

In the Nurse’s story we see that the experience is new: ‘a game’ the rules of which they 

learnt as they went along. The learning process for them was a greater understanding of 

what is involved in this type of approach. The strong emergent theme here is that the 

person learnt through undertaking the process with people from a different professional 

group. The Nurse then goes further to describe this reciprocal learning process as not only 

two-way, but three-way: a cyclical learning process between creative partner, staff member 

and service user. 

Chapter Two Continued 

The artists learnt from me, I learnt from the artists. We together learnt from the service 

users. I learnt more about the service users in those sessions, than I do when doing home 

visits, because I see them outside an area where they feel they are supposed to act in a 

certain way, they drop their guard. I think when people come here they act in a way they 

think the Doctors want them to act or they should act, almost. Whereas in an art session, 

you have casual conversation and you get to know about the person. 

The Nurse points out that the learning is from service users and about service users. They 

see this in part due to the ‘natural setting’ created by the creative approach.  This picks up 

the thread around the creation of a ‘safe space’ for people that emerged in the evaluations 

and narratives. The theme of reciprocal learning as an outcome also emerged in terms of 

staff learning from each other through the training that had been provided in preparation 

for a creative programme: 

“When we did the LIPA course we all had to deliver sessions, found that you've got 

different people developing in different areas. If staff got together and showed each 

other what they were doing, we could learn from each other. Sometimes you just 
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need to ask the question can we do this, there are reciprocal arrangements across 

the Trust, it’s team work.” 

For this staff member the training had brought them into contact with other staff working 

on similar approaches and they felt that this type of learning opportunity could be 

extended.  

The Nurse’s story so far has shown us the value created by the creative approach they were 

involved in. That value is manifest in the positive impact on themselves and on others, in 

terms of improved relationships, new ways of working and access to learning opportunities. 

However, conversations also began to suggest that involvement in the creative approaches 

can have a different kind of impact on the individual, particularly for staff members. The 

Nurse’s story begins to show that there is often ‘much, much more involved’ than is first 

assumed and that this can also present challenges for the individual. 

5.1.3 ‘Not all smooth sailing’  

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter Three 

Not all smooth sailing. You have to report for your monies, if reports don’t come up to 

scratch, might have to think where is the money going to come from. Felt my role had really 

expanded, but that was great. One thing it taught me was that there is a lot of work that 

needs to be done. The workshops are the tip of the iceberg, trying to get finance, look at 

what next, liaise with artists. The difficulty is to get money and when you get it, the people 

want more and more for it. The last thing you want as a Nurse is to worry about finances. 

Any future project has to have a finance manager and someone independent to say whether 

we are getting value for money. I personally think we got loads of value for money, but I 

had a few more grey hairs at the end of it. 

The main theme emerging here is the extent of organising that a creative approach can 

entail. Although the extension in role is viewed in positive terms, the involvement in 

finances does not appear to sit comfortably with their clinical role. The role of clinical staff in 

the operational aspects of creative experiences emerged strongly across several of the 

conversations and this time was sometimes given in addition to working hours: 
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“More work to run an experience than it seems, including chasing funding and 

reporting.” 

“I've just put in a proposed job plan for the forthcoming year to ask if this can be a 

core part of my role. You need a champion, someone who can co-ordinate, 

negotiate, plan and resource. We were lucky, we were a self contained unit, but 

rolling out there would be lots of variables in different areas. But once you see the 

cost benefits and we certainly did see the cost benefits, it was well worth pursuing. 

Don't think all areas would have resources to do it. It’s a lot of planning, means other 

core work has to be fitted in, the ordering and planning I did at home.” 

The quote above highlights the importance of a committed staff member to make it happen. 

In this particular setting the fact that the unit was self-contained is highlighted as a positive, 

in terms of there being fewer variables for planning. However, in other settings the variables 

involved meant that the preparatory work was increased. In one particular area those 

variables did not appear to have been appreciated by the creative partner organisation. The 

staff member emphasised that the artists had been ‘flexible’, but that the creative partner 

organisation appeared not to have responded to the need for advance notice: 

 “Musicians have been extremely flexible and efficient, but we've struggled with 

some of the management issues, the organisational stuff, the programming of it. 

We'd agreed a number of sessions, but actually getting that organised, which 

musicians coming in on which days, they haven't always done their programming 

enough in advance. We need a lot of notice to make sure it can happen.” 

Some staff members reinforced the need for dedicated resources to support these 

approaches, by welcoming the recent creation of some central support for liaison with 

partner organisations: 

“Think it's fantastic that there is more central support now for operational stuff with 

creative partners. That is a key role, a positive step.” 

 “Central support for operational side is really positive. That can be done centrally 

and that way value for money can be ensured.” 
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Another staff member also felt that the central support for the contractual aspect of the 

creative partnership involved would ensure value for money through improved governance. 

Echoing previous comments, they felt that the involvement of clinicians in this aspect of the 

partnership did not seem to fit with their role: 

“There's a role around the annual contracting process. We've got people that work in 

contracting in the organisation. I don't see this as an additional role. Someone’s role 

could include contracting around our creative partnerships, so that you've got a 

watertight agreement for each service. People locally could then dictate that 

contract, I want them once a week or whatever. It would put some structure around 

the governance arrangements and mean that health professionals aren't running 

around doing contracting stuff.” 

Whilst they saw the benefits of central support to free up clinicians time, they also 

expressed the view that there should still be local dictation of the delivery of that contract. 

Another staff member accepts that central support could help for more generic aspects of a 

partnership, but also expressed the need for local input into practicalities: 

“There could be some central support for the standard contract stuff, but there are 

some advantages to the team negotiating time, locations etc directly. We know the 

system more than a central person would; an extra person would have no 

advantage. Am happy to liaise directly with the creative partner, if they did what we 

asked when we asked. We have been criticised by the creative partner organisation 

for liaising directly with the musicians, but for us that makes sense to make sure of 

smooth running. There have been certain political tensions with the creative partner 

organisation.” 

The quote above reinforces the previous suggestion that there have been challenges in 

trying to ensure effective communication between local Trust staff and creative partners. 

The Nurse’s story suggests that tensions can arise from a more fundamental difference in 

the perceived contrasting worlds that the organisations inhabit. And perhaps this difference 

in worlds contributes to the ineffective communication above. The demands of the NHS 

with its perceived ‘red tape’ and ‘rules’ needs plans in advance and arrangements laid out. 

However, the creative world will ‘push’ those rules and for the Nurse this pushing of the 
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boundaries, of the ‘red tape’ and subsequent friction of the two worlds is viewed as 

‘healthy’.  

Chapter Three Continued 

Artists and creativity and the red tape of the NHS, trying to marry the two, trying to keep 

everyone happy. Collaboration has to be some give and take on that. Needs to be red tape, 

but the artists won't think of that, they will push that. Rules are there for a reason, but there 

are times when you can push it and be rewarded for it. Little bit of friction, but it’s healthy. 

 

However, in following the Nurse’s story, we are shown the individual impact of the 

challenges of trying to bring the creative approaches into what is perceived to be a 

procedure driven environment. 

5.1.4 ‘Stuck in a routine’ 

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter Four 

Very target-led here, have to have certain contacts and you end up having to prioritise that. 

Would have liked more input from nursing. The project was out-patient focussed, but 

wanted it to be more for in-patients and only way we could do that was to get a nurse off 

the ward involved. When nurses came didn't feel they were very immersed in the 

experience. It was OT and psychology students who came more. When I was training as a 

nurse, think I would have been there every day, trying to find out about health and well-

being, so keen to get involved. But it seemed to me that the nurses were so stuck in a 

routine, that they couldn't think further, they couldn't be creative in their own minds.Think it 

is one thing being allowed to do your job, but it's another being a bit more creative with 

your role. Trying to find the time to come off the unit, if you bring people, you're taking 

people off the unit, but they seem to be so stuck by routine, this is my break, this is the 

handover, meds, I've got one to ones, we can't do it. I've always believed in one to one as a 

programme, if you can get six patients and four nurses and one to one the programme 

around them, engaging them, then we are half way there. There are times when it is very 

busy on the unit though. 

The theme running through this chapter is that the procedure driven environment is viewed 

as a barrier to staff being creative in their role. People are ‘stuck in the routine’ of the ward 

environment, dictated to by the daily activity: the handover; the medication administration; 
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observations. The Nurse calls for more creativity around those daily demands and gives the 

example of viewing ‘observations’ not simply as the need for one staff member to ‘observe’ 

one service user, but as an opportunity to engage people. The suggestion here is that a 

programme of engagement could be planned around service users and working in this way 

may even necessitate less staff.   

The theme of the ward routine as a barrier to creativity emerged strongly from 

conversations with staff and again there is a suggestion that particular professional groups 

are seen in some places to embrace the approaches more than others: 

“It's quite difficult to staff a lot of things, so you can try and get ward staff involved, 

but it can't always be accommodated. Think they just don't want to join in. Some of 

the nursing staff do get involved, but not many, for one they are not always there on 

shift. You do get some that are really good, but majority see it as 'Oh the OTs are 

here, ok everyone go in.' Sometimes a good number of the ward will be in that 

group, so you would think you could have one of the nursing staff in there, so that if 

you have to leave the room with a patient, the artist isn't on their own.” 

The mixed engagement of different professional groups then makes it difficult to ‘staff’ 

some initiatives. They also raise the issue of the safety of staffing arrangements and 

question why, when there are a number of people from the ward in the group, could a 

nursing staff member not be available to engage. This perceived difference in engagement 

from distinct professional groups was echoed by other staff: 

“Seen as OT's role or Instructor's role. I think a lot of staff would like to get involved, 

but it as seen as a ‘skive’, to go and enjoy some music, not doing your job. Some 

people find it difficult to participate.”  

“Where is nursing leadership for this? On the whole nurses on the wards leave this 

to OTs. There is also good leadership from psychology and spiritual care. One of the 

real gaps is engaging nurses in this. They are the group as a whole who aren't as 

engaged as they should be, not just because they are too busy, think they are 

uncomfortable, anxious about doing something new. They see activities as 

something OTs do, but what is a nursing job? The job is to try and improve 
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someone's mental health and well-being, not going to do that if we don't engage 

people in conversation. Do think nursing, this is a real challenge to nursing in Mersey 

Care and nursing needs to make a fundamental shift.” 

These comments suggest that the main barrier to engagement may be the way in which 

many of the nursing group perceive their role. This picks up the suggestion in the 

introduction to this report that although there may be an organisational view that these 

approaches have an impact, the extent to which they are seen as ‘core’ to what happens on 

a ward by all professional groups remains uncertain. This last comment and others 

suggested that for some staff members an unwillingness to engage was driven by some of 

the same barriers as apparent for service users: 

“You need to get staff who are willing to do activities that aren't necessarily their 

role, so if they are a nurse. I think sometimes it's just that they haven't got the 

confidence, don't want to make a show of themselves.” 

“Partly to do with how we engage in activities. Biggest struggle we have to engage 

the nurses, seen as an OT thing. I have witnessed people standing at the door with 

their arms folded, because they don't do music. Staff don't know how to engage and 

act, a lot don't necessarily do these things themselves, I think they feel a bit stupid.” 

 “Think staff struggle with their own confidence to get involved and if they do then 

service users will as well.” 

Other people echoed the Nurse’s story in seeing the way that the ‘routine’ was structured 

as a barrier to engagement. One staff member felt that the routine was prioritised over any 

other types of engagement, whether that was a more recent creative approach or an 

activity that has been in place for many years: 

“Priority in High Secure is always giving people the medication and their food, the 

two things that you can rely on being given total priority. Anything additional, any 

therapy, we have the same problems with people accessing workshops; it's not that 

it's because it's the Music sessions. It was the same at Rathbone, it's not because it's 

music, it's because it's not medication and it's not food.” 
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Another person identified that the working patterns of different professional groups 

presented a barrier and felt that particularly for Nurses, staffing schedules made 

engagement problematic:  

“Different pressures with different staff groups and different commitments. In some 

ways easier for OTs, they are 9 to 5 regular. Then you have continuity; always have 

the same people then. But for nursing staff their priority is to be there on the ward 

to cover, it is hard to get the same commitment of continuity, because people are 

working shifts, unless you've got a system where there is more flexibility, so staff 

could know they could be there every Tuesday. It’s also more difficult for people 

from outside coming in and having different staff. If all was equal and everyone 

worked 9 to 5 it would be slightly different.” 

 “If we think about OTs for example, this is more akin to their role. They tend to work 

9 to 5 and that’s a big part of their work therapeutic engagement, sits nicely with 

their principles. What you might find on wards, you've got four or five staff, you've 

got a ward round, you've got people on ‘obs’ who are too disturbed to take part, 

you've got the phone ringing. It's therefore where that fits in the priorities of 

individual staff, it’s not down to the different professions, it’s down to the 

environment. If you look at community teams and Early Intervention, it's the nurses 

doing this kind of thing. It’s the environment rather than the profession. How do we 

give the nursing staff on the wards the opportunity to take part? Is it that an OT 

could do ‘obs’, so that a nurse could work with a group of service users and get a 

better understanding of the activity, it’s just thinking a bit differently about it.” 

Again there is a call for more creativity, more flexibility in the system to enable professional 

groups who may be hampered by their working arrangements to engage. The first comment 

also highlights the potential issue for external people coming in. Changing shift patterns 

mean that the artist may not always be sure of which staff member will be there to support 

them. In contrast to these suggestions that the Nursing group may not be as engaged as 

other groups, either because of working patterns, ward routines or their view of the 

purpose of the approaches, the Nurse’s story demonstrates that for some Nurses these 

creative approaches are central to their role. Indeed some staff members point out that in 
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places where there is no OT staff, then the creative approaches are supported and led by 

Nurses: 

“In the community, it is Nurses who deliver these kinds of things, because they are 

the team. I think on wards it has somehow become part of the OT remit because it is 

seen by some as ‘therapeutic activities’.” 

 “You wonder whether in some places it can't be owned by the OT team, because 

there aren't any or there is just one. The issue is that there is a prevailing feeling 

traditionally that OT do all the nice bits and nurses do all the tough bits. But this is 

not about the nice bits; this is about approaching things in a different kind of way.” 

The emergent theme here is that what is fundamental to engagement in creative 

approaches is the way in which those approaches are viewed. If the approaches are viewed 

as the ‘nice bits’ or a ‘skive’, rather than as ‘a different kind of way’ of approaching care, 

then the commitment will not necessarily follow.  

When staff members do view creative approaches as a fundamental part of their role and 

are able to practice more creatively, the individual impact on the service user is visible: 

“One staff member went to pick up a person to attend a session, didn't want to go, 

managed to get the person in the car, got to the location, but the person wouldn't go 

in, they stood outside the door. So the staff member said they took a deep breath 

and said ‘I'm taking a chance here’, but said to the service user 'well I need to go in 

I'm expected, have to have a Mersey Care staff member there.' They said they could 

barely concentrate knowing the person was stood outside, but waited and then went 

back out and said ‘we are going to have a cup of tea, do you want to come in?’ The 

person came in and slowly but surely started to join in and then over time talked to 

people. When I met that service user, they said that at first they couldn't look at 

anyone, but that once they had joined in, it had made a massive difference to them, 

they were now communicating, travelling independently and making plans. The staff 

had the determination, went out of her way to get them there and took a chance to 

get them to engage, knowing that they would enjoy it and benefit, once they got in 

there.” 
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The staff member ‘went out of her way’ to support the service user to engage and took ‘a 

chance’ that may be viewed as having an element of risk attached, because they believed 

that engagement would be beneficial for the person. They did not allow the potential risk to 

become a barrier to engagement and the idea that risk can be a barrier is echoed by the 

Nurse’s story.  

Chapter Four Continued 

Health and safety comes into it, although my perceiving of the rules were worse than they 

were, it was me that actually put those in sometimes, looking back. We made a dark room 

to do photography and I thought we were going to have lots of problems with health and 

safety and we didn’t. One or two things were suggested that were quite right as 

improvements. But I thought it was going to be a lot more difficult, but it wasn’t, some of it 

was just in me. 

The Nurse explains that their own notions of the possible ‘health and safety’ procedures 

become barriers. Another staff member’s experience challenges those assumptions and 

demonstrates how the value of creative approaches can be the impact on their own working 

day. This example again uses ‘observations’ to show how ward routine can be viewed in a 

different manner. Their suggestions for how to think differently are simple and seen as 

beneficial for all: 

“Think with dance and music if more staff could get involved they would get 

something out of it, it makes your day go quicker as well. I couldn't think of nothing 

worse than sitting on them wards all day, you know like when you've got a one to 

one and they are sitting in their room and you've got someone sitting at their door. 

Well, why can't you go in and talk to them, or go for a walk, make it enjoyable for 

both of you. A lot of people say ‘Oh I don't want to go to work’, so why not make 

your day better too. People who are nurses, you get a lot of ‘Oh well, we can't do 

that’ and I say ‘Well why not!’” 

However, this willingness to ‘think differently’ is not always felt to have permeated 

everywhere in the organisation and the absence of it can also have an effect on staff.  
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5.1.5 ‘Not my baby’ 

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter Five 

But I do feel there is a danger with projects like this that it becomes so and so's baby. Like I 

got a Positive Achievement Award, which was lovely, but I did say this at the time, once you 

get a Positive Achievement Ward, it's like saying this is a little bit out of the ordinary. When 

really, the role, the one brief I had with the first project was to try and roll something like 

this into the fabric and framework of rehabilitation, it hasn't really worked. At the time it 

wasn't a core activity, but now there is a lot of work going on, don't get me wrong, but core 

activities is still rehabilitation as activities of daily living and psychological activities. I did 

have a comment some years back from someone senior ‘You know this isn‘t core business, 

don’t you.’ You are aware that you are doing a good job, but there are always going to be 

elements that don’t particularly see it. One of things I was quite keen to do was step away, 

wanted whole unit to be part of it, not just seen as 'my baby'. One of these things takes a 

lot of energy to get off the ground, but even more energy to keep going and that’s where 

the support of fellow staff comes in, to muster up that enthusiasm and to keep it going and 

make sure that the people who benefit are not just those who can benefit, there are people 

out there who can’t get to places.  

All the data so far has demonstrated the positive impact of creative approaches on 

individuals. When people are engaged lives can be changed or more simply days can go 

quicker. However, the conversations with staff have also begun to raise the potential 

challenges. The emergent problem is that a lack of team commitment can then lead to sole 

reliance on those who are committed. The issue expressed in the Nurse’s story above is that 

a creative approach may then be viewed as a pet project. They cite the organisation’s 

Positive Achievement Award as illustrative of the way the approach is viewed, as something 

‘out of the ordinary’. Whilst acknowledging that there are more creative approaches 

happening now, they don’t feel that the approach has become embedded in the ‘fabric and 

framework’. 

This was echoed by other staff who felt that actions needed to be taken to embed the 

‘message’ into the organisation further: 
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“Part of it is the messages, the permission given, and the personal development, like 

going on a course. There are a whole range of ways nursing leadership could start 

pushing, has to come from leadership.” 

For the Nurse the importance of staff commitment is in ensuring that all people can access 

opportunities and also for them personally in helping them to maintain the ‘energy’ to ‘keep 

going’. 

5.1.6 ‘Burnt out . . . but brilliant’ 

A Nurse’s Story: Chapter Six 

The money ran out, so it ended. It got shut down because of money and I guess I was 

burnt out. Needed to take a step back and the NHS has been changing and you have to 

prioritise things, things like this are perhaps not perceived to be a priority. I was burnt out, 

perhaps from all the organising involved, but it was worth it. I wouldn’t do it again by 

myself. What I really wanted to do was not be different, but to incorporate it. My naivety 

helped me, because if I had thought too much about it, I wouldn’t have done it. The 

funding, the sleepless nights. I just wish I had had a bit more support, already pressure and 

to take this on as well. Ultimately, it was brilliant though. 

As with the service user stories, the Nurse’s story takes us on a journey along their 

experience of a creative approach. The ‘game that they were playing’ was not always 

‘smooth sailing’ and in part this was due to the clash of the artistic and what they saw as the 

‘procedure’ driven NHS. For them participation had brought a reflection that some of the 

seeming barriers created by procedures were in fact assumptions that could be challenged.   

The person ends their story by describing how much they valued the experience: ‘brilliant’ 

and ‘worth it’. However, this is against their description of how it has left them feeling: 

‘burnt out’ and ‘exhausted’. This seems to be as a result of the extent to which the approach 

became their ‘baby’.  

Despite the apparent positive individual impact experienced by those who do participate, it 

would appear that these benefits are not currently felt by all. Staff may be missing out on an 

opportunity personally, but also on a valuable mechanism for building a care plan based on 

a person’s strengths. This may mean that not only will staff be less able to develop a full 

assessment: “A full assessment should be about what you can do, not just what you are 
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unable to do.” (DH, 2008), but also may miss identifying the assets people may have that 

will help them recover and maintain that positive well-being: 

“If they don't join in, then they don't see that Mary or whoever is actually a talented 

pianist or whatever. They have no knowledge of this person as a person and so they 

have lost a whole basis on which you build a care plan. They don't see the difference 

or what you can learn from it. If you build on people's strengths and interests, going 

to build a very different care plan, staff are missing a trick if they don't get involved. 

How many jobs do you get the opportunity to do these things and get paid for it? It 

reawakens interests for staff and gives different ways of dealing with what may be 

difficult people to deal with.” 

As one staff member states simply to not participate is to miss out:  

“I really enjoy it, I'm not a singer or performer but I join in like everyone else. I think 

they would enjoy it, they are missing out really.” 

5.2 Community Impact 

In the discussion of the evaluations, it became apparent that the value created by the 

creative approaches was not merely felt at the individual level, but often in the 

environment.  

The sample of staff members for this evaluation provided the fortuitous opportunity to 

explore a staff member’s story of their ward’s journey alongside an external observer’s story 

of the same ward. Both stories show how creative approaches that were adopted had a 

gradual impact that created a value for the whole ward community. 
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5.2.1 Connections 

A Ward’s Story: Connections: the Staff Member 

We had had a review, which just seemed to be based on a blame thing. We got this letter 

telling us about a review and that we were going to get interviewed, it was a bit imposed. 

However, stuff that came out that was really needed; it did justify things we had been 

saying were issues: no multi-disciplinary team work, people working long hours. 

One of the main points of influence was when we used the Thinking Differently
6
 ideas with 

[members of the Trust’s Learning and Development team]. That really helped, staff engaged 

with that. We looked at problem solving creatively.  It all links into all the stuff that's going 

on. 

We were also involved in the pilot for 'Star Wards'. I think the likes of Star Wards
7
 and also 

speaking to Tennyson Ward, the Consultant there was really passionate. I thought if they 

are doing it in Ashworth, if it’s working there, then there is nothing to stop us doing it here. 

We were involved in the Productive Ward
8
 initiative. With the Thinking Differently I wanted 

to do it all as one, have a ward vision. That ward vision can be simple, can look at using 

easy read language, but we needed to get it into the mindset, in everything.  

Then just hearing from someone like [a senior member of the Clinical Business Unit]. She 

had been in places, she recognised the boredom, but she talked about meaningful activity. 

It's got to be meaningful for people and we've got to test things out, like the Tai Chi. If it 

just helps one person relax and socialise more, then that's great. 

We’ve now got a staff member on the Service Users and Carers group, they are picking up 

all these things from that group, it’s really helpful that connection. 

Beforehand I think we felt isolated and cut off from what was going on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6
 

http://www.institute.nhs.uk/building_capability/new_model_for_transforming_the_nhs/thinking_differently.

html 
7
 http://www.starwards.org.uk/ 

8
 http://www.institute.nhs.uk/quality_and_value/productivity_series/productive_ward.html 
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A Ward’s Story: Connections: the Observer 

We were involved in using the ‘Thinking Differently’ tool with the ward. ‘Thinking Differently’ 

was about taking them to a different place and giving them the freedom to think. We were 

keen to get them to see that they were not viewed as a deficit, but that the solutions lay 

within their capacity. The team was apprehensive; they had just had a review, some of the 

content of which was challenging. They felt the space in which they worked was difficult. 

There were practical things they didn't have control over. What sticks in my mind, was that 

they did not have access to creative programmes. It was purely a nursing team then, there 

was very little psychology input.  Also, they felt that people were being placed there 

inappropriately, in a sense they were fighting against the odds to deliver a service. A multi-

disciplinary approach was not being resourced and they felt forgotten.  

Both quotes show some of the challenges that at the start of the journey this ward was 

facing. This was by no means ‘isolated’ in the challenges it faced though and conversations 

with staff showed that for other wards too the very nature of an in-patient unit can present 

a challenging environment: 

“Got a mix of people, got people who are quite well, with people whose behaviour 

can be very challenging. You need to create a therapeutic environment where 

people are not going to get bored and then people who are well are not going to 

relapse because of the challenging behaviour that might occur, it's a knock on 

effect.” 

Again, the identification of the ‘knock-on effect’ here shows that the impact on the 

individual can be important not simply for them, but for the whole ward community.  

 

In the ward’s story the influences that are viewed as beginning to take the team on their 

journey are creative processes that have been adopted within the wider organisation. They 

also identify particular people as influential in bringing about a different way of thinking. 

Rather than being ‘isolated’, the ward team now has a member of staff that attends an 

organisational group: the Service User and Carer group. This enables a ‘connection’ and is 

seen as the mechanism for bringing many of the creative approaches into the ward. Running 

through this is the suggestion that a multiplicity of creative approaches has had an impact 

on the ward and that these have happened because the ward has ‘connected’ to the rest of 

the organisation. Those connections and influences were also seen as leading to tangible 
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changes being made to the ward. The staff member describes how following the Thinking 

Differently session a regular ‘time out’ was organised for ward staff, drawing on support 

from within the wider organisation to enable that to happen. 

5.2.2 Investment 

Investment: the Staff Member 

What's happened that's been great is that the staff never used to get training and that was 

used by staff. ‘We never get supervision or away days’, which we didn't. But now we have a 

commitment with another unit to cover, so that we can get time for an away day. We 

started that after the session on Thinking Differently. Going to somewhere like Greenbank 

shows that you're putting in investment to staff. People love going there; we’ve got another 

coming up. As a manager you can say we've got these times out, that is a massive step 

forwards for us and now there is not an opportunity to moan. Now it's how do we make it a 

better service.  

At the moment we have got the support within the nursing team that drags others along. 

Have an OT now and that will create another internal support, getting a supportive core 

team. You need people who will get on board. 

The OT did a presentation on her role, which was great. She sees her role as diverse: 

analysis and formulation of where people are; assessments of functioning. So with someone 

like that, she shows us what areas we could be looking at and what types of activities. So 

that gives us the individual picture and we can then think about the care plan and then the 

ward in the round. 

 

Investment: the Observer 

We then went back about 14 months later. It was very different. It was positive 

organisationally that their Modern Matron and management were there. It gave that team 

something, who didn’t used to get time out, because there was no cover to get that time, it 

said you are important. We are showing that you are important, for us to bring the Clinical 

Business Unit leadership and for them to participate. They had set up a regular series of 

time outs from the first one we did and when we went back after 14 months, their OT was 

in place, things had changed.  
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The ‘away day’ sessions are seen as playing an important role in the progression of the 

ward. The staff member then shows how each step change in ‘investment’ has impacted 

and reiterates the importance of getting people ‘on board’. Most importantly, the external 

observer, re-visiting after this investment, could see how ‘different’ things were and how 

much ‘had changed’. 

5.2.3 The Difference 

The difference: Staff Member 

It’s about building confidence, about giving the people who want to do it the ability to drive 

the agenda forward. When they’ve got ideas, start them off with something small and 

develop. In the past we tried to create something that was not achievable, before you’ve 

tried it, it's failed. The Reader group, for example, we weren't ready, not receptive then, but 

now it would be different, got those supportive staff now. 

There are still staff you have to drag along, but you can see the difference in the team. 

 

The engagement of staff is seen as critical in the subsequent changes and without it the 

suggestion is that adoption of creative approaches can fail. The ‘difference’ in the team is 

seen as arising from the empowerment of those staff to drive forward ideas and most 

importantly in a change of receptiveness; the ‘difference’ that involvement in creative 

approaches and exposure to wider influences has brought about. Another example of the 

adoption of a creative approach in a ward environment highlights the importance of the 

support of the whole team in ensuring that all can access: 

“We’ve now got the support from Consultants, because it's risky, you've got patients 

coming out of seclusion who can't cope with a lot of stimulation and they’ve trusted 

us with groups of vulnerable people, and we had no incidents whatsoever.” 

In contrast, other conversations with staff indicated that the support of the whole team was 

not always given. Again the theme of the routine of the ward environment emerged as a 

barrier, as did the suggestion that some staff groups do not see their role in supporting 

approaches to happen: 

“No matter how many times you explain that it's not about art, it's about social 

inclusion, some people don't get it. Some staff get it and that's where it works. 
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Sometimes you get people barging straight in, 'Oh Mary your meds', you know just 

not understanding at all that this is closed space, time out. That takes some 

negotiating. The running of the ward will happen anyway. It's really important for 

service users.” 

“The door is an issue. We've been told to leave the door open in the TV lounge when 

the musicians are there, so that everyone can hear and benefit, but a few times the 

other staff come and shut the door and I have to say can you leave the door open. 

Feels sometimes like 'Oh this noise'. They don’t get why the door should be left 

open.” 

“The impact of the Reader is more like relaxation, but on the ward that’s not always 

the case. People coming in, ‘You've got a visitor’, ‘phone call for you’. Off ward can 

be quieter, but sometimes it’s then difficult to find a room, for music and dance you 

can use the TV Lounge. Sometimes for the Reader it’s difficult to get a room. We 

have used the TV Lounge, but then you get people walking in, it disrupts it.” 

These comments strongly demonstrate that where staff does not value the approaches, 

their actions can have a negative impact for others. In the example describing the music 

session, the action of the staff in closing off the music will mean that the rest of the ward 

community will not benefit. Conversations with staff suggested that the question of location 

was not always straightforward: 

“Dance goes down really well. It started in the OT Department, so we could have 

mixed groups. Wards come together here. Also do groups on wards that are open to 

everyone on that ward. We have taken it onto the wards to try to get more people, 

so that people walking past can see it. Getting people off the ward to do it was 

difficult, people always said ‘Oh I can't dance’, and with being on the ward people 

can walk past and join as they want. So we mix it around a bit.” 

“I think with singing and dancing people say oh I can or can't do it. So you need to 

encourage people to have a go. Done it on a male ward and it hasn't gone as well, 

didn’t take off, which makes me think it is the macho thing. Whereas when they are 

off the ward with others who are also choosing to do it, there is no peer pressure. 
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On the ward there is more embarrassment, off the ward haven't got people 

watching.  A lot of patients prefer to come off ward for activities, because then they 

are with people who want to do it.” 

“Good thing about where we had it was others could walk past and see what going 

on.  It was slow to engage some of the patients, but by the end, 12 out of the 14 

patients on the ward participated. One of the patients who had the biggest concerns 

with their weight and physical health problems, would find difficulty in walking short 

distances, swelling of legs, he was so supportive of the other patients to do the 

dance. He spoke to a new patient about the dance and how when he was fitter he 

would like to join. During sessions we would have a break for refreshments. We had 

a selection of herbal teas that patients had never had and I'd never tasted and for 

that we went to the dining room. So then everyone could join in with the teas, so 

then there were discussions about the teas and discussions about what had gone on 

and that could spread the interest.” 

These comments show that there are advantages and disadvantages to both on ward and 

off ward location of creative experiences. When they are on the ward people can see what 

is going on and that can build up their confidence to engage. However, many people like to 

go off the ward, this may be because of feeling ‘embarrassed’ about engaging in front of 

others, but also as has emerged previously to have time out from a busy ward environment.  

The first example tries to accommodate both approaches by rotating the sessions. The last 

example demonstrates how thinking creatively about how to engage others, in this case 

locating the refreshment break where other people will be, can generate interest through 

conversation.  

The question thrown up by these examples is whether location is actually as important as 

commitment. The last example describes dance sessions in a male ward in a High Secure 

setting. A study conducted with personality-disordered patients in a high secure setting 

concluded that one fifth of people had experienced bullying in the previous week (Ireland, 

2004). We can therefore make the suggestion that the environment in which this example 

took place would present a challenge to engage males in a dance group. In this example 

however, they engaged 12 out of 14 patients and one of the two who did not engage 
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expressed a wish to engage when they were fitter. In contrast, the dance group held on the 

male adult acute psychiatric ward did not ‘take off’.  In both settings the challenges around 

confidence and the fear of the potential for ridicule would have been similar. The question 

therefore is what was the difference between the two settings? In presenting the comments 

as separate from the longer conversational context, some of the background is lost. 

However, in reflecting on the two examples, the main emergent difference from the staff 

member’s descriptions is in the nature of the team support experienced. In the High Secure 

setting the majority of the staff was supportive, in contrast to the adult acute setting. The 

question of whether location of the experience matters to success is perhaps most neatly 

explored by reference to an example of what worked well on an adult acute ward: 

 “We've got a couple of Assistant Practitioners on the wards, their role is about 

activities, they are given ring fenced time. One does beauty sessions, women's 

health and all the women no matter how ill engage. She does it on the ward, it's 

relaxing for people. I think if you asked where the biggest impact is on the ward is, 

it’s [xxxxx staff member], the beauty sessions, the healthy eating.  It's non-

threatening and the staff support her. It would be better to have the musicians on 

the ward. At the moment it's separate, so it depends how well you are whether you 

can go or not. Musicians still have to go round to the ward and find people to come 

along, all of the staff still aren't championing it, whereas [xxxxx staff member] is part 

of the ward routine and seen as beneficial by all staff.”  

In the example above the staff member feels that engagement in the creative experience 

would be improved if it occurred on the ward. They cite the fact that the musician has to ‘go 

round to the ward and find people’. However, it is clear that this is due to the view that it is 

not championed by all. This is placed alongside the contrasting example of the beauty 

sessions, which are well attended, because of how they are viewed by staff.  There is the use 

of the term ‘non-threatening’ to describe the beauty sessions and again this suggests that 

staff experience the same uncertainty as service users in their confidence to engage. Behind 

this comment appears to be the suggestion that some staff don’t perceive the value of the 

approaches. More positively, when staff groups are able to recognise the value of creative 

approaches, the ‘difference’ in outcomes for the staff and service users is visible and creates 

a much ‘healthier picture’ for the whole ward community. 
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The difference: Observer 

So when we went back the world in general was a happier place, when we walked in the 

atmosphere, it just felt a more open place, it was so completely different. For example, one 

of the staff had just won the Employee of the Month, she didn't tell us, other members of 

the ward team told us, and they were all so proud. It felt like they were a group of people 

all working together now and this was not only an honour for her, it was for all of them and 

she said I couldn't have done this alone, it was because we have all pulled together. I 

honestly don't think that would have happened twelve months ago, that was an 

organisational shift for them.  

They had started taking a woman to Everton in the Community and that was possible 

because they had got a different approach, the world was opening up. They felt more 

empowered to do things and that they existed. They were much more open about 

contributing, they were relaxed, they joked with us. They had seen the positive effect, a lot 

of things were coming together, we were just a little piece in a jigsaw that was creating a 

much healthier picture. They knew they still had a way to go. But they just felt like they 

were no longer a forgotten battered service, but were in charge of their own destiny. 

 

Throughout the ward’s story we have seen that the creative approaches encountered had 

enabled a shift in thinking. The staff member began their story by identifying the creative 

approaches that had had an impact in changing that ward’s ‘destiny’. They then explained 

what the impact had resulted in, not only for individual staff and service users, but for the 

whole ward approach. 

5.2.4 Person-centred planning 

Person-centred planning: Staff Member 

For example last week, someone said something about a person using a phone, but this 

fella can use a phone, he had had a phone on his previous ward. But it had a camera on it, 

so the staff member was thinking of the policies. So we said how about if you talk to him as 

a named nurse and just explain we have to risk assess it and then set boundaries, so he has 

to keep it within his room and can't take photos. So a staff member did, he discussed it with 

him, looked at him as an individual, started from the person. That's the kind of thing where 

it starts, where we can say that we work on person-centred planning. 
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Like we have one gentleman and he comes from a closed family unit. Now while he is here 

he is really participating, opening up to things he's never been exposed to, like the 

Philharmonic, like the Tai Chi. We can say to the family, to the care team, there is an 

opportunity here to get him involved in things. Because otherwise he will have that limited 

exposure to other things that can help, he will go back into himself; he will withdraw, 

whereas we've noticed here him coming out of himself. He was in PICU, couldn't be 

managed, probably because of the stimulation there, too much for him. But it's these types 

of things that have really had an effect. 

 

Some of our service users don't have social skills, but don't have the opportunity to develop 

them. One things is ‘observations’, you've gotta be on ‘obs’. Whenever there’s been 

incidents, often the criticism from above is around ‘obs’. So you get this thing from staff, 

'I'm on ‘obs'. If someone came to you and said could you do us a favour, can you look after 

our Tommy for the afternoon and you've got a ten year old hyperactive kid, you wouldn't sit 

there watching him. And if you couldn't go out for the rain, you would use your skills to 

think about what you could do. Not pretending that with some people they don't present 

with a risk, but the risk sometimes is gonna be less, if people are engaged in something that 

they are occupied with. 

 

Yesterday another example, a form came through about a person wanting to use a 

microwave. We've got the facilities and the staff to support her, why shouldn't she prepare 

her own meal. Wait for the others to eat, then help her do her own. It's just about having a 

conversation, a human rights based approach.  

 

Our problem is how we pitch it. One of the support workers said ‘who does that area belong 

to?’ He said ‘I would love to grow an allotment there’ and so I said ‘Don't ask anyone else 

yet, they might say no’. So in the summer he just got it going. We had sunflowers, well they 

could have been used to abscond, all kinds of herbs, edible stuff. One fella loved planting 

pansies, because you can plant them upside down and they will still grow, he loved that.  

 

The shift in thinking is described as permeating all aspects of the ward life, whether 

organisational policies, care and discharge planning or use of the space. The risks are 

acknowledged as needing to be recognised and appropriate boundaries set. However, the 

‘difference’ is in approaching support as starting from the person: ‘person-centred 
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planning’, based on a ‘human rights approach’. The staff member recognises that there may 

be issues that need addressing, but as the concept of person-centred planning urges, the 

challenge “is to consider these issues within the context of how the person wants to live.” 

(O’Brien and O’Brien, 2000) The staff member gave several examples of how the creative 

approaches identified earlier as influential had led to a shift in the ward vision of care, 

putting people at the centre of decisions. The purpose of person-centred planning has been 

described as “learning through shared action” (O’Brien and O’Brien, 2000) and following on 

from the Nurse’s story in the previous section, the ward’s story also shows how learning has 

led to shared actions.  

Again, there is also the reinforcement of previous themes. The idea that risk can be 

managed through engagement emerges, as does the value of empowering staff to drive 

ideas forward. As one staff member pointed out sometimes because of the procedures and 

structure the environment of a psychiatric ward creates, there is a greater need for 

creativity: 

“Ironically when you work within a structured environment you have to think 

creatively.” 

In this particular ward both the staff member and observer’s stories suggest that this shift in 

thinking to a person-centred approach is now permeating the ward community. 

Person-centred Planning: Observer 

To think 12 months ago they had nothing going on, now they have got multi-disciplinary 

team working, they have got creative activities coming in. It’s a different world for staff and 

service users. The service must be much better for service users, because staff are feeling 

much better and most importantly because they are getting more and more staff on board 

that is seeping into everything.   

Echoing the need for these approaches to ‘seep’ into all aspects of care, one staff member 

highlights an element of the daily ward routine where use of creative approaches still 

requires further embedding: 
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“My dream would be seeing it in the ward round and they would go 'I saw you did 

really well in the music session and it really calmed you down. We should try and 

make sure you can keep going.'” 

5.2.5 Build Up 

Build up: Staff Member 

I just want to make things a regular slot. Today the room for the Tai Chi was asked for, for 

a Managers meeting, but I was determined not to lose the activity, to make it always 

happen. So we got chairs and quickly sorted another room. Needs to be seen as important.  

We will get situations, sometimes get people in who don't meet criteria, get a range of 

people. Because of this you get people who are very very challenging and sometimes you 

might get a blip and then what tends to happen is a focus on that blip and things get 

stopped without really understanding why that happened. So our biggest challenge is to 

show the importance of these and manage those people who are very challenging, but keep 

all this type of activity going because it helps. The idea is to build up all this stuff. I would 

love to get more things going. Would be good to get a media group going, looking at 

Newspapers and what is in the news. 

 

For us there are no step-down facilities. We struggle to move people on. If we had an 

outreach team, I think we could discharge quicker.  One thing we struggle with is people get 

stuck who should be discharged. While they are in hospital when they don't need to be in 

hospital, we should have an outreach team that could take them into the community and 

support them to do things in the community, because they are going to become de-skilled. 

There is not that level of support in the community; it’s a real issue for our service. If we 

had voluntary organisations that could perhaps provide some kind of outreach support that 

could help, groups in the community. Could get tickets for football games, have a voluntary 

service that could support people to go. Got one woman she is mad on the football, if you 

could buy her a season ticket and support her to attend more, she would go and that would 

be the biggest change in her life that would complement what we are providing clinically for 

her. 

 

This part of the ward’s story shows that even in this setting where a person-centred 

approach is being pursued, there are still challenges to seeing creativity as the ‘fabric and 
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framework’. That could be in simple messages, such as protecting the space for a creative 

experience, or it could be a more fundamental challenge posed by the lack of understanding 

beyond their ward environment. The staff member recognises that there is still work to do 

on showing the importance of creativity. They also want to build on what they have already 

and develop further creative experiences using other media. A view that current provision 

could be built up was expressed by other staff: 

“At the moment it’s just once a week, it isn't enough. We need this kind of thing built 

in on a daily basis.  If you said let’s build a ward around cultural activities, it would 

look like a very different place, if you had a cheque book.” 

The strongest theme that emerged from the comments around the need to ‘build up’ 

approaches was for continuity in linking the experience on the ward to people’s lives in the 

wider community. The ward’s story shows the issues around delayed discharge facing many 

mental health wards and it was highlighted in the introduction to this report that Mersey 

Care is currently under performing against the national target for discharge. In 2007 a Good 

Practice Toolkit was issued for improving discharge from in-patient mental health care and 

this stated that what was needed in mental health was: 

“A focus on social inclusion and community engagement . . . throughout the acute 

care pathway to promote recovery.” (NIMHE, 2007) 

The ward staff member calls for the need for people to access creative experiences not only 

in the ward, but also to go out from the ward and access experiences in the community. 

They suggest that an approach to tackling this would be some form of outreach service 

potentially staffed with volunteers that could support people to go to groups in the 

community. 

 

This was reinforced by other members of staff, who also indicated the need for people to 

begin to establish links that will support them after they have left the ward: 

“With something like the Philharmonic we need to think about not just the wards. 

They have things going on in the community and that's important, the links post-

discharge.” 
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“There's a craze at the moment, Zumba and they've done a bit here and then we've 

had people saying that they have then joined a class after they left. They are getting 

a taster here, and then being able to continue it into the community.” 

“The experience can help the transitional phase, to get back into the community.” 

The perhaps unique value of the creative experience in this setting is the ability for 

participation to be continued after the person has left the ward. As discussed in the 

introduction, a recent study by Liverpool Public Health Observatory suggested that locally 

people are “failing to access support in the community” and concluded that people are 

accessing services at crisis point (Ubido and Lewis, 2008, p.vii). The creative experiences 

appear to offer a unique opportunity. They enable people to engage with a socially inclusive 

experience on the ward, which can then be continued after discharge. This subsequently 

increases social inclusion within the community and gives people sustainable support to 

help prevent re-admission.  

Where creative experiences are adopted in secure settings, that transitional phase may be 

transfer to another unit. Staff members identified the benefits in aiding the transition to a 

new care team: 

“Transition can be onward referral. Gave people discussion points, things they could 

point to as their interests to help the new team learn about them.” 

“When referring people, when in CPA meetings, these patients who possibly in the 

past had had difficulties forming relationships, doing things,  it was shown that they 

could engage, could remember. They had something to talk about, they could show 

their certificate and I think it improved their self-esteem. When visiting teams came 

they could see that the patient with Huntington's could look at them and had an 

interest. One of the patient's mum's came for his CPA meeting. His mum was so 

pleased to hear about his dancing and she talked about the past and was so pleased 

to hear that he was an expert at something. She heard something about positive 

about him, we'd found something that he wanted to do.” 
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The above comments again strengthen the suggestion that staff member’s gain by learning 

more about the service user. Moreover, the beneficial effect is not only for service users and 

staff, but for family too.  

The theme of building up the creative experiences for people to access in the community 

was also for those service users who live in the community: 

“People concentrate a lot on in-patient services, but in Adult and Older people’s 

services, only a few of our service users come through in-patient settings. Something 

like 80% of people are in the community. One of things that happens is they lose 

their sense of being part of their community, it isolates people. Over the years it’s 

hard to see people losing careers and lives, it can destroy lives and people lose 

connections in the community. There isn't anywhere for people to go. In the 

community, you became ill, you get a diagnosis, you maybe spend some time in an 

in-patient unit, but most people stabilise out at some point and get a Community 

Psychiatric Nurse [CPN]. You find that they would start to get bored and then 

problems would start building up again and all that was open to you as a CPN was 

linking them back into college, to a course. “ 

“Largest percentage of service users are in the community, but we are still not 

providing these opportunities for many of them. We need to engage on a bigger 

scale. Also, because it’s not there in the community, when they leave there is not the 

continuity there yet for them to continue.” 

Both comments identify two emerging issues around the need for increased focus on the 

community. Firstly, it would appear that the majority of creative approaches are seen as 

being provided on the wards despite the suggestion that there are a larger number of 

people who are in contact with mental health services in the community. Secondly, that 

community nurses may not have many options open to them to link people into and 

consequently ‘problems start building up again’.  

 

One staff member identified resources that could be linked to in the community, but saw 

the challenge as supporting people to access these: 
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“Think we should also put on a wider, more diverse range of community activities, 

thinking about it across all spectrums. Also very focussed on in-patients, that’s easy, 

we've got to do more in the community, especially with suggestions that day centres 

may close, day services are going to be different, we can't leave people sitting in 

their houses. If more people use the galleries and community resources that helps 

keeps those places free. How do we get it out there to people?” 

 

This comes back to the ward story and the suggestion for increased support. It would 

appear that a solution such as a volunteer scheme would not only help people that are on 

the ward, but also people who already live in the community.  

 

At the start of this section, we saw that the ward too had begun their journey of change 

feeling ‘isolated’. However, in making connections and adopting a range of creative 

approaches, the ward had recognised a visible ‘difference’ and shift in approach. They were 

beginning to think about taking things further and ‘building up’ the creative approaches 

adopted. The conversations highlighted that a shift in thinking also coincided with recent 

plans for a ward move, as part of a new build in the organisation. 

Build Up: Observer 

Look forward to them moving into their new premises as part of the Time project; they've 

got a model to take now. They can go feeling they have a positive identity as a team.  

For the observer the move seems to have come at an ideal time. The ward has a new 

‘positive identity’ and that is also apparent in the staff member’s story. The ward’s story 

ended with some reflections on how far they had come and also where they wanted to go. 
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Reflective: Staff Member 

We have had lots of problems, but have moved on so much. You have peaks and troughs, 

can be stressful.  What's fabulous about the creative experiences is that reflective time after, 

which is built into a session. Staff come out and they reflect on how the music session went. 

After a group session, a couple of staff, we sit down in a smaller group and discuss how it 

went, what worked well. For example, a couple of weeks ago I was really taken with how 

the group managed something. One woman she tried to throw a musical instrument at 

someone, everyone was really into the music and she was getting a little 'I'm not happy, cos 

the focus is on you all talking about the music and playing instruments’. So then they 

changed the music and did something where she could just listen, without any singing or 

talking and she was able to focus on that and that was when she was at her most relaxed. 

So then we talked about that and what worked for her and we said that at the next session 

we could build that in more for that lady, not so much the playing the instrument, but the 

listening, to work on relaxation with her, to improve her behaviour. 

 

One day I think it could be good to do a service user 'my story' and feed it back to the staff 

team, reflect on that. It would be nice to get a story of someone doing well, celebrate the 

successes of people, as that is not often acknowledged, the work involved. Or we could 

highlight what didn't help, get service users involved in the service more, that will be part of 

the nursing remit. Where we want to go now is how we develop the Service Users and 

Carers forum here. 

 

Had a fabulous workshop around the TIME project, staff, service users and carers. We 

looked at the external space, recreation yes, but also for creative activity. I would like a 

massive area that was flexible, not with fixed gym equipment, you have to get people in to 

run it then and they have to be qualified. You could think creatively about that space then, 

just have a person with a hula hoop and could use a Wii. 

 

For the staff member one of the most beneficial aspects of the creative experience is the 

opportunity to reflect. The reflection is used to improve the way in which people are 

supported from a person-centred approach. The ward recognises and capitalises on the 

value of the creative experience: a learning opportunity to improve the quality of the care 

provided. So too for the observer the ward shift is not simply the adoption of creative 
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approaches, but in their recognition of the use of creative approaches to improve the 

service user experience and bring about organisational change. 

Reflections: Observer 

Makes for an interesting contrast. You’ve got somewhere like that where the welcome mat is 

literally glowing for people to come in and then you’ve got settings where you feel the 

creative partnership, the staff react like it’s been imposed as yet another duty to be 

accommodated. That difference is in embracing it for organisational change, as well as 

seeing it as enriching the service user experience. 

However, as the observer notes, the recognition of the value of creative approaches does 

not appear to be widespread. As we have seen, where creative experiences are not 

embraced fully by teams, the ‘knock-on effect’ can be that fewer service users access 

experiences. A number of staff suggested that many of the creative approaches used may 

only be reaching a small proportion of those who could potentially access and benefit: 

“Only criticism is that it touches so few of our service users. The community 

involvement, we're still not doing it really well. One of the things we were aiming for 

was to start getting people interested in these kinds of experiences while they were 

in in-patient services, to then continue in the community. They are only on a ward 

for a short length of time, so it’s most important that it is something they can do 

when they go out. But that has not translated, not sure why. In-patients are 

important, but most people are in the community, we need to engage on a bigger 

scale. There aren't the resources to support them to do something in the 

community. When they leave there is no continuity.” 

 

“It’s obvious when you talk to people that there are some exceptional stories of 

what people have got out of it, but in a way we have created an elite, in that it only 

happens to a small number of people. Some of the groups have got very small 

numbers, people get a lot out of it, but we need to look at how we can get more 

people having access.” 

The main two challenges in capitalising on the benefits of these approaches appear to be 

widening access to more people and ensuring that the creative approaches are used in a 

pathway approach. The emergent theme is that at a wider level the impact may not have 
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yet reached every part of the organisation. In order for the whole organisation to embrace 

the value of the approaches, one staff member identifies the need to create something that 

is on a ‘bigger scale’: 

“If these bits are going to become so powerful that they cause an explosion in this 

sort of approach and have an impact, then we need to think about how to effect 

more change for more people. At the minute if you ask staff, they see that there are 

some nice little bits of things going on, but some haven't heard of them. It doesn't 

affect the wider unit, but that’s because it’s such a small amount of people. We need 

to make it bigger and build on it. If someone said tomorrow that the funding is 

finished, I think we would go 'Oh well never mind, that's a shame.' The people 

fighting for the money are the people involved. The effect on people's individual 

lives is phenomenal, for some staff and service users it can have a massive change.” 

But just go on a ward and pick a member of staff, you might get someone who is 

involved, but you might get someone who isn't aware. It wouldn't affect all the staff, 

if we stopped it all tomorrow.” 

In order to cause an ‘explosion’ across the organisation and thereby ensure that the 

majority of people would fight for creative approaches to continue, a greater number of 

people need to be ‘effected’ by the value. As one staff member states: “It is still an activity 

that happens to the minority of people.”  

 

5.3 Organisational Impact 

5.3.1 Establishing the Approach: Equality 

A Trust’s Story: Establishing the Approach 

I trained in the asylum and then worked in the community and to engage with things like 

the Philharmonic, who would have thought in my career you could have moved from the 

asylum to the Philharmonic. My daughter has no memory of asylums, in ten years time there 

will be no-one who worked there, will all be gone, to have gone from there to here is 

fantastic, because it's about equality for people. 

This staff member’s quote echoes the juxtaposition of the asylum and creative approaches 

in Mersey Care’s Annual Report, as highlighted in the introduction. For the staff member 
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that juxtaposition is an indication of an organisational change. They describe the shift in 

glowing terms: ‘fantastic’, because they see the shift not simply as a different approach, but 

in terms of the value it has created: equality. The need for a human rights based approach 

to mental health care is called for throughout the most recent government strategy and the 

strategy states the “new approach” for mental health care centres on “putting more power 

into the hands of local people” (DH, 2011).  The strategy sees the role of the care providers 

as having two main aims. Firstly, to help people “identify and achieve the outcomes that 

matter to them” and also to put people, their families and carers “at the centre of their 

care.” (DH, 2011)  

The themes that have emerged so far have begun to indicate that in some areas creative 

approaches have helped staff to involve people in decision-making and most importantly 

create environments fostered on equality. However, we have also seen that in some areas 

the value may not be recognised yet and in a number of conversations the question of how 

these approaches had been adopted emerged as contributing to this mixed picture: 

“What we’ve got now is great, the ‘Phil’ coming in, The Reader etc. But sometimes it 

can be a bit lip service. Have you actually asked people if they want this? Is it 

people’s ideas of what people want? Yes it is a fantastic resource. But do we then 

still have a perception that this is something we do to people, if we haven’t asked. 

Difficult because would people think to ask for something like that?” 

This quote suggests that it is unclear how far the creative approaches have been driven by 

people’s suggestions and ideas. Although the quote raises the issue that if asked, would 

people think it was possible to suggest the Philharmonic coming in, perhaps the most 

important question should be ‘have you asked?’ A recent study by MIND looking at the use 

of personal budgets in mental health concluded that what came out as most important for 

people was: 

“to have fulfilled lives, find meaningful activities, have friends, socialise and enjoy 

close relationships and security.” (MIND, 2009)  

And a SCIE report on personal budgets indicated that in fact “Those with mental health 

problems often had quite clear and innovative ideas about how they wanted to use their 
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personal budget.” (SCIE, 2011) The SCIE report concluded that people’s choices for the use 

of personal budgets were sometimes limited by their own ‘conservatism’, but also by what 

was presented to them by social workers and community psychiatric nurses. (SCIE, 2011) 

However, a number of examples of use of personal budgets within the organisation 

illustrate that where people are given the opportunity, they may not all be held back by 

conservatism and in fact some may identify creative approaches as most helpful: 

“In Southport a group of people have been discussing pooling their budgets to do 

something greater with the group budget than individually, they are looking at 

getting an allotment together.” 

 

“Early Intervention have set up a walking club with people. When we had slippage 

they asked for walking equipment, managed to get some, got great feedback. Things 

like that could do more of. Simple things like walking groups. Understanding what is 

beneficial for lots of people.” 

 

 “A person who had misused substances, had been in in-patient care, had low self 

esteem, a difficult background, through her personal support planning she wanted to 

be able to paint. But she couldn't afford proper equipment and had a bad back. The 

investment was used for some art materials and a proper easel. Her self-esteem was 

increased, her identity boosted, she was an artist. She started using social 

networking media to display her work and she got positive feedback that gave her 

confidence. It's about the way you work with people, people focus on budgets and 

mechanisms, yes got to be able to get that right, but it’s a switch in thinking that is 

allowing people to be experts about part of their recovery.” 

A recent study on the use of personal budgets in the Netherlands concluded that personal 

budgets helped foster innovation: “People are more creative because they are thinking 

about what they really want.” (White, 2011) People may not specify a particular creative 

partner to deliver that support, but they may express an interest in a particular area, 

whether that be art, music, football or gardening. Most importantly, when asked people are 

able to think about what ‘they really want’ and a number of staff identified the need to 

increase people in decision making around creative approaches further: 
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“We need to involve service users more, in terms of what they want and where. We 

need more involvement from people who have had experience of some of this now 

in saying what, where and when. What do people actually want? We have been 

quite opportunistic up to now. Let's engage service users in decision making about 

it.” 

The need to involve people in the decision making also arose in terms of staff involvement. 

Again people questioned how creative approaches had arisen: 

“There are parts of the organisation where it has become yes this is the way we do 

things, but it hasn't grown up, it has kind of been parachuted in, people have either 

embraced it, or haven't opposed it or have ignored it, but it’s not yet part of what we 

do. There’s not yet that real sense of ownership. Would they make a fuss if it didn't 

happen? Ownership shouldn't just rest with one group of staff; we need to make it 

everyone's.” 

The suggestion here is that the adoption of creative approaches has not always ‘grown up’ 

from staff. In fact the findings so far have shown that this has not always been the case, for 

example the staff member who identified a space that could be used for gardening. It would 

appear that what is being referred to is the creative approaches delivered in partnership 

with larger external partners that may have been introduced from a more senior position, 

hence the term ‘parachuted in’. The suggestion in this quote is that there is not yet a sense 

of ‘ownership’ across the board and again the emergence of the theme that these 

approaches may not yet be ‘part of what we do’.  As one staff member highlights the fact 

that the approaches seem to have been ‘parachuted’ in may have contributed to the lack of 

widespread engagement: 

“I don't know was it brought in for OT to assist or for the ward to take on? I got the 

impression it was supposed to be all staff, but it has ended up under the umbrella of 

OT. Feels sometimes like solely OT responsibility. We provide the staff, we prepare, 

we encourage. Was it always meant to be that or was it supposed to be ward staff? 

The OTs meet with artists and discuss problems or issues, so they are getting that 

type of support as well from the OT team. We get 'Oh you're good at things like that; 

you're used to running groups.' Was it thought about who is going to support them?” 
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For this staff member the lack of ownership across the board means that the responsibility 

is unequal and the staff member displays uncertainty about how the creative approaches 

were intended to be supported. Other staff also suggested that where creative approaches 

are being introduced there should be greater discussion with staff locally to ensure 

ownership: 

“How much has the whole ward been involved? There is a role to facilitate it 

happening, but that is to check out what they want locally, it won't work if it is just 

imposed. It does need to be negotiated equally with everyone involved. There is 

something very important about going to the setting and respecting the 

environment and the people where you want to introduce the activity, so they have 

a choice about when and where, making sure they have been involved in the 

conversation. Who is going to support it? Are you going to have refreshments? Who 

is going to do that? Where will it be? How will it fit into the existing programme?” 

The important point here is that it is the ‘conversation’ with the local team to ensure 

‘respect’ that will help ensure successful adoption.  

 

A somewhat mixed view of how creative approaches have been established across the 

organisation has emerged. However, this section has begun to suggest that where creative 

approaches are established then they can support a human-rights based approach and help 

people articulate what would best support them. Moreover, many professionals are already 

working creatively within their role, but the organisational creative approaches enable 

networking and partnerships that help the approaches to spread.  
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5.3.2 Networks and Partners: Encouraging the Approach to Spread 

Networks and Partners 

Some of this creativity happens despite the network, but the network encourages it and 

supports it. Each of the professions uses creative approaches in their own way. OTs would 

be running creative groups, you have social work and the personalised budgets, that's a 

creative approach, but the network has brought the cultural sector partners in to help the 

professions develop their work further. This is an opportunity for staff to learn new skills 

working with technical experts and open up new creative media for service users to engage 

with. 

The network is a supportive group of all sorts of staff roles and that comes together to 

explore how health and well-being can be supported in more creative ways. 

 

Following on from the previous suggestion that local involvement in establishing creative 

approaches is important, comments concerning the Trust’s creative network reinforce this: 

“The network encourages adoption, but it also plays a part in supporting people 

locally to liaise with the external partners. The network has helped with some of the 

setting up, encouraging staff, getting them on board initially and making it happen.” 

The particular role of the Creative Network appears to be in supporting development of 

partnerships with the external cultural sector. And although running through previous 

comments was the suggestion that there were some ‘tensions’ in these partnerships, many 

comments from staff pointed to the benefits of bringing in the cultural sector into 

healthcare: 

“There are real benefits to some of the partnerships, particularly the Tate and the 

Philharmonic, where you are opening up opportunities to service users and staff that 

they may never have experienced before. Through these programmes it becomes 

more accessible and mainstream. There is something about using those mediums to 

challenge the stigma of mental health.” 

 

 “At a strategic level we have got good strategic partnerships with a range of 

organisations in the community. It is important to organisations like the 
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Philharmonic to make their activities much more accessible to a population who 

doesn't go to the Philharmonic. It gives people a different way of articulating and 

dealing with distress, makes it part of the ordinary human condition that you can 

express distress and feelings through music and dance and words.” 

These quotes highlight that the partnerships benefit both the cultural sector in widening 

access and the organisation in offering an opportunity to fulfil its role in challenging stigma: 

“There are great benefits in terms of public relations for the organisation. This is real 

positive publicity about mental health.” 

“We were trying to take Brain Injury to the community to talk about Brain Injuries. It 

was very successful, a lot of media attention, everyone felt very good about it. We 

were written into an episode of Silent Witness, which was great, it was de-

stigmatising.” 

The need to challenge stigma is illustrated by one staff member who points out that 

although the ideal is to link people into community groups, it is important to know that 

those groups are inclusive: 

“If our neighbourhood model moves on, the idea is that these things would be so 

mainstream, the new model of care project to be piloted in Newhall, that model of 

care would be applied across all community services. It would tie in with the 

Treasure Chest tool and going back into neighbourhood. It would connect the mental 

health team and the neighbourhood resources, people separate running things, but 

closely aligned with the Trust. So you could go to the art group that you knew would 

be run in an inclusive way. It's about the joining up of the dots, so you have the 

cellist on the ward, the person goes to join a music group on discharge with other 

people, with peers, they get subsidised tickets to see concerts at The Phil because 

they are in some kind of scheme and they go with the group.” 

This quote highlights a number of approaches that the organisation is adopting in order to 

progress this ‘mainstreaming’ of support. The Treasure Your Well-being initiative is 

mentioned as a means to connect mental health care and community resources and this 

staff member also identifies a pilot of a neighbourhood model of care. This latter initiative 

was only identified in this conversation and so it has not been possible to explore this 
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further in this study. The mechanism that is identified as enabling access in the community 

is the group of peers. Whilst this section has shown that there are organisational initiatives 

to establish and spread the network, the challenge remains in how to ensure inclusion of 

people who may need support and how to increase access with limited resources. The 

potential presented by people with lived experience to help these challenges arose within 

the previous section and again more strongly in the context of how to champion and spread 

these approaches.  

5.3.3 Peer Support: Championing the Approach 

Peer Support  

We may have people that are working as peer support people already, but they are not 

recognised in that way properly, they are paid through a service user involvement budget, 

not paid for recognised roles. They could be champions of this, could have roles as peer 

supporters. 

We could link this to the community model of care. We could look at how we can pilot it in 

an area first and use people with lived experience to support others. It is about using the 

community resources and using the people in the community to support others to access 

those resources. 

 

The quote above suggests that the organisation already has a network of people who are 

working voluntarily, but may not be in formally recognised roles providing peer support.  

The first staff member sees them as potential ‘champions’ of creative approaches and the 

second staff member identifies a way of using those champions to enable others to access 

community groups. However, echoing the theme of procedure and policy as a barrier to 

staff engagement, likewise this emerged as hindering the use of peer support: 

“It is quite difficult to get the involvement of service users in delivering some of this. 

There are CRB checks etc, but if we have a volunteering scheme it should be easier 

to build that up and use people more.” 

 

“There are a minority of people getting opportunities, we need to engage wider. 

Volunteers could this. There are challenges in the organisational approach, there is a 

need for policies and then because of that it doesn't get acted on quickly.” 
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“It is too focussed on a small amount of people. You'll find when you go to some of 

the opportunities it is the same people. We need something that engages wider, not 

sure how. What we don’t do very well is use volunteers. It's been talked and talked 

about. Other organisations have a buddy scheme, carers, retired people who will go 

and help once a month. But we have to write this policy and decide whose job it is to 

do it and it takes so long.” 

  

“I'd like to get more voluntary organisations coming and helping. In the past when 

we've tried to do that, people have just highlighted you know things around risk and 

CRB checks. I bet they have a lot more input from voluntary services in other places 

in the Trust. We could have service users coming back and helping.” 

Throughout the comments above is the view that policies, such as Criminal Records Bureau 

checks, become barriers. The organisational processes are also seen as slowing down any 

attempts to introduce such initiatives. Common to all responses though is the view that 

people who could ‘come back and help’ would provide a beneficial resource. Indeed one 

staff member saw the potential of service users more creatively as being involved in the 

delivery of creative experiences: 

“We know we've got service users with talents, a lot of people want to volunteer. 

Human Resources are now looking at developing a volunteer scheme. One of the 

things that would be a potential is a way of engaging people with talents who could 

volunteer. The more people we have coming in from outside the organisation doing 

different things the better.” 

In the last quote there is a call for more external influences being brought into the 

organisation. This emerged from other staff that saw the interaction needed as two ways, 

from the ward into the community and vice versa: 

“I would like to see us using the experience as a vehicle to create peer support, using 

peers to provide positive role models. People in recovery in the community 

interacting with people on the wards.” 

 

“Would love to start a group here, perhaps from the Everton initiative, where some 

of the in-patients could participate with those in the community and then it 

becomes...these are people that have been in hospital and they are well again.  
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You've made those links from ward to community, would be great if we could get 

people to come in who have been through and are in the community.” 

 

“It needs a mixture between professionals, ward and the community. Need to link in 

with what is available in the community. Takes a lot of energy to get off the ground, 

but it needs so much more energy to keep it going, to keep that enthusiasm going 

and there are people out there who can't get to places, they need support to enable 

that.” 

The quotes above show the potential benefits of this peer support. People coming into 

contact with positive role models could be provided with hope of being ‘well again’. 

Moreover, engagement of more staff and service users on the ward and the community 

creates a stronger resource to ‘keep it going.’ In fact, increasing the use of peer support 

could have an impact on costs, which in turn could widen access: 

“Needs to links with emerging volunteer programme. Here service users get asked to 

go to the Philharmonic, but it costs double to bring staff in to manage the ward, so 

we can only take small numbers. But if we had some volunteers, supporting them to 

do those sorts of activities, we could increase those numbers more easily.”  

5.3.4 Treasure Your Well-being: Embedding the Approach 

Treasure Your Well-being  

You don't stop medication suddenly, so why would you stop people's access to this 

suddenly. It's about pathways, bridging the route from in-service groups to what we put in 

the middle. This is where Treasure Your Well-being comes in. 

 

The quote above echoes the story of a carer and their relative from the narrative section, 

which illustrated the issue of a person who had benefitted greatly from participation in a 

creative approach losing ‘interest in life again’ once this had come to an end. Throughout 

the findings so far there has been an emergent theme around the importance of supportive 

‘transitions’ for people.  The Treasure Your Well-being initiative has emerged previously and 

under the theme of organisational impact was seen as the way in which this bridging could 

be facilitated as an embedded part of the model of care: 

“It is all linked to Treasure Your Well-being, trying to get staff to have a different 

conversation with people to get at what might release that potential and the web 
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tool, when we are using it properly will unearth where the links are in their 

communities, like a dance group in their local church hall.”  

 

“Treasure your well-being is part of a process to link discharge planning into what 

people are going to do when they leave, person health budgets then links to that. It 

is really exciting because money has always been illness focussed in usage. The 

switch in thinking now is you link the money or part of the money for someone's 

recovery to self-defined outcomes, it’s quite simple, you put outcomes on a care 

plan, doesn't matter how they are achieved, not prescribed, it's defined as outcome, 

but not prescribed how. Not saying other things don't happen like medication, but 

there is an element of people's recovery which is part of liberating their own hopes 

and ambitions and that will help to sustain them and build resilience because people 

feel that they have a purpose.” 

Both quotes identify the benefit of the Treasure Your Well-being approach in the nature of 

the conversation it enables: it helps people identify their ‘potential’ and their ‘hopes and 

ambitions’.  The Treasure Your Well-Being initiative is an example of how the organisation 

appears to be shifting ‘what happens’ to embed approaches that aim to develop ‘lives 

outside of services’: 

“The creative stuff is saying isn't it more natural to help people do ordinary things 

with other people, rather than saying you've got an illness I'm going to give you 

some medication and have a very formal conversation with you. The whole premise 

for treating people as ill is a hugely contested area. You could almost say we should 

be having to justify why we do any of that, rather than reading a book with 

someone.” 

Indeed many of the conversations with staff members demonstrated that the use of 

creative approaches was viewed as much more fundamental than simply managing distress 

and in fact was seen as having a value in enhancing a person’s life: 

“It is important the broad use of the term creative, these are non-standard 

contributions to enhancing people's well-being and providing a different discourse 

about things that bring people into our services. It is about understanding whether 

there are different ways to respond to distress other than you are ill, we'll offer you 

some treatment. I think the creative approach is saying perhaps many people resolve 
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dilemmas through their engagement in all manner of things, whether that be work 

or fostering some talent they have.” 

For this staff member the creative approach provides a different discourse that recognises 

that people’s lives can be improved through engagement in something meaningful.  One 

staff member suggests that what is ‘remarkable’ is that the recognition of the value of 

ambitions for people should have to be a different discourse, rather than what we had ‘in 

mind’ anyway: 

“Wider array of experience and needing to keep that and be interested in that and 

see that as of value, encompassing their spiritual life and ambitions. It's remarkable 

in a way that we might not have been keeping that in mind.” 

Likewise another staff member feels that the creative approach is a ‘sideline’, the value is in 

what it enables: social inclusion and equality: 

“It's about social inclusion and also equality in a wider sense. Not only because of the 

activity itself, in a way that's almost a sideline, it's about relationships.” 

The theme of equality began this section in the context of how far the adoption of creative 

approaches was driven from an equal footing. The Trust’s story finishes with the theme of 

equality and a question of how far the creative approaches have enabled an organisational 

shift. 

5.3.5 ‘That is What Happens’: Testing the Approach 

‘That is What Happens’ 

A person said recently they went to this particular Unit and when they got there they 

couldn't find anyone, the whole ward, all patients and staff were in the Philharmonic 

session, fantastic. The ward said it had been successful because they sat down with  

patients and drew up a personal plan with them and their personal plan includes that on 

Tuesdays or whatever they go into the Philharmonic session, not just planned on the ward, 

planned at an individual level and planned together, the service user have equal input. 

Because it is planned together that is what happens. 

 

The quote above provides an example of a very effective adoption of a creative approach in 

a service. For the staff member the effectiveness is demonstrated by all staff and service 

users engaging in the experience. The phrase ‘that is what happens’ indicates that it is an 

established and valued part of the life of the ward.  The staff member also feels that the 
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driver behind the success is the joint planning approach used by staff and service user 

having equal input.  

 

One member of staff mentioned that the Trust had recently engaged in the Supporting 

Recovery project, which uses the ten key indicators from the Centre for Mental Health 

research to develop a recovery approach
9
, and this was viewed as having potential to take 

this fostering of equality further: 

“About organisational change the recovery project, how the organisation becomes 

more recovery focussed. There could be creative workshops for all staff to 

participate and explore and perhaps for staff to explore how to use creativity in their 

work, expressive activities if they are good for service users, then they are also good 

for staff. It’s shared learning, breaking down the sense that staff are this group who 

have these carefree lives and that service users are a group who have dysfunctional 

lives.” 

This last comment builds on previous comments that demonstrate that the organisation is 

open to and adopting a range of creative approaches. However, running alongside these 

themes is the recurrent question of how far these have become part of ‘what happens’ in 

the organisation. As one staff member says if the creative approaches have become ‘what 

happens’, then it should be apparent in all levels and aspects of the organisation: 

“The organisation, it is about what is the culture, what is this organisation about, 

who are we, what is our approach to mental health, what is included in that. Over 

the last three or four years we have nailed our colours to the mast, but that has 

happened because of a few good people, we need to make it ingrained in the 

culture, so you should be able to cut Mersey Care in any way any time and see that 

commitment to cultural partnerships, that participation and support for it 

throughout, this is part of who we are.” 

 

In fact during conversations some staff suggested that the fact that this study was being 

conducted challenged the notion that creative approaches had become ‘what happens’: 

 

                                                             
9
 http://www.centreformentalhealth.org.uk/news/2011_mental_health_services_on_road_to_recovery.aspx 
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“You know the question could be why are we doing this study? We are always asked 

what the evidence is, proof that this is working, why should we have to evidence this 

because you know prove that in-patient works, actually there's not a lot of evidence 

base for what we do already.” 

Other people also challenged the idea that formal evidence should be gathered when in 

their view the evidence base for current approaches was lacking: 

“What's the evidence for a ward, rather than a refuge? What's the evidence for 

having people sitting around doing little until a doctor or a nurse comes around and 

engages with them.” 

One person felt that regardless of the approach adopted, inquiry is needed into 

understanding how to determine the benefits for people coming into contact with services  

 “Think we need evidence, conscious the word outcome gets used, the point is we 

don't know the outcomes of this kind of work, but nor do we really know the 

outcomes of CMHT or standard in-patient care. How are we understanding the 

benefits or not of people coming through services and how are we going to go about 

that?” 

Moreover, that a need to look at benefits and value is important in terms of how money is 

spent, but most crucially that value should be looked at in terms of what approaches 

provide the best value for money: 

“It’s about how we view mental illness and how we respond to that. We need to 

review what we do and how we do it. Can we get better value for money through 

things like cultural partnerships, than some traditional approaches? Most of the 

budget goes on hands-on care, which is the most important thing from a service 

users' point of view. So for example could we change the way the hands-on care 

budget is used and increase these kinds of interventions. We need a piece of work 

around evidencing value for money in those terms.” 

 

The quote above calls for exploration of creative approaches in a different way. The staff 

member feels that by changing the ‘hands-on care’ expenditure to more creative 

approaches and thereby enabling comparison with other approaches this would allow for 

more effective evidence of value for money. Another staff member also suggested a need to 
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gather evidence of the benefit of creative approaches using a more comparative method 

with more ‘standard’ approaches: 

 

“The big issue is about how we present the creative work as a component, so it is 

integral to the whole approach. That's where for example we could look at the 

effects of a reading group in terms of whether an anti-depressant and a reading 

group are double the benefit of either on their own.” 

 

Emerging from these comments is a suggestion that in order to build evidence of the impact 

of creative approaches, inquiry should be undertaken comparatively, alongside ‘standard’ 

approaches.  

The quote that started this section gave an example of a Unit where it had become ‘what 

happens’, but in conversations occurring in the same time period other staff members gave 

the following examples: 

“We have had a problem with the Reader, this last two weeks she has come onto the 

ward and there has been patient forums and things like that on, so that has affected 

it. The patient forum was in the room and majority of patients were in the forum. 

We have done our timetable and there should have been an awareness, but maybe 

it's not been looked at, maybe poor communication between the OT team and the 

ward staff. It’s seen as OT, if it’s put on our programme, so then it’s not in the ward 

programme.” 

  

“The Philharmonic musician came in recently and there was no-one ready, no-one to 

support them. So the Modern Matron has now said that it is protected time, no ward 

round, no meds and they will have it in the lounge so that people can access it. If it is 

in the lounge, then the nurses can stay with people in the lounge. He has said when 

the musician comes in that's important. But because he's got the organisational 

power to do that, people just do it.” 

The examples above build on others in suggesting that creative approaches are not yet 

‘what happens’ in every part of the organisation. Most importantly they show that a 
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creative approach to thinking about how to make it happen by not allowing the procedure 

driven environment to create barriers addresses the issues of ownership and exposure.  

 

5.4 Conclusions from Conversations 

The theme of organisational impact began with questions around the introduction of 

creative approaches and how far this had been on an equal footing. In terms of creative 

experiences, people suggested that greater involvement of staff in directing the ‘how and 

when’ of these could help ownership. Moreover, if a person-centred approach were taken 

and processes such as Treasure Your Well-Being and Personal Budgets were harnessed, then 

people’s strengths and aspirations could drive the identification of creative approaches. In 

doing so, this would embed the creative approaches more into ‘what happens’ in the 

organisation. Whilst this was already apparent in some areas, not all parts of the 

organisation yet had a sense of ownership or had been exposed to the range of possible 

approaches. However, what has emerged is a sense that there is senior leadership for the 

adoption of creative approaches and that the cultural partnerships established at a strategic 

level provide an opportunity to address stigma in the community. Therefore, there would 

appear to be a strong footing in the organisation from which to ‘build up’ the pathway 

approach and capitalise on the emerging benefits: 

“It's heartening that the Trust is embracing something in the right direction. Putting 

a cello on a ward is recognised as life enhancing. There is something about engaging 

with the expressive, creative experience. It could be seen as occupational or a past 

time, as opposed to something that could have a fundamental impact on mental 

health. So the next step is to say this is as fundamental part of people's well-being 

and this is perhaps equal to, if not better than a medication regime, increasing the 

resources that go into that instead of the other things that we do as a Trust.” 

 

“What kind of organisation are we? One part of the organisation is very supportive 

of cultural partnerships, this is what we do in Mersey Care. Should be we are either 

part of it or not, that is what this organisation is about join it, but at the moment still 

got some resistance. We know it's difficult for people, but we need to get everyone 

going in the same direction.” 
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These last two comments indicate that the organisation is perhaps at a point in its journey 

where it needs to consider the next step to capitalise more strategically on the emergent 

benefits. There are pockets of the organisation where there may still be resistance and a 

suggestion that the organisation needs to get all staff ‘going in the same direction’. The staff 

members seem to call for action that would in some way put creative approaches at the 

core. One comment identifies this as including the consideration of investment. Other 

responses point to a need to build up the evidence base. There is a view that the evidence 

for much of standard care is lacking and that the value of creative approaches and standard 

care should be explored in a more comparative manner to enable consideration of how 

contact with services benefits people and what approaches provide better value for money.  

 

Certainly, the value of these creative approaches appears to have been expressed by many 

people, service users and staff. In particular, these conversations have also identified that 

the value created is not only for the individual and their community, but also for the 

organisation: 

“This creative agenda makes a big difference to the culture of the organisation, what 

kind of organisation we are. It makes a big difference to the reputation of the Trust 

and who we are, our place within the community, from the strategic down to the 

everyday experience of people.” 
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6 Appreciative Inquiry 
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As stated in the section on methods, the evaluation was approached as a reflexive process, 

each data gathering informing the subsequent step. During analysis of the evaluations it 

became apparent that the data available consisted largely of individual testimonies, what 

was missing was the group perspective: the collective reflection on the impact of the 

creative approaches. Moreover, there were some emerging themes around the 

organisational impact and also challenges from data that could be explored further. 

Therefore, an event was arranged to bring together all participants: healthcare staff, service 

users and carers and creative partners to collectively explore the creative approaches 

adopted within Mersey Care.   

 

The event brought together approximately 120 people from a range of organisations and 

roles and the collective view was gathered in a number of ways. A ‘Big Brother’ diary booth 

was used, in which people were asked for their views, an ‘Origami’ wall was created that 

asked people to respond to a number of questions and ‘Freeform Forms’ also asked people 

to contribute their thoughts at the end of the event. The collective inquiry was achieved 

through a World Cafe approach
10

, with all attendees grouped onto tables and asked to 

consider a number of questions. The questions set were influenced by Appreciative Inquiry 

methods, which are concerned with asking questions that strengthen a system’s capacity to 

understand and heighten positive potential (Cooperrider and Whitney, 2005).  The recording 

of the questions was facilitated by use of a Ketso toolkit at each table, which is a creative 

engagement tool, made of durable material
11

. This allows each person to respond to the 

questions and consider and discuss each others’ responses and thereby generates a wealth 

of material. The questions set for this collective inquiry were as follows: 

• What are we learning from this? 

• What obstacles might come our way? 

• How might we overcome the obstacles? 

• What opportunities are there to take this further? 

Analysis of the data gathered at the event quickly showed that the emergent themes from 

the different tools had commonalities. Therefore, analysis of the different data sets from 

the event was conducted collectively. Analysis used the same approach as for previous data 

                                                             
10

 http://www.theworldcafe.com/method.html 
11

 http://www.ketso.com/ketso-home/what-is-ketso 
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sets; the use of grounded theory building and strengthening categories (Strauss and Corbin, 

1998).  Themes emerged strongly and a framework of five categories was identified from 

the responses to the questions above: 

• Inquiry - Red 

• Engagement - Green 

• Creativity - Orange  

• Collaboration - Purple 

• Co-production – Blue. 

The themed responses to each question are presented diagrammatically below and 

discussion of the themes is provided in the conclusions at the end of this section. 
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6.1 What are we learning from this? 
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6.2 What obstacles might come our way? 
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6.3 How might we overcome the obstacles? 
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6.4 What opportunities are there to take this further? 
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6.5 Further Questions (respondents were also asked to identify further relevant questions that they felt were not covered by the ones 

above) 
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6.6 Conclusions from Appreciative Inquiry 

As stated, analysis of the Appreciative Inquiry data generated five main themes: 

• Engagement 

• Creativity 

• Collaboration 

• Co-production 

• Inquiry. 

6.6.1 Engagement 

The theme of engagement had already arisen strongly from previous data and suggested 

that not all staff groups appear fully engaged in many of the creative approaches described. 

In the collective data also, people identified that staff seem to lack confidence and may be 

insecure about engaging and this can then drive scepticism. Again, there is the view that 

some staff ‘don’t get it’ and when people do not grasp the vision behind creative 

approaches they do not ‘see it as their job’. As in previous sections there is the call for 

increased engagement of all staff groups, in particular nursing. However, the inquiry 

approach used also brings out solutions and people suggested training for staff through 

demonstrations and cascading through events. There was also a suggestion that the 

obstacle of engagement could be overcome by managers freeing staff up to participate 

more. This goes back to the example given in the conversations where a manager made the 

decision to make the creative experience ‘protected time’, in order that the ‘routines’ did 

not constrict staff from participating. A number of people suggested that engagement could 

be taken further by inclusion in job descriptions, while for others the use of Trust creative 

initiatives was seen as an opportunity, with people highlighting the Trust’s Ideas Street 

tool
12

, an online system to generate ideas.  

6.6.2 Creativity 

The theme of procedure has overlap with the theme of creativity. Responses picked up the 

thread around the tension between creativity and procedure and as in previous sections, 

people felt that the creative approaches had enabled people to see ‘what we can do, not 

what we can’t’. The obstacles to capitalising on the creative approaches are seen as 

concerned with ‘the system’, which leads to a dichotomy of targets and creativity. The 

‘system’ also means that creative approaches are still on the periphery, not integral. People 

saw the key thing for overcoming this as a shift in mindset, which could embrace positive 
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http://www.merseycare.nhs.uk/Library/Working_for_us/Mersey_Cares_for_Staff/Mersey%20Cares%20for%2
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risks. Again, there is the call for ‘thinking differently’ that has emerged from other data and 

the need for managers to give people permission to take initiative and positive risks. The 

theme of creativity was also suggested by a further question around equality of access to 

creative approaches. One group explored how access could be thought about creatively and 

people suggested alternative travel services to overcome geography, increasing community 

partnerships to have more accessible opportunities and the importance of persistence and 

giving initiatives time to work. 

6.6.3 Collaboration 

The theme of collaboration emerged within the question on overcoming obstacles. Data 

picked up previous suggestions that there is a possible need for increased support for 

creative partners to ensure capacity. The theme of capacity also highlighted a potential for a 

lack of resources, whether as people or finances. In order to overcome this possible 

obstacle, people identified the need to source alternative, or non-NHS funding streams and 

it was felt that there could be opportunities through expanding partnerships and pursuing 

new directions. Capacity issues were seen as possibly being overcome by harnessing 

volunteers and this goes back to the strong theme around peer support that has already 

emerged. Within this theme of expanding and pursuing new collaborations, the Health and 

Well-being Boards were also identified as an important structure to be influenced. 

Collaboration also emerged in the further questions posed and one group explored the 

suggestion that there should be identification of emotional and practical support for people 

involved in creative experiences.  Echoing the staff conversations, more awareness for 

creative partners was suggested and solutions to this included shared continuing 

professional development, non-managerial supervision and the use of reflective space.  

6.6.4 Co-production 

The suggestion that creative approaches can enable person-centred care planning that is co-

produced emerged strongly, as it had throughout previous data. Again, the creative 

approach is seen as enabling this by breaking down boundaries and people identified the 

establishment of trust and honesty as helping this. It is interesting that the theme of co-

production did not emerge under the question on obstacles. Co-production and its sub-

themes were seen as positives under the questions on learning and solutions-focussed 

responses. Those solutions included the suggestion that other obstacles could be overcome 

by putting creative experiences in care plans and risk assessments. This goes back to the 

benefits identified by staff in using creative experiences to manage behaviour, transitions 

and discharge. Again, people identified opportunities in personal health budgets and the 

Trust’s Treasure Your Well-being initiative and the use of self-defined outcomes was seen as 

an opportunity to take the creative approaches further.  
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6.6.5 Inquiry 

In the context of self-defined outcomes, the positive and sometimes transformative impact 

on people’s well-being was again highlighted as a learning outcome of adopting approaches.  

People identified that creative approaches led to learning about a person and that this could 

bring about a different type of conversation. The appreciative inquiry also highlighted that a 

lot of the emergent themes around impact are common to many of the creative approaches 

used, whatever the nature of the creative experience. As well as inquiry in the sense of 

identified learning outcomes, inquiry also concerned how to capture and evidence those 

outcomes. People raised the issue of how to measure effectiveness of these approaches and 

identified the difficulty of evidencing the impact in a quantitative paradigm. The inquiry also 

brought out possible solutions and people felt that telling the story could be in the form of 

positive narratives or as visual and video evidence. The use of champions was also raised as 

a mechanism for ‘telling the story’, not only internally, but also beyond the organisation to 

‘spread the word’. There was a suggestion for increased media awareness and this goes 

back to the possible role of creative approaches in addressing stigma in the community.  

Inquiry also emerged from a further question that echoed the question posed on 

opportunities: How can we promote this amazing way of working? Again, the use of 

champions or ambassadors was suggested and these were seen as coming not only from 

within the organisation, but externally and possibly well-known people to raise the profile. 

Going back to the need to ‘show and share’ solutions to this question raised the need for 

increased visibility through linking in to wider networks around creative approaches and the 

possible creation of online visibility and promotion. This was seen as the need to create a 

‘tipping point’ to promote and share the benefits. 

The conclusions on the themes above show that the triangulation of data from 

documentation, conversations and collective inquiry using a grounded theory approach has 

enabled strong themes to emerge. The appreciative inquiry has also brought up a number of 

ideas and solutions to take the creative approaches further.  
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7 Summary Conclusions 

The national quality framework of patient experience, patient safety and effectiveness 

(Darzi, 2008) is used to explore the conclusions drawn from across all of the data sources 

and emergent themes so far. In addition, the Trust’s strategic objectives are used to explore 

the contribution of creative approaches to delivery of the organisational agenda. 

7.1 Patient Experience  

13
 There was a strong consistent theme of the positive impact of creative approaches upon 

patient experience.  People repeatedly described the transformative effect of participation 

on identity. Many experiences were characterised by social exclusion and a ‘lost’ identity, 

brought about by the label of mental health ‘service user’ or ‘carer’ and a subsequent 

assumption of being ‘hard to reach’. As other commentators have observed use of these 

labels is potentially stigmatising (Gray 2002; Brackertz, 2007) and the suggestion from this 

data is that these labels become a barrier. For people in the community the fear attached to 

perceived stigma, made engagement in community activities challenging. For those in in-

patient facilities, being viewed as ‘hard to reach’ led to assumptions that they would not 

engage. 

However, once people had engaged in creative 

approaches, the ‘safe space’ created by people who 

were ‘in the same boat’ and the breaking down of 

boundaries between labels transformed people 

into socially included active participants.   

This sense of belonging was shown to increase 

confidence and self-esteem. Most importantly, 

the cultural aspect of people’s experiences, 

including football, music, reading, dance 

and art, created new positive identities 

separate from the condition. People no 

longer felt defined by their label of 

‘service user’ or ‘carer’, but described themselves as ‘artists’ or 
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 The photographs used in section 7.1 to 7.3 are taken materials developed through a creative initiative between FACT and Early 

Intervention Services. 
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‘members of a football team’. There is a growing recognition of the importance of defining 

identity as a first step in recovery (Slade, 2009; Noordsy, 2002; Davidson and Strauss, 1992).  

The need to create an identity that is separate from the defined condition has been 

described as the most fundamental aspect of the process of recovering: 

“a process of restoring or developing a positive and meaningful sense of identity 

apart from one’s condition and then rebuilding one’s life despite or within the 

limitations imposed by that condition.” Kirk (2002) 

 

The theme of a safe space echoed other studies on resilience factors for positive mental 

health in identifying the role of peer support in improving well-being. Participation in 

creative approaches enabled people to draw on the support of peers and there were several 

examples of a subsequent reduction in reliance on mental health services. Research 

suggests that social connectedness can be a critical buffer against mental ill health 

(Kirkwood, et al., 2008) and that the size of people’s primary friendship group can be a 

predictor of future mental health (Traolach, S. et al., 2005). Indeed the recent Five Ways to 

Well-being principles developed by the new economics foundation has ‘Connect’ as its first 

principle (nef, 2008).   The value of creative approaches for improving patient experience 

appears to be in the creation of a positive identity for people and the connection of that 

identity to a supportive group, which in turn increases social inclusion. 

 

7.2 Patient Safety  

The theme of a safe space also arose from 

the many descriptions of the positive 

‘affect’ on mood from participation in 

creative approaches. People described the 

alleviation of symptoms and particularly in 

the ward setting this improvement in mood 

in turn had a beneficial effect on the ward 

atmosphere. Comments from service users 

and carers showed that the ward can 

appear to be a ‘busy’ and ‘challenging’ environment and this effect of calming the ward 
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atmosphere enabled the benefits to be felt by all.  

 

A demonstrable impact on patient safety was suggested by the examples of staff using 

creative approaches to generate a different discourse around risk management. Staff saw 

the benefits of creative approaches as providing a more positive way to manage intensive 

support for people. This was described as not only benefitting the individual in reducing 

their challenging behaviour, but also the staff as a more productive and effective way of 

working. Indeed the national guidance on Supportive Observation defines the practice as: 

“regarding the patient attentively whilst minimising the extent to which they feel 

that they are under surveillance”, (Standing Nursing and Midwifery Advisory 

Committee, 1999) 

The Trust’s own Supportive Observation Policy states that periods of observation should be 

“viewed and used as opportunities to build a therapeutic relationship” (Mersey Care, 2010).   

However, procedures were sometimes viewed as a barrier and the routine of medication, 

meals and meetings was identified as hindering wider staff engagement. The involvement of 

different professional groups varied. Whilst some staff acknowledged that the perceived 

‘red tape’ often derived from assumptions, other staff appeared to view creative 

approaches as an ‘add on’ to their perceived role.  

 

In contrast, other staff saw creative approaches as supportive tools to manage risk at critical 

points in people’s journeys. Creative experiences were described as ‘stabilisers’ or ‘bridges’ 

for transition periods and viewed as helping reduce the dependence on services that 

prolonged in-patient stay can increase (NIMHE, 2007). The Trust initiative ‘Treasure Your 

Well-being’ was highlighted as indicative of the organisational shift to a pathway approach 

that would sustain well-being from in-patient to community.  

 

A recent study by MIND suggests that people are rarely asked about the support that they 

might need to prepare for activities in the community (MIND, 2009). Moreover, the MIND 

study found that whereas staff were more likely to ask people about work related activities, 

people wanted more help to identify opportunities that would “stimulate and support” 

them (MIND, 2009, p.vii). As discussed, both of these themes have emerged strongly as 

benefits of participation in creative approaches. However, the data used for this study also 
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reinforces the suggestion of the need for proactive support for engagement in community 

activities. There were several examples where the support of staff in facilitating access to 

community activities had been instrumental in engagement. Particularly given the issues 

around delayed discharge and re-admission discussed in the introduction to this report, it 

would appear that creative approaches present the organisation with valuable potential to 

improve the management of transition points in pathways. Most importantly, their value is 

in the development of resilience and the establishment of supportive networks to reduce 

the likelihood of re-admission (Harrison, 2004; Friedl, 2010; Brown and Kandirikirira, 2007). 

 

7.3 Effectiveness of Care 

The theme of improved care co-ordination first 

emerged from within the narrative data. Staff 

identified the benefits for care planning and 

subsequent improved relationships from the 

discovery of people’s ‘legacies’. Participation 

was also shown to enhance assessment, 

affording the opportunity to assess the 

individual in a more ‘natural setting’.  This led to 

the identification of physical and cognitive abilities of individuals that had hitherto been 

unknown. Findings demonstrated the value of creative approaches in supporting the 

principles that the Department of Health guidance for Care Planning Approach identifies as 

core:  

 “effective planning should recognise that often the best way you can change things 

is through doing more of what you are good at. This is about using more of your 

recognised abilities (using your strengths) to promote your recovery.” (DH, 2008) 

 

The adoption of creative approaches had not only influenced individual practitioners’ 

practice, but had also led to a shift in whole teams’ practices.  The ward’s story in particular 

showed how involvement in a range of creative approaches had instigated a shift in care to 

the adoption of a person-centred approach with creativity at its core. This shift 

demonstrated the benefits for care not only on individuals, by enabling more choice and 
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increased involvement, but also on staff, by enabling staff to take initiative and increasing 

team motivation.  

 

7.4 Strategic Objectives of Mersey Care NHS Trust 

Quality and Value   

• To improve quality and increase value.   

The value of the adoption of creative approaches has been demonstrated as a social value 

for the individual: the generation of a positive identity through meaningful engagement, 

and also as a wider social value for the community. 
14

 The increased social inclusion of 

people in the community, through 

participation in cultural activities 

affords the opportunity to begin to 

challenge the stigma associated with 

mental health. The most recent 

study of attitudes to mental health 

in the public found that only just 

over half of those questioned 

believed that people with severe mental health problems could fully recover (NHS IC, 2011). 

Moreover, there were no significant changes to responses around the levels of stigma 

experienced by people, which remained high at 85% (NHS IC, 2011). As well as increased 

visibility of people, findings also suggested that the output of creative approaches could 

challenge stigma, for example through public exhibitions. 

 

The value of the output of creative approaches is also in the ‘social profitability’ that they 

generate.  The profit being realised is in the creation of a body of work that in turn benefits 

society. Analysis also identified examples of outputs that had attracted further funding and 

thereby generated income for the organisation. As stated in the introduction, social value as 

a wider concept goes beyond a purely financial notion of value and has been defined as “the 

creation of benefits for society through efforts to address social needs and problems in ways 
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 The photograph is from the Everton in the Community Initiative Imagine Your Goals, collaboration between Everton Football Club and 

Mersey Care NHS Trust. 
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that go beyond the private gains and general benefits of market activity” (Phills, J. A. et al., 

2008). Social value is seen as being created when “resources, inputs, processes or policies 

are combined to generate improvements in the lives of individuals or society as a whole” 

(Emerson, et al., 2001). This data shows that not only does the ‘output’ of the creative 

process generate a social value, but also an outcome value. The inputs and processes 

generate outcomes for the individuals involved: more socially included people contributing 

to society, some of whom progress to become economically active citizens, as a result of 

participation.  

 

Although this study has not included an economic analysis of value for money, initial 

estimates within the organisation on one such creative approach begin to indicate the 

return on investment that may be realised through these approaches: 

“I can identify people within Get into Reading at Mersey Care NHS Trust who 

otherwise would have needed in-patient care had it not been for the support and 

benefit of the groups. Groups cost about £6 per person per session; by comparison, 

an in-patient stay costs on average £9,000.”  Alan Yates, Chief Executive, The Reader 

Conference, October 2010. 

As the above quote illustrates, the question of value for money is not simply a matter of 

looking at the direct costs of the activity, but looking at the indirect value for money gained 

from potential cost savings derived from the benefits of participation. For example, in the 

NICE costing report ‘Mental Well-being and Older People’, the primary benefit assessed in 

terms of cost savings is ‘improvement in mental well-being’ (NICE, 2008). The report states 

that in 2003 the total cost of adult depression was estimated at over £9 billion, of which 

£370 million represents direct treatment costs (Thomas, 2003). The NICE costing report 

concludes that: 

“It would seem reasonable to assume improved wellbeing and quality of life would 

be reflected by a reduction in contact with mental health services.” 

An improved well-being and quality of life therefore should have indirect savings in 

lessening the demands on mental health services. The findings in this study have begun to 

suggest that creative approaches, particularly in the community setting, can lead to a 

reduction in reliance on mental health services. Therefore, it could be tentatively suggested 

that engagement may lead to a reduction in the costs associated with treatment. This would 
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suggest that further robust economic analysis of the cost benefits and return on investment 

from the adoption of creative approaches would provide a worthwhile study to fully 

understand the value.  

  

Most importantly, study of the creative approaches in Mersey Care has demonstrated that 

the value created is in the contribution to recovery: 

“The final recovery task involves the acquisition of previous, modified or new valued 

social roles. This often involves social roles which have nothing to do with mental 

illness. Valued social roles provide scaffolding for the emerging identity of the 

recovering person.” (Slade, 2009, p.4) 

 

Partnerships  

• To enhance partnership arrangements to deliver a better range of integrated 

services. 

15
 The benefits of partnerships between the creative sector 

and healthcare reinforced previous themes around the 

opportunity to challenge stigma and improve social 

inclusion. Findings suggested that ‘tensions’ between the 

seemingly dichotomous paradigms of health and culture 

were viewed in largely positive terms, as pushing the 

boundaries of the ‘red tape’. Trust staff called for increased 

basic awareness for visiting experts, whilst partners called 

for further support through the use of reflective space: 

 “Meeting up with other practitioners is really good, because although you’re an 

expert in your own field, working in health can be, without wanting to sound 

dramatic, can be difficult, dealing with people who are not very well and don’t 

always know how to deal with that yourself.” 

Despite this expressed need for increased awareness of the setting, the introduction of the 

third party whose expertise was not in mental health care, helped to break down the 

boundaries of staff and service user. The expertise of the creative partner also gave people a 
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 The photograph is of Mersey Care staff participating in a LIPA Dance Training session. 
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sense of being valued because of the investment in high profile organisations, such as Tate 

Liverpool and the Philharmonic. The partnerships created by Mersey Care with the cultural 

sector are an innovative and relatively unique approach to delivery in this setting. As data 

from the Appreciative Enquiry event suggested, the organisation could develop further 

products in order to ‘show and share’ the value of these approaches and build on the 

promotion of its partnerships to realise the benefits for the community in addressing 

stigma. 

Expand and pursue opportunities  

• To consolidate develop and expand range of services provided and actively 

pursue opportunities for increasing market share  

16
Findings demonstrated that expansion to community access, needed to be accompanied 

by proactive support for people to make use of opportunities.  The potential of peer support 

was seen as a significant opportunity that seemingly had not yet been fully harnessed by the 

organisation. There is a growing recognition of the 

benefits of peer support in mental health and this 

type of support can be utilised in a range of ways, 

such as establishing mutual aid groups through to 

advocacy and training
17

. Within this context the role 

of peers was mainly seen as providing support for 

people to access community activities.  Some ideas 

went further in suggesting people with lived 

experience could be involved voluntarily alongside 

creative partners in the delivery of creative experiences.   

 

Expansion and development also arose as a need to create a ‘tipping point’ to address the 

seemingly mixed picture of how far the creative approaches were in the ‘fabric and 

framework’ of the organisation. This was linked to the growing thread of staff engagement. 

Where creative experiences were supported by particular parts of teams, there was a 
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 The photograph is of a participant in a creative experience displaying their work at an exhibition. This 

initiative was a collaboration between Mersey Care, The Artists Group and National Museums Liverpool. 
17

 http://www.nmhdu.org.uk/our-work/personalisation-in-mental-health-emerging-programme/peer-support-initiatives-practice-

examples/ 
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danger of the few feeling ‘burnt out’ from the ‘energy’ needed to set up and sustain creative 

approaches. In particular, some staff felt that there were aspects of establishing creative 

approaches that could be done centrally and staff welcomed a recent investment in central 

support for this.  

 

The perceived need for expansion and growth and the provision of creative approaches in 

these settings appears to offer a potentially new and niche market for the organisation. 

Suggestions that would assist in expansion and identification of new opportunities included 

the development of new partnerships across cultural sectors, as well as membership of 

national and international networks. The ward’s story highlighted that the new 

opportunities presented by the organisation’s imminent new build plans were also seen as 

providing an opportunity to build creative approaches into the model of care as core
18

.  

 

Governance and Involvement 

• To become a better organisation by building on involvement with key 

stakeholders and strengthening governance. 

The question of how far creative approaches had become ‘what happens’ was also raised by 

the theme of funding. Temporary funding arrangements arising from the organic growth of 

approaches appeared to underline the view in some areas that these approaches are not 

core.  The challenge for the organisation appears to lie in how to continue increasing access 

to creative approaches, whilst ensuring that necessary governance procedures do not 

present barriers to growth. 

 In a blog exploring creativity and the NHS, Mark Batey, Joint Chair of the Psychometrics at 

Work Research Group, highlighted the challenge of being creative in the context of the ‘red 

tape’ that can be generated by a ‘massive organisation’. He acknowledges this difficulty, but 

calls for creativity to be nurtured and supported at the heart of the organisation: 

19
“it is time to get radical, get innovative and look for startlingly new ways of 

working.  At the heart of these efforts MUST lie creativity.  Creativity in the way that 

people interact, that teams work and in the way that work is approached.  Lastly, 
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 http://www.merseycare.nhs.uk/Who_we_are/Time_Project/TIME_Project.aspx 
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 The photo is of participants at a creative experience delivered by musicians from The Philharmonic on a Mersey Care in-patient unit. 
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this needs to be set within the milieu of a culture and climate that supports and 

nurtures creativity and innovation. 

 Not an easy task within a massive 

organisation that must have 

bureaucracy, strict procedures and a 

plethora of stakeholders and 

interested parties to consider.” 

(Batey, 2011) 

This echoes the emergent suggestion that adopting creative approaches within the 

‘procedure driven’ environment of the NHS can be challenging. However, the aim of good 

governance is not only to ‘control’, but also to ‘direct’
20

 and although a recent survey by 

ACCE showed that greater emphasis is placed on the ‘control’ aspect of governance, the 

study emphasised the “vital role” of governance “in the delivery of effective services to 

patients” (ACCA, 2010, p.11). The study concluded that the “‘people’ elements [of 

governance] do not always get the same level of focus . . . [but] are essential components of 

good governance.” (ACCA, 2010, p.11) In line with this, a further theme that emerged 

against the objective of strengthening governance concerned the way in which creative 

approaches can increase involvement in service delivery. 

 

Organisational creative approaches cited in the study, such as the use of personal budgets, 

have shown that increased decision-making for people in how funding is used and greater 

involvement in care planning can strengthen governance and harness creativity
21

. 

Examples of the use of personal budgets in Mersey Care illustrated the ability of people to 

think creatively about how their own needs could be met, such as through the use of pooled 

budgets or the purchase of equipment to re-connect to creative strengths.  A recent report 

on the use of personal budgets in mental health care concluded that whilst there were still 

differing views on what was ‘appropriate’, use of a personal budget had led to a growth in 

personal confidence and enabled much greater choice (SCIE, 2011). This data echoes those 

findings in demonstrating that the use of personal budgets linked to creative experiences 

can not only increase the involvement of people in decision-making, but empower people.  
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 http://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/cadbury/report/committee.html 
21

 Mersey Care is part of the DH funded national pilot on personal budgets. 
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Art Art 

 
When I was depressed 
I'd never have guessed 

The joy that my life could 

impart 
I feel vital, excited, 
inspired and delighted 

NO! It's not medication 

'It's ART' 
 

Now it's hard to conceive 

To remember, believe 
How wretched I was 

at the start. 
When Art played its part 

Pulled me, 'right out the cart' 

Don't think 'Medication' 

Think ART!!! 
by Ralph 

 

Overall, the value of the creative approaches has been in what they have brought to the life 

experience of the individual in contact with care services, as neatly summarised by one staff 

member: 

“I've been in nursing in Liverpool for 27 years now and I see people who I nursed 

when I first came still in contact, that's a whole lifetime, they can't just walk away. 

Hard to see, some people get a bit better, but there is something terrible about a 

lifetime of illness. Like if you are diabetic, it’s a life debilitating illness, but you can 

still lead a productive life, you can still do lots of things. It's recovery, an opportunity 

for people to expand and experience things they couldn't experience before.” 

 

The need for inquiry into the value of creative approaches arose from a growing body of 

experiential evidence of the benefits and impact. The inquiry-based approach adopted to 

gather this data together has explored the impact as a snapshot at this point in the 

organisation’s journey. The aim of this report is to provide a starting point for further 

inquiry by presenting the growing evidence and areas for further action. In so doing this 

work aims to contribute to raising the profile of these approaches beyond the organisation 

as positive stories of people’s life experiences and ultimately help to challenge the stigma 

associated with mental health. 
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8 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are only provided as a guide for the main areas that emerged. Local 

initiatives that have not been identified during fieldwork may already be addressing some of these 

suggestions. These suggestions should be used and interpreted in the local context.  

No. Theme  Recommendation Suggested Improvements 

1 Make it 

‘what 

happens’ 

 

Determine what the next 

steps are at a strategic 

level to embed the use of 

creative partnerships into 

organisational practices. 

 

 

 

 

In part this recommendation will be achieved 

by action on the other recommendations. 

There is a need to determine how creative 

approaches are viewed by the organisation and 

in order to shift at a strategic level a need for a 

commitment to these approaches as core.  

At an operational level there is a need to ‘label’ 

these as ‘what happens’. This could be 

achieved in part by formalising their place in 

the ward ‘routine’ and by including in care 

plans and assessments. 

2 Make it 

‘what 

happens’ 

 

Increase the involvement 

of staff and service users in 

driving forward ideas for 

creative approaches. 

To increase involvement and ownership, staff 

ideas for increasing the range of creative 

approaches could be encouraged, using 

organisational initiatives such as Ideas Street.  

The identification of service users’ strengths 

and interests (linked to personal budgets) 

could inform care plans and inform the 

expansions of creative approaches (linked to 

Pursue and Expand). 

3 Make it 

‘what 

happens’ 

 

Increase the exposure of 

staff across the 

organisation to the 

benefits of participation in 

This could be achieved through cascade 

events, ‘push and permission’ from leadership 

and creative thinking around the perceived 

barriers of the ward routine. Further 
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creative approaches.  

 

exploration of the perceptions of the nursing 

group could provide solutions to improve 

engagement for that group.  

4 Make it 

‘what 

happens’ 

 

Harness people with lived 

experience to increase 

access to creative 

experiences in the 

community.  

 

This could be achieved through the 

development of peer volunteers and peer 

support roles. The use of peer volunteers to 

assist in the delivery of creative experiences 

would also increase capacity. The use of 

people with lived experience could contribute 

to the recommendation to increase staff 

engagement through cascade training. 

5 Support for 

creative 

partners 

Increase the provision of 

reflective learning space 

for staff and creative 

partners.  

There are examples where this works well in 

the organisation and this good practice could 

be replicated. 

6 Pursue and 

Expand 

 

Explore opportunities to 

develop into new markets 

as a service provider. 

The partnership approach to delivery with the 

creative sector in this setting appears to be a 

unique and niche opportunity for expansion of 

services. 

7 Pursue and 

Expand 

 

Increase range of 

partnerships with the 

cultural sector to broaden 

choice and improve access. 

 

There is a particular need to increase 

community provision of creative experiences 

to ensure a pathway approach. A mapping 

exercise as part of the Treasure Your Well-

being initiative that will identify the 

community resources could be used to identify 

gaps and opportunities for new partnerships.  

There are some areas of the organisation 

where people do not have equitable access to 

creative experiences. Further review across 

clinical business units would identify gaps. 

8 Pursue and Develop plans to explore Increased delivery of creative approaches 
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Expand 

 

alternative models of 

delivery for creative 

approaches. 

 

appears restricted by current procedural 

arrangements. Models of delivery such as 

social enterprises could provide more flexible 

ways of increasing access, whilst still ensuring 

strong governance. 

9 Governance 

 

Review the funding 

arrangements for the 

creative partnerships 

across the organisation. 

The funding of creative approaches differs 

across clinical business units. Exploration of 

opportunities for budgets to be used across 

units may help increase equitable access. 

10 Governance 

 

Increase use of personal 

budgets for creative 

approaches. 

Build on the pilot to further explore the use of 

personal budgets to increase access to creative 

approaches. Explore the potential for pooled 

budgets to purchase creative experiences 

collectively 

11 Governance 

 

Strengthen central support 

for delivery of creative 

approaches to ensure good 

governance. 

This could be achieved as a short-term action 

through the centralisation of contractual 

arrangements with providers, whilst ensuring 

that local decisions on delivery remain with 

clinical staff. 

12 Develop the 

evidence 

base 

Create products to ‘show 

and share’ the outcomes of 

creative approaches.  

The creation of products would raise the 

profile of the organisation and also help to 

challenge stigma in the community.  

13 Develop the 

evidence 

base 

Develop a research 

portfolio around the use of 

creative approaches in 

mental health care. 

 

This area of research is a particular gap in the 

mental health care evidence base and could 

provide the organisation with a niche research 

profile to attract further funding and academic 

collaborations. 
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